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Thesis Summary
In April 2009, Google Images added a filter for narrowing search results by colour. Several other
systems for searching image databases by colour were also released around this time. These colour-
based image retrieval systems enable users to search image databases either by selecting colours
from a graphical palette (i.e., query-by-colour), by drawing a representation of the colour layout sought
(i.e., query-by-sketch), or both. It was comments left by readers of online articles describing these
colour-based image retrieval systems that provided us with the inspiration for this research. We were
surprised to learn that the underlying query-based technology used in colour-based image retrieval
systems today remains remarkably similar to that of systems developed nearly two decades ago.
Discovering this ageing retrieval approach, as well as uncovering a large user demographic requir-
ing image search by colour, made us eager to research more effective approaches for colour-based
image retrieval. In this thesis, we detail two user studies designed to compare the effectiveness of
systems adopting similarity-based visualisations, query-based approaches, or a combination of both,
for colour-based image retrieval. In contrast to query-based approaches, similarity-based visualisa-
tions display and arrange database images so that images with similar content are located closer
together on screen than images with dissimilar content. This removes the need for queries, as users
can instead visually explore the database using interactive navigation tools to retrieve images from
the database. As we found existing evaluation approaches to be unreliable, we describe how we
assessed and compared systems adopting similarity-based visualisations, query-based approaches,
or both, meaningfully and systematically using our Mosaic Test - a user-based evaluation approach
in which evaluation study participants complete an image mosaic of a predetermined target image
using the colour-based image retrieval system under evaluation.
Keywords: Image Databases, Image Retrieval, Colour, Visualisation, Evaluation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In April 2009, Google Images [44] added a filter for narrowing search results by colour. Writing on the
company's official blog, Tanguay [94] (a Software Engineer at Google) reported that by clicking one of
twelve colours located on the newly added graphical palette, users would be presented with images
from their keyword query result set that contained a high proportion of the selected colour. The follow-
ing year, a developer at Microsoft followed suit - with Hua [100] revealing that Bing Images [17] now
had a similar query-by-colour facility. Furthermore, Hua also showcased Bing Images' new query-
by-sketch functionality; enabling users to search for images by drawing a representation of the colour
layout sought. Several other systems facilitating colour-based image retrieval, such as Chromatik [22]
and MultiColr [42], were also released around this time and the web was soon inundated with online
articles (e.g., [26, 18, 85]) describing various systems for searching image databases by colour. It was
the comments left by readers of these articles that provided us with the inspiration for this research.
We found two prevalent questions posted by readers of these online articles; how do colour-
based image retrieval systems work? who would use them? As we researched the answer to the
first of these questions, we found that much research has been conducted over the past two decades
into retrieving images from databases according to content (a research domain often referred to as
content-based image retrieval [89, 19]). Colour-based image retrieval systems extract the colour
content of database images directly from the pixel data and encapsulate a summary of this information
using n-dimensional feature vectors - that is, a compact numerical representation of colour content is
extracted for each image in the database. Colour-based image retrieval systems use these feature
vectors to index database images, withmost enabling users to query the database by selecting colours
from a graphical colour palette (for query-by-colour), by drawing a representation of their requirements
(for query-by-sketch), or both. A query feature vector is extracted automatically from a user's query
and an inter-vector distance between this query feature vector and the feature vectors of all database
images is then computed. The database images with a feature vector close (i.e., a short inter-vector
distance) to the query feature vector are then returned and displayed to the user.
It surprised us to learn that the underlying query-based technology used for colour-based image
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retrieval in Google Images and Bing Images was not as innovative as we expected and, is in fact,
based on a retrieval model devised almost two decades ago [23]. We found this to be somewhat
of a revelation given that image databases have grown exponentially over the last twenty years and
can now contain millions of images [68]. We were also surprised at the lack of literature available
regarding the user demographic of colour-based image retrieval systems. From the little previous
research available, coupled with our consultations with graphic designers, we deduced that individuals
operating in creative industries such as graphic, fashion and interior design, search image databases
by colour. Tanguay, the Software Engineer at Google, also revealed that ``a very large number'' of
users invoke the colour filter in Google Images each day. Discovering this ageing retrieval approach
and large user demographic made us eager to research more effective approaches for colour-based
image retrieval.
It was whilst investigating how colour-based image retrieval systems work that we found a sub-
stantial body of research regarding similarity-based visualisations for image retrieval. In contrast to
query-based approaches, similarity-based visualisations display and arrange database images so
that images with similar content are located closer together than images with dissimilar content [32].
This removes the need for queries, because users can instead visually explore the database using
interactive navigation tools to retrieve images of interest from the database. For this research, we
focussed on two distinct styles of similarity-based visualisation: mapping-based and clustering-based
visualisations. Mapping-based visualisations use dimensionality-reduction techniques to map the of-
ten high-dimensional image feature vectors to just 2-dimensions, used as co-ordinates for plotting
database images on screen. Users can then explore the resultant database visualisations via zoom-
ing and panning tools. Clustering-based visualisations create groups of images with similar feature
vectors where the group is visualised using a single image (or, in some cases, a small set of images)
representative of the images contained within the group. Image groups can contain sub-groups of im-
ages, which themselvesmay also harbour further sub-groups of images, and so on. Users can explore
this hierarchical structure by navigating through groups of interest using an interface similar to that of
file browsers found in common operating systems (i.e., the representative images of groups act much
like folders, with individual images becoming analogous to files). Since we were unable to find any ev-
idence of similarity-based visualisations being evaluated previously for colour-based image retrieval,
coupled with our finding that no research existed directly comparing the existing query-by-colour and
query-by-sketch query styles for colour-based image retrieval, we formulated the research aim; to
evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches (i.e., the query-by-colour and
query-by-sketch query styles) and similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval.
Further to the above finding, we found two other aspects of similarity-based visualisations that we
believed warranted further investigation. First, many systems adopting mapping-based visualisations
for image retrieval include a zooming facility for exploring databases. There has, however, been just
one previous study into the importance of zooming in these systems - that is, the study of Combs
and Bederson [16]. Participants were asked to retrieve target images from a database of just 225
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images using two systems; one which permitted zooming and another that did not. As the database
used in the study was so small (way short of the magnitude of collections these days), half of the
participants failed to perform a single zoom operation when testing the zoomable system, instead
reviewing database images at a low resolution (i.e., as small thumbnails). Consequently, Combs and
Bederson found no significance difference in the times required by users to retrieve specific images
using the two systems. Given that these users would have been viewing such small images, it was
perhaps unsurprising to learn that the error count for the zoomable system - that is, the number of
images retrieved by users that were not identical to the image they were asked to find - was found to be
higher than for the non-zoomable counterpart. As we believed the importance of zooming for image
retrieval would correlate directly with the number of images being visualised (i.e., themore images that
are displayed, the more effective zooming will become), we decided to make an additional aim for this
research; to assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval from mapping-based
visualisations of large image databases.
The second aspect of similarity-based visualisations that we believed warranted further investiga-
tion was their potential for use in presenting the results of colour-based image retrieval queries. Liu
et al. [55] undertook a user study comparing three image retrieval systems which presented keyword
query results either in the form of a ranked list (where images ranked by the system as most similar
to the query appear at the head of the list), a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-based vi-
sualisation. Test users were given a set of 17 query terms and asked to search for images in the test
database which best matched each of the pre-determined query terms. It was observed that users
could find images fastest using the systems presenting query results in the form of mapping-based
and clustering-based visualisations (as opposed to the ranked list presentation). Whilst the search
times recorded for the systems adopting mapping and clustering-based visualisations for presenting
query results were not found to be significantly different, users did assign higher preference ratings to
the mapping-based visualisation system - claiming it to be more intuitive, interesting, and convenient
than the ranked list and clustering-based visualisation systems for searching and comparing images.
Since Google Images and Bing Images currently adopt a ranked list visualisation for presenting both
keyword and colour query results, we wanted to evaluate what effect changing the visualisation of
results would have on the large number of users searching by colour (as opposed to keywords as
per Liu et al.'s investigation). Consequently, we added another aim for our research; to compare
the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations - namely, mapping and
clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
In order for us to fulfil the research aims stated above, our first task was to overcome the lack of a
reliable method for systematically and meaningfully evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems.
Our background research revealed that there have been very few reported evaluations of colour-
based image retrieval systems. Since the field of image retrieval lacks a standardised approach to
evaluation [64], it has been very difficult for individuals, be it researchers or end-users, to reliably
assess and compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval systems or approaches. One
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of the few colour-based image retrieval systems that has been evaluated previously is QBIC (query
by image content). For Faloutsos et al.'s [23] evaluation of the query-by-colour facility in the QBIC
system, test users were supplied with 10 target images and asked to mark each image in a database
(of approximately 1,000 images) as either relevant or irrelevant with respect to each supplied target
image. The participating users were then asked to submit 10 queries (one per a target image) to the
QBIC system that they believed would be sufficient to retrieve the target images from the database.
Finally, Faloutsos et al. used the number of `relevant' images returned by the system to calculate the
effectiveness of QBIC.
There are three fundamental drawbacks to Faloutsos et al.'s evaluation approach which disqualify
it from being adopted as a standard for the field. Firstly, asking human judges to manually label all
images in terms of their relevance to a target image is a very arduous and time consuming task
(especially given that the magnitude of image databases has vastly outgrown 1,000 images since
Faloutsos et al.'s study was conducted). Second, this list of `correct' images - often referred to as
a ground-truth [89] - can be highly subjective; one person's perception of image similarity can be
entirely different to someone else. The third drawback of this evaluation approach is that it does
not accurately reflect the manner in which highly creative users (e.g., graphic, fashion and interior
designers) assess the suitability of images for use in their design artefacts. These users typically
determine the compatibility of images within the context of the project for which the retrieved image
is intended to be used. For example, graphic designers add candidate images to web page designs
to assess their appropriateness. Graphic designers will then decide whether to keep their chosen
image, or, discard the image and refine their search criteria according to its shortcomings. This
iterative image selection process is known formally as reflection-in-action [84].
As a solution, we devised the Mosaic Test. The Mosaic Test is a user-based evaluation approach
in which evaluation study participants complete an image mosaic of a predetermined target image
using the colour-based image retrieval system under evaluation. The time and users' perception of
the workload required to complete this creative task, as well as the visual accuracy of their image
mosaics (in comparison with the initial target images), are used to assess the effectiveness of the
system being tested. Since our Mosaic Test adopts a standardised image database, automatically
assesses the relevance of selected images by measuring the accuracy of generated mosaics (thus
removing the need for a ground-truth), and enables users to reflect on the suitability of images for
use in their mosaics, we believed that the Mosaic Test would provide a reliable mechanism by which
to meaningfully and systematically evaluate and compare systems for colour-based image retrieval.
To substantiate this claim, we aimed; to show that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable mechanism by
which to meaningfully evaluate and compare colour-based image retrieval systems.
In the following Section, we outline the structure of this thesis and introduce how we adopted
our Mosaic Test for two user studies exploring the effectiveness of similarity-based visualisations for
colour-based Image retrieval.
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1.1 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we review the current state of colour-based image retrieval research. We describe the
demographic of users retrieving images on the basis of colour and how the colour content of database
images can be extracted and summarised for use in colour-based image retrieval systems. We then
provide a comprehensive review of similarity-based visualisations adopted for image retrieval. We
also review the small number colour-based image retrieval system evaluations that have been con-
ducted previously, before discussing the unsuitability of existing image retrieval evaluation strategies
for assessing colour-based image retrieval systems and approaches. Finally, we summarise our main
findings from our background research and reiterate our research aims.
In Chapter 3, we describe how we fulfilled our research aim to show that the Mosaic Test provides
a reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully evaluate and compare colour-based image retrieval
systems. We present findings from our first user study which support our claim that the Mosaic Test
overcomes the drawbacks occurring in existing evaluation approaches.
In Chapter 4, we describe the system comparison aspect of our first user study. We describe
how 24 participants were recruited for evaluating three colour-based image retrieval systems using
our Mosaic Test. The first of these systems was based on the MultiColr colour-based image retrieval
system [42] (i.e., it featured the query-by-colour query style). The second system adopted a mapping-
based visualisation for colour-based image retrieval (recall thatmapping-based is a style of similarity-
based visualisation) which users could interactively explore using zooming and panning tools. These
two systems were included in the study so that we could fulfil part of our research aim to evaluate
and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-based visualisations for
colour-based image retrieval; by directly comparing the effectiveness of the query-by-colour query
style with a mapping-based visualisation. The third colour-based image retrieval system tested in
our first user study featured the same mapping-based visualisation as the second system. For this
third system, however, we removed the zoom facility so that users could only pan the visualisation
to search for images. Removing this functionality from the third system enabled us to meet another
of our research aims; to assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval from
mapping-based visualisations of large image databases.
In Chapter 5, we detail our second user study to which we recruited 36 participants to compare six
colour-based image retrieval systems using the Mosaic Test. Participants in our second user study
were divided into two equal groups, the first of which created image mosaics using three systems
adopting the query-by-colour query style, whilst the second group generated their mosaics using
three systems with the query-by-sketch query style. Grouping test-users in this way enabled us to
achieve another aspect of the research aim; to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-
based approaches and similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval; by directly
comparing the effectiveness of the query-by-sketch and query-by-colour query styles. Given that
many colour-based image retrieval systems typically support either the query-by-colour query style
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or the query-by-sketch query style [47, 42, 22, 44], but rarely both, and that no previous research had
been conducted directly comparing the query styles, we wanted to provide designers creating future
systems with guidance regarding which of the query styles must be included to best support users
undertaking colour-based image retrieval.
Within the two user groups in our second study, the three colour-based image retrieval systems
tested by users visualised query results as either a ranked list (i.e., in descending order of closeness
to the submitted query), a mapping-based visualisation, or as a clustering-based visualisation. This
satisfied the final aim of our research; to compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval
query result visualisations - namely, mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
We outline the contributions to knowledge made by this research and provide a summary of the
findings from our two user studies in Chapter 6. As a further contribution, we propose several avenues
for future work found via our research which, if conducted, could further advance the field towards
more effective colour-based image retrieval.
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Background and Related Work
In this Chapter, we review the current state of colour-based image retrieval research. We begin with
Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, describing how the colour content of database images can be extracted
and summarised as feature vectors for use in systems adopting query-based approaches for colour-
based image retrieval. In Section 2.4, we identify the demographic of users retrieving images on
the basis of colour. In Section 2.5 we review similarity-based visualisations for image retrieval. We
then turn our attention to previous colour-based image retrieval research in Section 2.6, reviewing
the small number of system evaluations that have been conducted in the field. In Section 2.7, we
discuss why current image retrieval evaluation strategies are not suited for assessing colour-based
image retrieval systems. Finally, in Section 2.8, we provide a summary of our main findings and
reiterate our research aims; to show that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable mechanism by which
to meaningfully and systematically evaluate and compare colour-based image retrieval systems; to
evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-based visualisa-
tions for colour-based image retrieval; assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image
retrieval from mapping-based visualisations of large image databases; and finally, to compare the
effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations.
2.1 Extracting and Comparing Colour Content
It is clear that, in order to retrieve images based on colour content, an important issue for colour-
based image retrieval system developers to address is how that colour content should be represented:
how precise the description of colours needs to be, what threshold should be used to determine the
presence of a colour, and whether the location of colour is relevant. The other key question is how the
similarity between colour representations should be measured. In this Section, we discuss several
previously adopted methods for extracting, summarising and comparing the colour content of images.
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2.1.1 RGB Colour Model
A colour model describes how colours can be represented numerically, typically using three or four
values. The most commonly used colour model used for rendering imagery digitally is the RGB (red,
green, blue) colour model. Using the RGB colour model for digital images, each pixel comprises
a red, green and blue component which, when added together, produce an overall pixel colour. In
the RGB colour model, black is produced by the absence of any red, green and blue, whilst white is
generated when each of the red, green and blue channels are at their maximum.
2.1.1.1 Representations of the RGB Colour Model
Whilst the RGB colour model is ideal for rendering imagery on digital devices, it is less suitable for
use in computer vision since the distances between colours do not correspond with the way in which
humans perceive colour [91]. In short, our colour vision is produced using a combination of cones and
rods located on the retina which are responsible for detecting nuances in colour and light respectively,
and our vision is more sensitive changes in light (i.e., to the black-and-white information) than colour.
Consequently, several alternative representations of points in the RGB colour model have been
devised for use in computer vision applications (such as graphical colour selectors, video transmis-
sion, and image retrieval) which do account for the way humans perceive colour; such as the HSV,
YCrCb and HMMD representations. These representations are often referred to as colour spaces.
2.1.1.1.1 HSV (hue, saturation and value) is a cylindrical representation of the RGB colour model
which non-uniformly follows the manner in which human vision perceives colour variations. This
representation has three components; hue (a dominant wavelength producing red, yellow, blue or
green), saturation (the purity of the colour, i.e. the standard deviation about the standard wavelength),
and value (the amount of brightness or white in that colour) [91]. This representation is described as
cylindrical since hue follows the circumference, saturation is the point along the radius, and value is
the height, of the cylinder.
2.1.1.1.2 YCbCr represents colour as brightness and two colour difference signals. In YCbCr, the
Y is the brightness (luma), Cb is blue minus luma (B-Y) and Cr is red minus luma (R-Y). YCbCr was
originally designed to transmit analogue RGB video signals more efficiently. The YCbCr representa-
tion is used in the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptor [59] (described later in Section 2.1.2.3.3).
2.1.1.1.3 HMMD (hue, max, min, diff) is, as per HSV, a cylindrical representation of the RGB colour
model. In HMMD, hue is as per the HSV representation, whilst the max and min components are the
maximum and minimum values among the R, G, and B channels, respectively. The diff component
is defined as the difference between the max and min. The HMMD representation is used in the
MPEG-7 colour structure descriptor [59] (described later in Section 2.1.2.3.2).
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2.1.2 Colour-based Feature Vectors
We have previously described how feature vectors, sometimes referred to as a descriptors, are ex-
tracted from images to form a compact numerical summary of an image's content. In this Section we
we introduce feature vectors designed specifically for summarising the colour content of images.
2.1.2.1 Colour Histograms
Colour histograms are the most widely adopted feature vector for summarising the colours contained
within database images. The colour histogram H for a given image I can be formally defined as;
HI = [B1; B2; :::; Bj ; :::; Bn] (2.1)
where n is the number of distinct colours in the colour space andBj is the histogram bin containing
the number of pixels in image I that are of colour j [93]. These bin values are typically normalised by
dividing the corresponding pixel count by the total number of pixels in image I. Since pixels in a typical
24-bit RGB image can be any one of 16,777,216 unique colours (256 red  256 green  256 blue
shades), the processing and storage of colour histograms containing 16,777,216 bins, for all images
in a database, would clearly be unmanageable. Colour quantisation [93] is therefore undertaken to
reduce the total number of colours in a colour space, thus reducing the number of bins required for
histograms to boost storage and processing efficiency. For content-based image retrieval, colour
quantisation is typically undertaken to reduce colour spaces to 64,128 or 256 colours [59].
L1(A;B) =
nX
i=1
jAi  Bij (2.2)
L2(A;B) =
vuut nX
i=1
(Ai  Bi)2 (2.3)
A variety of distance metrics have been proposed for comparing the colour histograms of images
within a database. A shorter distance between two colour histograms indicates a higher degree of
similarity between two images. The most common distance measures are the L1 (city-block) and L2
(Euclidean) distance metrics [86, 92], defined formally in Equations (2.2) and (2.3) respectively. The
L1 and L2 distance metrics compare the corresponding bins of colour histograms - i.e., the histogram
bin containing the pixel count for the ith colour in histogram A is only compared to the bin for the
ith colour in histogram B. The L1 distance between two colour histograms is the absolute sum of
the differences between corresponding histogram bins. The L2 metric considers the histograms as
points (or Cartesian co-ordinates) in an n-dimensional space (where n is the histogram length) and
calculates the straight-line distance between them.
dquad(A;B) =
nX
i
nX
j
Mij(Ai  Bi)(Aj  Bj) (2.4)
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Other distance metrics, such as the quadratic distance metric shown in Equation 2.4, have also
been adopted for colour-based image retrieval [23]. Unlike the L1 and L2 distance metrics, the
quadratic distance compares the similarity between different colour bins through use of a distance
matrixM , in which the entryMij represents the distance between colours i and j in the colour space.
This distance metric compares each bin in histogram A with all bins in histogram B, as opposed
to just corresponding colour bins (as per the L1 and L2 distance metrics). The advantage of the
quadratic distance metric is that two images containing similar but not exact colours (e.g. a dark red
and a lighter shade of red), achieve a smaller distance measure than two images containing very
dissimilar colours (e.g. blue and red). With the L1 and L2 distance metrics, however, two images
containing similar but not exact colours (e.g. a dark and light red) and two images containing very
dissimilar colours (e.g. blue and red) will produce an equal distance measure. A disadvantage of the
quadratic distance metric, however, is that it is much more computationally expensive than the L1
and L2 distance metrics.
Colour histograms are not suitable for use in query-by-sketch systems since they do not account
for the location of colour within images. For example, as the two graphics shown in Figure 2.1 have
equal quantities of red and blue, they will share identical colour histograms. Clearly, however, the
contained colours appear in vastly different locations. Colour histograms are instead more suitable
for use when the location of colour is not known or important; systems implementing the query-by-
colour query style, for example.
Figure 2.1: Two visually dissimilar graphics sharing the same colour histogram [39].
2.1.2.2 Auto Colour Correlograms
Colour Correlograms were devised by Huang et al. [39, 38], and can be seen as a table T indexed by
colour pairs, where the kth entry in table cell Tij specifies the probability of finding a pixel of colour i at a
distance k from a pixel of colour j in the image. Huang et al. also defined a simplified version of their
correlogram, known as an Auto Colour Correlogram (ACC), which captures the spatial correlation
between identical colours only (reducing the computation required for extraction and comparison).
ACCs can be compared using either of the L1 and L2 distance metrics. Unlike colour histograms,
using ACCs for colour-based image retrieval ensures that images returned via a search contain blocks
of the queried colours. Since these coloured blocks could be located anywhere within the image,
however, like colour histograms ACCs are only suitable for use with the query-by-colour query style.
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2.1.2.3 MPEG-7 Colour Descriptors
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) are a working group developing standards for coded rep-
resentations of digital audio, video, and related data. MPEG-7, the group's standard for encoding
multimedia content, contains several descriptors for representing the colour content within digital im-
ages; such as the MPEG-7 Scalable Colour, Colour Structure, and Colour Layout descriptors [59].
2.1.2.3.1 MPEG-7 Scalable Colour Descriptor (MPEG-7 SCD) is a colour histogram encoded
using a Haar transform to increase efficiency during retrieval. The histogram is generated by quan-
tising the image into 256 HSV colours, with 16 differing bins for hue, and 4 bins each for saturation
and value.
2.1.2.3.2 MPEG-7 Colour Structure Descriptor is also a colour histogram. For the MPEG-7
Colour Structure Descriptor (MPEG-7 CST), however, an 88 pixel sliding window moves across the
pixels in an image in the HMMD colour space [87] (quantised to 256 colours). With each shift of the
structuring element, if a pixel with colour i occurs within the block, the total number of occurrences in
the image for colour i is incremented. As shown in Figure 2.2a, at the window's current location each
of the 64 (8 8) pixels in the window are one of three colours, thus the counts for these three colours
are incremented by one. The distance between two MPEG-7 CSTs can be calculated using the L1
or L2 distance metrics. Much like ACCs, searching image databases using MPEG-7 CSTs will return
images containing blocks of the queried colours, and, since colour location is not recorded, they can
only be used with the query-by-colour query style.
(a) The `sliding window' approach of the MPEG-7
Colour Structure Descriptor.
(b) An image partitioned into 64 (88) blocks represented in the MPEG-
7 Colour Layout Descriptor.
Figure 2.2: A graphic showing the `sliding window' approach of the MPEG-7 Colour Structure De-
scriptor (left) and an image of a telephone box partitioned into 64 (8  8) blocks represented in the
MPEG-7 Colour Layout Descriptor (right).
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2.1.2.3.3 MPEG-7 Colour Layout Descriptor (MPEG-7 CLD) is generated by partitioning an im-
age into 64 (8 8) blocks and calculating the average colour of each block in a YCbCr colour space,
creating three 8 8 matrices - one for the luminance (Y) and the blue and red chrominance (Cb and
Cr) colour components [59]. This partitioning can be seen in Figure 2.2b. Each of these matrices is
then transformed using an 8  8 discrete cosine transform. A discrete cosine transform expresses
a sequence of data points in terms of a sum of cosine functions set to varying frequencies, helping
to separate each matrix into parts of differing importance. The result of this transform, coupled with
quantisation, is a matrix for each of the colour components in which the most important frequencies
occur in the top left-hand corner. Finally, each colour component is converted to a 64-dimensional
vector using a zig-zag scan initiated from the top left-hand corner of its matrix. The distance between
two MPEG-7 colour layout descriptors can be measured using the formula shown in Figure 2.5, where
i is one of the 64 partitions and wY i, wCbi, wCri are optional weightings for the transformed Y, Cb,
and Cr colour components in specific blocks.
D =
vuut 64X
i
wY i(Yi   Y 0i )2 +
vuut 64X
i
wCbi(Cbi   Cb0i)2 +
vuut 64X
i
wCri(Cri   Cr0i)2 (2.5)
Since the location of colours in images is account for, the MPEG-7 CLD can be used for performing
colour-based image retrieval via the query-by-sketch query style.
Figure 2.3: Screenshot of a colour-based image retrieval system which adopts the query-by-colour
query style.
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2.2 Query-by-colour Query Style
The query-by-colour query style is themost commonly found approach in colour-based image retrieval
systems [23, 43, 22, 42, 44, 17, 3], the most widely used of which are the popular online image search
engines Google Images [44] and Bing Images [17]. For query-by-colour, users select their requisite
colour(s) from a graphical colour palette (and, in systems such as QBIC [23] and Chromatik [22], also
specify a desired ratio for the selected colours). It is from these colour selections that query-by-colour
systems formulate query feature vectors. An example of a graphical colour palette can be seen at
the top of the system shown in Figure 2.3.
2.3 Alternative Query Styles to Query-by-colour
As described above, the query-by-colour query style is the most commonly adopted approach for
colour-based image retrieval systems, but is not compatible with feature vectors accounting for the
location of colour within images. In this Section, we describe two alternative query styles to query-
by-colour which can be used with feature vectors accounting for colour location.
2.3.1 Query-by-example
There are a number of systems which adopt the query-by-example query style for image retrieval
(e.g. [23, 70, 57, 9]). For query-by-example, users query an image database by uploading a target
image representative of their requirements. An example of a query-by-example system interface is
shown in Figure 2.4. A fundamental drawback with this query style, however, is that when users do not
have a suitable target image to upload, it is very difficult for them to even begin to find database images
suiting their requirements. This target image requirement issue has been referred to previously as
the page-zero problem [102, 54]. It is for this reason that we discounted the query-by-example query
style from our research.
2.3.2 Query-by-sketch
To combat the page-zero problem, systems such as QBIC [23] and Virage [30], as well those pre-
sented in [47] and [20], adopt the query-by-sketch query style along with, or instead of, query-by-
example. For the query-by-sketch query style, users manually draw a representation of their required
target. Query-by-sketch systems then compute a query feature vector from the synthesised image for
comparison with images in the database. The screenshot of the query-by-sketch system developed
by Jacobs et al. [47] in Figure 2.5 shows the database images returned (right) as a result of the user's
sketched query (left). The query-by-sketch query style can be used with the same feature vectors as
per query-by-example. It is important to note that we found no reported comparisons of query-based
approaches for colour-based image retrieval.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of the IMGSEEK image retrieval system [8] which adopts the query-by-
example query style.
Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the image retrieval system presented by Jacobs et al. [47], adopting the
query-by-sketch query style.
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2.4 Users of Colour-based Image Retrieval Systems
Surprisingly little research literature exists regarding the user demographic of colour-based image
retrieval systems. As a starting point, we asked Tanguay (the Software Engineer at Google) for his
opinion on the types of users most likely to benefit from Google Images' newly added colour filter. As
well as stating that a ``very large number'' of users invoke the colour filter, he wrote;
``The kinds of people who can benefit from these filters are looking for images of something partic-
ular. Graphic designers, for example, may be looking for an image that fits a particular colour scheme
in a web site''.
Graphic designers are responsible for projects such as web page design, leaflet and poster design,
product packaging design and magazine or brochure productions, to name but a few. In consulting
several professional graphic designers on the subject of this research, many recalled occasions in
which images comprising colours complementing a client's specification or brand were required for a
project. These graphic designers cited the usefulness of the query-by-colour facility provided by the
Google Images [44] and iStockPhoto [46] systems in achieving such colour-based image searches
and selections. Other creative design industries in which individuals must regularly execute colour-
based image retrieval include interior and fashion design. The ImageKind [43] and Montage [53]
systems have been designed to facilitate colour-based image retrieval for individuals in the interior
and fashion design industries, respectively.
Colour-based image retrieval is also an activity in which graphic artists must engage for creating
life-like computer-generated imagery (commonly referred to as CGI) for use in television and film.
Graphic artists are required to apply suitably coloured and textured images to objects and characters
existing in virtually-generated environments in ordermake them appearmore realistic and life-like. We
found evidence of this upon examining keyword queries logged by a popular online texture repository.
We observed that users of CG Textures [99], a web site offering images of real world textures for use
in CGI, commonly entered keyword combinations which included at least one colour, such as ``tile
blue'' or ``red rust'', when retrieving images.
User studies undertaken into the image retrieval practises of image journalists suggest that, they
too, are another user group that regularly performs colour-based image retrieval. Markkula and Sor-
munen [60] analysed the indexing practices of, and journalist requests to, a digital newspaper archive.
One of their observations was that expressive and aesthetic criteria such as colour played an im-
portant role during the final selection phase of a typical retrieval session. Similarly, McDonald and
Tait [61] also observed that colour was an important consideration factor for image journalists select-
ing images. Finally, when image journalists participating in the user study of Westman et al. [101]
were given the option to query an image database according to text, colour, sketch, quality or seman-
tic category, it was found that colour was the second highest query style in the study overall, second
only to text [101].
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2.5 Similarity-based Visualisations
In contrast to querying, similarity-based visualisations [32] arrange and present database images
according to similarity, with visually similar images appearing closer together in the visualisation than
dissimilar images. Whilst the computation required to create such visualisations is typically complex,
the calculations can be performed off-line so that users may interactively explore image databases
without the need for a target image or image concept (i.e., users can browse the database for images
of interest). In the following Sections, we describe the three most commonly adopted similarity-based
visualisation styles.
2.5.1 Mapping-based Visualisations
Feature vectors used to represent (and define similarity between) database images can be high-
dimensional data. For themapping-based visualisation style, various dimension reduction techniques
have been developed which describe the relationships between images in the high-dimensional fea-
ture space using a low-dimensional representation that humans canmore readily understand - namely
the x and y co-ordinates of a digital display. Image thumbnails are placed at the co-ordinates arrived
at through dimension reduction to create a mapping-based visualisation (i.e., a layout of database
images). These visualisations can be explored interactively using zoom and pan tools, often included
so that users may inspect areas of interest within the visualisation in greater detail before selecting
the images they wish to retrieve [71, 6, 16]. In the next Section, we describe the dimension reduction
techniques which have previously been adopted for generating similarity-based visualisations.
2.5.1.1 Dimension Reduction Techniques
Whilst much research has been undertaken regarding methods for dimension reduction, in this Sec-
tion we focus our attention on techniques which have been explicitly adopted for generating mapping-
based visualisations of image databases; namelyPrincipal Components Analysis andmulti-dimensional
scaling.
2.5.1.1.1 Principal Component Analysis Principal Component Analysis is the simplest dimen-
sionality reduction approach previously adopted for generating mapping-based visualisations (oper-
ating with anO(n) - or linear - complexity). The starting point for Principal Components Analysis is the
symmetric covariance matrix of the feature data. Covariance, expressed formally in Equation 2.6, is
a measure of how much two dimensions vary from the mean with respect to each other. A symmetric
covariance matrix is, therefore, a matrix whose i, j value represents the covariance between the ith
and jth feature vectors from the feature data.
cov(X;Y ) =
Pn
i=1(Xi   X)(Yi   Y )
(n  1) (2.6)
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The next step in Principal Component Analysis is to calculate the eigenvectors and their respective
eigenvalues for the covariance matrix. The eigenvectors are non-zero vectors which, when multiplied
by the covariance matrix, produce multiples of themselves. The respective eigenvalue is the multiple.
The computed eigenvectors are ranked in descending order of eigenvalues. The eigenvector with
the highest eigenvalue is the principal component of the dataset as it represents the most significant
relationship between data dimensions. The remaining principal components are selected from the top
eigenvectors according to the number of dimensions required (i.e. for 2D the top two eigenvectors
are selected). These principal components are then combined to form a transformation matrix which
is then applied to the original feature data. Principal Components Analysis has the advantage that
it is relatively simple. Since it maximises the variance of the captured data, however, it does not
necessarily best preserve the mutual relations between the individual data items.
The Personal Digital Historian system [62], developed for sharing digital photographs amongst
groups of users, adopted Principal Component Analysis to visualise subsets of database images
which were projected from above on to a table below. Keller et al. [50] also adopted Principal Com-
ponent Analysis to visualise images in a virtual 3D environment based on their texture content.
2.5.1.1.2 Multi-dimensional Scaling In contrast to Principal Component Analysis, multi-dimensional
scaling [52] attempts to preserve the original relationships (i.e. distances) of the high-dimensional
space as best as possible in the low-dimensional projection. Multi-dimensional scaling starts with
a similarity matrix which describes all of the pair-wise distances between objects (or images) in the
original, high-dimensional space. The aim of multi-dimensional scaling is to best maintain these dis-
tances within the low-dimensional projection by minimising a stress measure, often defined as per
Equation 2.7 whereby ij is the original distance between objects i and j, and ^ij is the distance in
the low-dimensional space [52].
STRESS =
P
i;j(^ij   ij)2P
i;j 
2
ij
(2.7)
Starting from either a random initial configuration or co-ordinates derived from Principal Com-
ponent Analysis, the multi-dimensional scaling algorithm iteratively repositions images in the low-
dimensional space in order to reduce the overall stress. The algorithm repositions points in the
low-dimensional space that correspond to points in the original space until a termination condition
has been reached, typically a maximum number of iterations or a predefined threshold stress value.
Whilst this means that multi-dimensional scaling is able to provide a more accurate representation
of the relationships between images in the high-dimensional feature space compared with Principal
Component Analysis, the computational cost is much higher - with multi-dimensional scaling incurring
an O(n2) quadratic complexity.
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2.5.1.1.2.1 Use of Multi-dimensional Scaling The use of multi-dimensional scaling for image
database visualisation was first proposed by Rubner et al. [77, 78]. Rubner et al. suggested that
multi-dimensional scaling could be used to visualise either query results or indeed entire databases
to provide users with an overview of an image database. Whilst we agree that multi-dimensional
scaling is suited to computing a global visualisation (as it can be computed off-line and therefore the
time required for computation is inconsequential), we would argue that multi-dimensional scaling is
too complex a technique to generate visualisations in response to a user query, particularly since
systems such as Google Images [44] return 1,000 images or more in response to users' queries.
It would appear that Pecenovic et al. [69] also reached the same conclusion when designing their
image retrieval system. Pecenovic et al.'s system uses multi-dimensional scaling to generate a global
database visualisation, but presents query results as a ranked list.
Rodden et al. have investigated several aspects of mapping-based visualisations generated using
multi-dimensional scaling [73, 74, 75]. In [74], Rodden et al. compare the accuracy of different feature
vectors (and associated distance measures) for producing mapping-based visualisations via multi-
dimensional scaling. Their findings suggest that using lower-dimensional feature vectors as input
for multi-dimensional scaling - such as a 3-dimensional average colour feature vector - can produce
visualisations which appear remarkably similar to those produced using much more complex feature
vectors.
As well as their theory-based analysis of mapping-based visualisations outlined above, Rodden
et al. have also conducted user-based studies investigating mapping-based visualisations gener-
ated using multi-dimensional scaling. For their first user study, they compared the times required by
users to retrieve target images from a mapping-based visualisation and a randomly assorted arrange-
ment [73]. Results of the study showed that users could locate their target images significantly faster
in the mapping-based visualisation than the randomly assorted arrangement. In a later user-based
study, however, Rodden et al. observed the opposite result [75]. Surprisingly, users participating in
the second study took significantly longer to retrieve images (to accompany a fictional travel article)
from the mapping-based visualisation than when retrieving from the randomly assorted grid. Rodden
et al. note, however, that users in the study were generally more satisfied with the appropriateness
(for use in the fictional travel article) of the images retrieved from the mapping-based visualisation
than their respective selections from a randomly assorted grid.
Another key finding from the user studies conducted by Rodden et al. was that users disliked the
overlapping of images that can often occur in mapping-based visualisations. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.6, co-ordinates that are close together in the high-dimensional feature space inevitably become
even closer when reduced to just two dimensions, causing images to overlap, or be completely oc-
cluded, by other images in the visualisation. In the following Section, we describe several proposed
solutions to this image overlap issue.
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Figure 2.6: Visualisation of the UCID image database [83] generated using multi-dimensional scal-
ing. Many of the images have been overlapped, or completely occluded, by other images in the
visualisation.
2.5.1.2 Overcoming Image Overlap
Nguyen andWorring [67] specify two requirements for managing overlap in mapping-based visualisa-
tions; a structure preservation requirement and an image visibility requirement. The first requirement
states that the structure of the relationships between images in the feature space should be retained,
while the second demands that images should be visible enough so that the content of the image is
distinguishable. It is clear that these two requirements are intrinsically conflicting. Moving an image
in order to make it more visible will detract from the original visualisation structure, whilst maintain-
ing the structure could cause a loss of visibility for certain images. As a proposed solution, Nguyen
and Worring define a cost function which considers both image overlap and structure preservation.
In order to detect overlap in their solution, a circle is placed about the centre of the image - as it is
assumed that an object of focus will be about the centre of an image. If the circles of two images
overlap, the position of the images is altered according to values derived from the cost function. A
similar cost function is also adopted in the Personal Digital Historian system [62].
2.5.1.2.1 Fitting Visualisations to a Regular Grid As a solution to their finding regarding image
overlap, Rodden et al. [73] proposed an algorithm for fitting mapping-based visualisations to a regular
grid. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the outcome of their proposed solution. For their algorithm, aminimum
spanning tree is first calculated from the similarity matrix (used as input for multi-dimensional scaling)
and used to order images. This minimum spanning tree is the shortest possible path that interlinks all
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Figure 2.7: Visualisation of 100 images generated using multi-dimensional scaling (left), fitted to a
regular grid (right) [73].
of the images in the visualisation. Images aremapped to cells of the grid in this order according to their
visualisation co-ordinates. If an image's intended cell is already occupied, a spiral search (emanating
from this original cell) is performed in order to locate the closest free cell (see Figure 2.8a). In addition
to this basic strategy, where the image is simply mapped to the next closest free cell, a further swap
strategy was also proposed. As shown in Figure 2.8b, for the swap strategy an image is moved from
the initial cell to the next closest cell, and the new image is placed in the original cell. Finally, in their
third bump strategy, the images in the line of cells between the original cell and the next closest cell
are all moved outwards (from the original cell at the centre) by one cell, with the new image placed
in the original cell. This strategy is shown in Figure 2.8c. In their experiments, Rodden et al. [73]
found that the bump strategy produced the lowest average error (i.e., the lowest average distance an
image was from its original cell). This bump strategy of Rodden et al. has a computation complexity
of O(m2) +O(n2) (where m is the size of the grid and n is the number of images to be located).
(a) Basic Strategy (b) Swap Strategy (c) Bump Strategy
Figure 2.8: Spreading strategies proposed by Rodden et al. [73]. Dashed arrows represent the spiral
scan, whilst solid arrows depict the path of an image.
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Liu et al. [55] proposed a more efficient strategy for fitting mapping-based visualisations to regular
grids. Liu et al's. algorithm first creates an ordered set of the visualisation images based on their y co-
ordinates. Images are then placed in grid cells sequentially; the image with the lowest y co-ordinate
is placed in the first cell of the top row of the grid, whilst the image with the highest y co-ordinate is
assigned to the final cell of the bottom grid row. Then, for each row of the grid, images are sorted
according to their x co-ordinate; the image assigned to the first cell of a row has the lowest x co-
ordinate of all the images within that particular row, whilst the image located to the last cell will have
the highest x co-ordinate of all images in the row. The resultant visualisation is thus optimised in one
dimension whilst sub-optimised in the other, and has a complexity of O(2n log(n)  n log(m)) (where
m is the number of rows in the grid and n is the number of images).
2.5.1.3 Mapping-based Visualisation Interactive Tools
When large image databases are visualised on a single 2D plane, the resolution of images is often
reduced so much that their content becomes almost impossible for users to interpret. As we have
noted, systems adopting mapping-based visualisations typically include zoom and pan tools, amongst
others, to enable users to inspect areas of a visualisation (and thus individual images) in greater detail.
The systems described in [13, 81] provide a navigational toolbar which enables users to zoom and pan
database visualisations. As well as including such a toolbar, Barthel's ImageSorter system [5] also
permits zooming and panning via mouse interactions; namely scroll wheel manipulation for zooming,
and a left-click and drag operation for panning.
Combs and Bederson [16] recruited 30 participants for a study into the effectiveness of zooming for
image retrieval. As part of their study, Combs and Bederson compared their prototype ZIB (Zoomable
Image Browser) systemwith the commercially available ThumbsPlus system [10]. In their ZIB system,
users could zoom in and out of an image set, whilst in ThumbsPlus, users were required to scroll.
Combs and Bederson report that there was no significant difference in the times required by users
to retrieve specific images using the two systems. Furthermore, Combs and Bederson report that,
despite up to 225 images being displayed simultaneously in their ZIB system and all users being
trained on the functionality of the system, only half of the participants actually performed a single
zoom operation. Given that these users would have been viewing such small images, it is perhaps
unsurprising to learn that the error count for the ZIB system - that is, the number of images retrieved
by users that were not identical to the image they were asked to find - was found to be higher than
for Thumbsplus.
It is our belief that the effectiveness of zooming for image retrieval will correlate directly with the
number of images being visualised - that is, the more images that are displayed, the more effective
zooming will become. As such, because the study of zooming conducted by Combs and Bederson
only adopted datasets containing a maximum of 225 images, no notable difference was observed
between the zoomable and non-zoomable systems. If the study were to be repeated with much
larger datasets (e.g., 10,000 images or more), we would expect a much higher percentage of users
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to perform zoom operations in the ZIB system and, therefore, we would expect to observe a reduced
error rate, as users would have to zoom in order to determine the content of images. Furthermore, we
would anticipate a faster retrieval rate in the zooming-based system than the non-zooming alternative,
as users will be able to navigate to images of interest more quickly
Whilst zooming increases the resolution of all images in the visualisation, some image retrieval
systems facilitate previewing individual images within a visualisation by hovering the mouse cursor
over an image of interest. This maintains the overall structure of the database visualisation by first ren-
dering only small thumbnails image first, with higher resolution images loaded upon request. Google
Images [44] and PhotoMesa [6] include this previewing facility. Mouse over previewing can also be
applied to a small group of images via a fisheye lens [79]. Using this mechanism, images located at
the centre of the lens are rendered at a higher resolution (i.e., the images of interest), while those
around the focussed area are distorted [71], causing the images of interest to appear more promi-
nently on the display.
In the following Section, we describe clustering-based visualisations which reduce the number of
images that are displayed to users at any one time, thus removing the need for the interactive tools
above.
2.5.2 Clustering-based Visualisations
The mapping-based visualisation style described above attempts to display all of the images to be
visualised which, as we saw in Figure 2.6, can lead to `cluttered' visualisations. Whilst we have
discussed approaches for fitting such visualisations to a regular grid, research has been undertaken
which reduces the total number of images to be displayed to users by clustering - or grouping -
similar images together. Whilst not always the case [37, 14], clustering is typically performed in
a hierarchical manner. Clustering-based visualisations create groups of images with similar feature
vectors which are represented visually using a single image (or, in some cases, a small set of images)
representative of the images contained within the group. Image groups can contain sub-groups of
images, which themselves may also harbour further sub-groups of images, and so on. Users can
explore this hierarchical structure by navigating through groups of interest using an interface similar
to that of file browsers found in common operating systems (i.e., the representative images of groups
act much like folders and individual images become analogous to files). In Figure 2.9, for example, a
user has traversed the hierarchy to a cluster of video stills captured from the same news broadcast.
2.5.2.1 Uses of Hierarchical Clustering
Krischnamachari and Abdel-Mottaleb [1, 51] have investigated using agglomerative and divisive clus-
tering techniques to produce image database visualisations. Agglomerative, or bottom-up, clustering
begins with treating each individual sample as an individual cluster. Using some predetermined defi-
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Figure 2.9: Screenshot of Borth et al's. Navidgator system [7]. A user has traversed the hierarchy to
cluster of video stills captured from the same news broadcast.
nition of similarity, clusters are merged with their most similar neighbours and this process is repeated
until a pre-defined number of clusters remain. These clusters then form the top layer of the generated
tree. In contrast, divisive, or top-down, clustering begins with all samples starting as a single large
cluster which is then iteratively split into smaller clusters until a termination criterion is met (such as
all clusters corresponding to individual samples or, in our case, images) [48].
Schaefer and Ruszala [80, 82] adopted an alternative technique for hierarchically clustering image
databases. At the root layer, all database images are assigned to cells based on co-ordinates derived
through multi-dimensional scaling. If a root layer cell contains only a single image, this is the image
that is displayed in the cell. If more than one image is mapped to a cell, however, the image whose co-
ordinates are closest to the cell centre is displayed as a representative image for that image cluster.
Then, at the next level of the hierarchy, this cluster is expanded by subdividing the cell into a set of
smaller cells and performing the above procedure again (that is, mapping each image in the cluster
to a sub-cell, and, should multiple images be assigned to the same sub-cell, descend into the next
level of the hierarchy).
Schaefer and Ruszala employed two approaches in an attempt to reduce the number of empty
cells and layers within a hierarchy, the first of which is shown in Figure 2.10. If an empty cell has
three or more neighbouring cells that contain images, a fraction of these images are moved to the
empty cell. The images moved from each of the occupied cells are those with derived co-ordinates
closest to those of the centre of the empty cell (i.e., those images closest to the borders between the
two cells). The overall effect of this approach is that more cells are filled, hence making better use of
the visualisation space.
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Figure 2.10: The evening strategy of Schaefer and Ruszala [82]. Images (represented as black dots)
have been moved from the cells neighbouring the vacant cell to produce a more even distribution of
images.
For their second approach, Schaefer and Ruszala combined the basic, swap and bump spread-
ing strategies proposed by Rodden et al. [73] (discussed previously in Section 2.5.1.2.1) in order to
prevent the creation of an undue number of layers. When a given parent cell consisted of fewer than
25% occupied sub-cells, sub-cells containing more than a single image would share their images
with the nearest vacant sub-cells. If an empty cell was located in the first ring of neighbours, then the
`basic' strategy was applied. If the closest vacant cell was in the second ring of neighbours, however,
then the `swap' strategy was applied. Finally, should the closest cell be located within the third ring
of neighbours, Schaefer and Ruszala applied the `bump` strategy.
2.5.2.2 Selection of Representative Images
For visualisation purposes, each clustered group of images can be represented using a single image
or a small group of images [55, 21]. In many approaches, such Schaefer and Ruszala's [82], the
centroid image of the cluster is selected. Formally, this is the image with the minimal cumulative
distance from all other images in the cluster. Alternatively, other systems such as CAT [28] select the
image closest to the centroid of the cluster in the feature space. These representative images serve as
links which users can follow to traverse through the hierarchy, usually by clicking the representative
images of interest. From this, users are presented with all of the images from the cluster that the
selected representative image represents.
The representative images of clusters, particularly at higher levels of the hierarchy, are important
for effective image retrieval in this visualisation style. If none of the representative images at the root
level bear relevance to the target image or image concept required by a user, it will be unclear which
cluster contains images of interest. Similarly, whilst clustering images according to content reduces
the number of images required to be visualised at any one time, this visualisation style is heavily reliant
upon the underlying features and metric used in defining similarity. Should the definition of similarity
not match human perception well, an image could be placed within clusters that users would not
intuitively think to inspect in order to retrieve it.
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2.5.3 Graph-based Visualisations
For completeness, this Section details Graph-based visualisations; the least researched of the three
visualisation styles. As can be seen in Figure 2.11, graph-based visualisations utilise links between
images to construct a graph where the nodes of the graph are the images, and the edges form the
links between similar images. On inspection of the graph-based visualisation shown in Figure 2.11, we
believe that a visualisation of 1,000 images or more would become too `cluttered', making it difficult for
users to retrieve images effectively. It is for this reason that we discounted graph-based visualisations
from our research.
2.5.3.1 Pathfinder Networks
Chen et al. [13] adopted pathfinder networks to formulate graph-based visualisations for their InfoViz
system. The pathfinder algorithm, originally used to analyse proximity data in psychology research,
removes all but the shortest edges (links) in the graph [12]. Users of the InfoViz system could inter-
actively explore the graph-based visualisation using zooming and panning tools to inspect areas of
the visualisation in more detail. The major disadvantage with this global graph-based visualisation
style would appear to be the number of images it can handle. Chen et al. test their visualisations with
just 200 images, which is far short of the 1,000 image results returned by image search engines like
Google Images [44].
Figure 2.11: A graph-based visualisation of database images [49].
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2.5.3.2 NNk Networks
Heesch and Rüeger [33, 34] devised NNk networks in their research, where NN stands for nearest
neighbour and k describes a set of different features. In an NNk network, a directed graph is formed
between every image and its nearest neighbours if there exists at least one possible combination of
features for which the neighbour image is ranked top. As an example, a link may be made between
images A and B if B is the most similar image in the database to A according to colour content.
A link may then also be made between A and another image, C, as C is the most similar image
in the database to A according to texture. In contrast to Chen et al's. InfoViz system, users of
the systems designed by Heesch and Rüeger are required to navigate through the database one
image at a time, starting from an initial set of images designed to represent the overall content of
the database. Selecting a representative image places it as a query image about the centre of the
screen, surrounded by its linked neighbours. The user is then able to select a neighbour, which then
becomes the query image, surrounded by its respective neighbours. The inherent disadvantage with
this visualisation is the difficulty also encountered with the clustering-based visualisation style; if none
of the representative images match the target image or image concept users are aiming to retrieve,
users could be left confused as to where their images of interest may be located.
2.5.4 Comparison of Similarity-based Visualisation Styles
Liu et al. [55] undertook a user study comparing three image retrieval systems which presented query
results either in the form of a ranked list, a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-based visu-
alisation. Nine users were given 17 query terms and asked to find the image in the test database
(containing 3,400 images) which best matched each of the pre-determined query terms. It was found
that users could find images 26% faster when using the systems presenting query results in the form
of mapping-based and clustering-based visualisations as opposed to the ranked list presentation.
Whilst the search times recorded for the systems adopting mapping-based and cluster-based visu-
alisations for presenting query results were not found to be significantly different, users did assign
higher preference ratings to the mapping-based visualisation system - claiming it to be more intu-
itive, interesting, and convenient than the ranked list and clustering-based visualisation systems for
searching and comparing images. Seven out of nine preferred the mapping-based system, whilst the
other two preferred the clustering-based alternative.
2.6 Colour-based Image Retrieval Evaluations
As we have stated previously, there are several examples of colour-based image retrieval systems in
existence today [23, 43, 22, 42, 44, 17, 3]. Surprisingly, however, there have been very few reported
evaluations of colour-based image retrieval systems. In this Section, we describe and discuss the
few existing examples of colour-based image retrieval system evaluations.
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2.6.1 Estimating Colour Proportions
Some colour-based image retrieval systems adopting the query-by-colour query style, such asQBIC [23]
and Chromatik [22], permit users to explicitly set the required ratio of their selected colours. Chan and
Wang [11] conducted a user study investigating the usefulness of this proportion tool, measuring the
accuracy of users' estimates of the quantity of colour present within an image. In their study, Chan
and Wang presented participants with images of a solid red ellipse against a white background. Par-
ticipants were asked to estimate the area of the image (as a percentage) that was occupied by the red
ellipse. Each subject was shown a series of images across which the size of the red ellipses varied.
Their investigation revealed that, on average, users over-estimated the size of these ellipses. For
the second part of the study, participants were shown images with dispersed red shapes on a white
background, and asked to estimate the total area of each image occupied by the red shapes. The
red shapes varied in size and number across the images. The results showed that users yet again
over-estimated the proportion of the images occupied with coloured shapes. Chan and Wang [11]
concluded that further research was required to develop a statistical model for use in querying which
considers the inaccuracy of colour quantity estimation apparent in users.
2.6.2 Graphical Colour Palette Design
A more fundamental feature of the query-by-colour query style is the graphical colour palette from
which users select their colours. Broek et al. [98, 97] investigated which of several graphical colour
palettes was most suited for colour-based image retrieval systems. Various palettes, including those
adopted for the QBIC [23] and VisualSEEK [90] systems, were assessed using Fitts' law. Fitts' law
is a calculation designed to model human movement, predicting the time required to point (either
physically or virtually using a mouse cursor) to a target area. It is calculated using the distance to,
and the size of, a given target. Broek et al. used Fitts' law to estimate the time that would be required
by users to generate a sketched query based on parameters relating to the distances between, and
sizes of, the colour cells of the palettes tested.
As part of their study, Broek et al. also tested a novel colour palette, based on the theory that
humans divide colour into eleven discrete categories - red, green, blue, yellow, brown, purple, pink,
orange, black, white, and grey. The novel palette of Broek et al. also included the colour cyan. Broek
et al. conclude that, according to Fitts' law, their newly proposed graphical colour palette supported
more efficient colour selections for query-by-sketch than the others tested. While Broek et al. [98]
demonstrate that the design of graphical colour palettes can impact upon colour selection times, we
believe it would have been more beneficial to have measured how real-world users responded to the
tested graphical colour palettes whilst undertaking an assessed image retrieval task (i.e., how long
did it take them to retrieve specific images from a database, which of the palettes tested did users
prefer most for generating their sketches, etc.).
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2.6.3 Evaluating the Query-by-colour Query Style
To evaluate the query-by-colour facility of the QBIC system, Faloutsos et al. [23] supplied users with
target images and asked them to mark each image in a database (of approximately 1,000 images) as
either relevant or irrelevant with respect to the supplied target image. The participating users were
then asked to submit a single colour query to the QBIC system that they believed would be sufficient to
retrieve each target image from the database (i.e., they submitted one query for each target image).
Using the top 20 images returned by QBIC from the user's query, Faloutsos et al. calculated the
average rank (AV RR) of all the relevant images occurring in the result set and the ideal average rank
(IAV RR). The ideal average rank can be defined as IAV RR = (0+1+   +(T   1))/T , where T is
the total number of images in a database relevant to a target image. According to these definitions,
an effective colour-based image retrieval system will achieve an AV RR close to the IAV RR value.
In the study by Faloutsos et al., these values were averaged over ten different target images.
In the following Section, we consider the suitability of the approach above - as well as several
others that are available - for assessing the effectiveness of a colour-based image retrieval system.
2.7 Image Retrieval Evaluation Approaches
In the previous Section, we have highlighted the only recorded approaches for measuring the ef-
fectiveness of colour-based image retrieval systems. We believe an effective colour-based image
retrieval is one with which users can find the database images closest to their colour requirements,
quickly and easily. Whilst the other approaches are novel, the evaluation method adopted by Falout-
sos et al. is based on the commonly adopted precision and recall measures (typically reported to-
gether as they are intrinsically linked) used to evaluate image retrieval systems. Precision is calcu-
lated by dividing the number of relevant images returned by a system by the total number of images
returned [63], whilst recall is defined as the number of relevant images returned by a system, divided
by the total number of relevant images in the test database. The measures of precision and recall
are presented formally in Equations 2.8 and 2.9 respectively. To measure the relevance of returned
images, the n images retrieved by a system are compared with a list of `correct' images for the given
target image. This list is commonly referred to as a ground-truth.
Precision = Number of relevant images retrievedTotal number of images retrieved (2.8)
Recall = Number of relevant images retrievedTotal number of relevant images (2.9)
In the evaluation method of Faloutsos et al., users were required to manually label all images
in a database as either relevant or irrelevant to a given target image. Not only is asking human
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judges to manually label all relevant images to a target image a very arduous, expensive, and time
consuming task, this list of `correct' images is open to the high degree of varying subjectivity that is
possible between different human assessors. The research field of image retrieval currently lacks a
standardised large-scale image database with an associated ground-truth [64, 56] for benchmarking.
The major difficulties involved in creating such a standardised image database relate not only to
copyright issues associated with the reproduction and distribution of images, but also the inherent
difficulty in producing a reliable ground-truth. In the early days of image retrieval research, each new
system or approach was evaluated using a different database and ground-truth. As well as making
it impossible to replicate studies, Müller et al. [63] have also shown how using different subsets of
image databases for testing can be manipulated to enhance the perceived performance of a system.
To overcome this lack of a standardised image database with an associated ground-truth for
benchmarking, evaluation initiatives - such as TRECVID [4] (a track of the Text REtrieval Conference
dedicated to devoted to research in automatic segmentation, indexing, and content-based retrieval
of digital video) and ImageCLEF [15] (an evaluation forum for the cross-language annotation and
retrieval of images) - have been set up to promote collaboration between members of the image
retrieval community and provide frameworks and resources for systematic and standardised evalua-
tion of image and video retrieval systems (note that, since video retrieval analyses individual frames,
it is considered analogous to image retrieval). In particular, they provide reusable large-scale im-
age databases with associated ground-truths and pre-determined tasks (e.g., search and annotation)
to participants so that systems and approaches can be benchmarked and meaningfully compared.
One way in which such evaluation initiatives formulate their ground-truths is through pooling. In this
approach, ground-truths are formulated automatically using the relevance assessments of systems
participating in the initiative. As an example, if many annotation systems participating in the initia-
tive assign a common keyword to a particular image, the ground-truth used by all participants of the
initiative will be updated to include the commonly assigned keyword.
Given that image retrieval is a highly interactive process, a fundamental problem with the precision
and recall measures is they do not consider the usability of tested systems [15]. Attempts have been
made to run interactive tasks as part of ImageCLEF - e.g., the target search [16, 73, 72, 28] and
category search [75, 29, 66] tasks - but participation in these tasks is typically low due, perhaps
due to the inevitable difficulties involved with recruiting test-users required to complete them. For
the category search task, test-users are shown a target image or keyword and instructed to find as
many relevant images as possible in a database (using the system being tested) within an allocated
time limit. The number of images found in the time available is used as a measure of the system's
effectiveness. For target search, users are instead asked to retrieve a specific image from a database
using the tested system, with the time taken used as a measure of the tested system's performance.
As we describe in the next Section, however, we believe that even the user-based category and target
search tasks are unsuitable for evaluating the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval systems.
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2.7.1 Drawbacks for Colour-based Image Retrieval
Despite the efforts of the research initiatives listed in the previous Section, no large-scale image
database and ground-truth currently exists for assessing colour-based image retrieval systems and
approaches. As we have stated above, there are a variety of difficulties in producing such a database
without a concerted effort from a large group of researchers. Furthermore, as we have also stated,
the precision and recall do not account for the usability of an image retrieval system - a particular
problem given the highly interactive nature of colour-based image retrieval. We believe, therefore,
that the precision and recall measures are not suited for evaluating the effectiveness of colour-based
image retrieval systems.
As we also report in the previous section, the category and target search tasks - in contrast to
the precision and recall measures - are interactive evaluation approaches which do account for the
usability of tested systems. The problem with these approaches, however, is that each fails to ac-
curately reflect the manner in which highly creative users, such as those identified in Section 2.4,
assess the suitability of images for use in their projects. These users typically determine the com-
patibility of images within the context of the project for which the retrieved image is intended. For
example, graphic designers add images to web page designs before deciding on their appropriate-
ness. Graphic designers will then decide whether to keep their chosen image, or, discard the image
and refine their search criteria according to its shortcomings. This iterative image selection process is
known formally as reflection-in-action [84]. This is in contrast to the category and search tasks since
test-users have no overall project in which the suitability of selected images can be assessed.
Given the drawbacks reported in this Section, we believe that, prior to the research documented
in this thesis, no suitable evaluation approach existed for assessing the effectiveness of colour-based
image retrieval systems.
2.8 Summary and Research Aims
In this Chapter, we have reviewed the current state of colour-based image retrieval research. It
surprised us to learn in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 that the underlying query-based technology used
for colour-based image retrieval in Google Images [44] and Bing Images [17] was not as innovative
as we expected and, is in fact, based on a retrieval model devised almost two decades ago [23]. We
found this to be somewhat of a revelation given that image databases have grown exponentially over
the last twenty years and can now contain millions of images [68]. We were also surprised at the
lack of literature available regarding the user demographic of colour-based image retrieval systems.
From the little previous research available, coupled with our consultations with graphic designers,
we deduced in Section 2.4 that individuals operating in creative industries such as graphic, fashion
and interior design, search image databases by colour. Tanguay, the Software Engineer at Google,
also revealed that ``a very large number'' of users invoke the colour filter in Google Images each day.
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Discovering this ageing retrieval approach and large user demographic made us eager to research
more effective approaches for colour-based image retrieval.
In Section 2.5, we detailed the substantial body of research regarding similarity-based visuali-
sations for image retrieval. In contrast to query-based approaches, similarity-based visualisations
display and arrange database images so that images with similar content are located closer together
than images with dissimilar content [32]. This removes the need for queries, because users can in-
stead visually explore the database using interactive navigation tools to retrieve images of interest
from the database. Since we were unable to find any evidence of similarity-based visualisations be-
ing evaluated previously for colour-based image retrieval, coupled with our finding that no research
existed directly comparing the existing query-by-colour and query-by-sketch query styles for colour-
based image retrieval, we formulated the research aim; to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of
query-based approaches (i.e., the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch query styles) and similarity-
based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval.
Further to the above finding, we found two other aspects of similarity-based visualisations that we
believed warranted further investigation. First, many systems adopting mapping-based visualisations
for image retrieval include a zooming facility for exploring databases. As described in Section 2.5.1.3,
however, there has been just one (seemingly flawed) study into the importance of zooming in these
systems - that is, the study of Combs and Bederson [16]. As we believed the importance of zooming
for image retrieval would correlate directly with the number of images being visualised (i.e., the more
images that are displayed, the more effective zooming will become), we decided to make an additional
aim for this research; to assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval from
mapping-based visualisations of large image databases.
The second aspect of similarity-based visualisations that we believed warranted further investi-
gation was their potential for use in presenting the results of colour-based image retrieval queries.
As outlined in Section 2.5.4, Liu et al. [55] undertook a user study comparing three image retrieval
systems which presented keyword query results either in the form of a ranked list (where images
ranked by the system as most similar to a query appear at the head of the list), a mapping-based
visualisation, or a clustering-based visualisation. Since Google Images and Bing Images currently
adopt a ranked list visualisation for presenting both keyword and colour query results, we wanted to
evaluate what effect changing the visualisation of results would have on the large number of users
searching by colour (as opposed to keywords as per Liu et al.'s investigation). Consequently, we
added the research aim; to compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result
visualisations - namely, mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
In order for us to fulfil the research aims stated above, our first task was to overcome the lack of
a reliable method for systematically and meaningfully evaluating colour-based image retrieval sys-
tems. In Section 2.6, we reviewed the few reported system evaluations that have been conducted
previously. Furthermore, in Section 2.7.1 we described the fundamental drawbacks of existing eval-
uation approaches; namely the field of colour-based image retrieval lacking a standardised database
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with associated ground-truth, and their failure to support reflection-in-action [84] - that is, the iterative
image selection process conducted by creative individuals. As a solution, we devised theMosaic Test.
The Mosaic Test is a user-based evaluation approach in which evaluation study participants complete
an image mosaic of a predetermined target image using the colour-based image retrieval system un-
der evaluation. The time and users' perception of the workload required to complete this creative
task, as well as the visual accuracy of their image mosaics (in comparison with the initial target im-
ages), are used to assess the effectiveness of the system being tested. In the following Chapter, we
describe how we fulfil another aim of our research; to show that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable
mechanism by which to meaningfully evaluate and compare colour-based image retrieval systems.
2.8.1 Research Aims
For clarity, the aims of this research can be summarised as follows:
 Show that that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully evaluate
and compare colour-based image retrieval systems,
 Evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches (i.e., the query-by-colour
and query-by-sketch query styles) and similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image
retrieval,
 Assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval from mapping-based visu-
alisations of large image databases,
 Compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations - namely,
clustering and mapping-based visualisations against ranked lists.
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The Mosaic Test
3.1 Introduction
In order for us to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-
based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval, as well as accomplish the other aims of this
research, we first needed to overcome the field lacking a reliable method for evaluating colour-based
image retrieval systems. As stated in the previous Chapter, the field of colour-based image retrieval
does not have a standardised strategy for evaluation which has resulted in very few previous studies
assessing the effectiveness of systems and/or approaches for retrieving images from a database by
colour. The previous Chapter also outlined the limitations of alternative evaluation strategies typically
adopted for assessing image retrieval systems; the precision and recall, and category and target
search tasks, are unreliable due to the field of colour-based image retrieval lacking a standardised
database with associated ground-truth, and their failure to support reflection-in-action [84] - that is,
the iterative image selection process conducted by creative individuals.
In this Chapter, we describe how we fulfilled our research aim; to show that the Mosaic Test
provides a reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully evaluate and compare colour-based image
retrieval systems. The Mosaic Test is a user-based evaluation approach in which evaluation study
participants complete an image mosaic of a predetermined target image using the colour-based im-
age retrieval system under evaluation. The time and users' perception of the workload required to
complete this creative task, as well as the visual accuracy of their image mosaics (in comparison
with the initial target images), are used to assess the effectiveness of the system being tested. Since
our Mosaic Test adopts a standardised image database, automatically assesses the relevance of
selected images by measuring the accuracy of generated mosaics, and enables users to reflect on
the suitability of images for use in their mosaics, we believed that the Mosaic Test would provide a
reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully and systematically evaluate and compare systems for
colour-based image retrieval.
To support the above claim, this Chapter reports on findings from our first user study with 24
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participants which relate directly to aspects of our novel Mosaic Test. As well our observations of
participants undertaking reflection-in-action during the study, we provide empirical evidence to support
our use of MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors and the L1 distance metric for measuring image
mosaic accuracy (to automatically assess the relevance of images selected by test-users during a
system evaluation). In further support of our newly proposed Mosaic Test, we discuss our finding
that recruiting either expert and non-expert users of systems for colour-based image retrieval has
no significant effect on the effectiveness data recorded from a Mosaic Test, simplifying participant
recruitment.
3.1.1 Chapter Outline
This Chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe the Mosaic Test and associated
Mosaic Test Tool. We also describe here how effectiveness data is recorded during a Mosaic Test
session. In Section 3.3 we describe the design of our first user study, before presenting and discussing
our findings in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 which support our claim that the Mosaic Test allows formeaningful
comparisons of colour-based image retrieval systems. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the Chapter.
3.2 The Mosaic Test
As described above, the Mosaic Test is a user-based evaluation approach in which participants com-
plete an image mosaic of a predetermined target image. An image mosaic is an art form in which
a target image is divided into cells, each of which is then replaced by an image with similar colour
content to the corresponding cell in the target image. Viewed from a distance, the smaller images
collectively appear to form the target image, whilst viewing an image mosaic close up reveals the
detail contained within each of the smaller images [88]. Using the Mosaic Test Tool, participants of a
Mosaic Test manually produce an image mosaic by retrieving images from the test image database
using the system that is being evaluated. In the following Section, we describe the Mosaic Test Tool.
3.2.1 The Mosaic Test Tool
As stated above, Mosaic Test participants are asked to manually create an image mosaic of a prede-
termined target image. Unfortunately, no software currently exists specifically for manually creating
image mosaics. Whilst McKean [25] has demonstrated that it is possible to create mosaics manually
using image editing software, not everyone has extensive experience (or training) using such appli-
cations, and licensing costs can be expensive and thus prohibitive. Therefore, to support the manual
creation of image mosaics during a Mosaic Test, we have developed a software tool in which mosaics
can be created via simple drag-and-drop functions. We refer to our novel software as theMosaic Test
Tool.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the Mosaic Test Tool (outlined in red) and a colour-based image retrieval
system (right) under evaluation during a Mosaic Test session. The five cells across the top, and the
two cells in the bottom right hand corner, of the image mosaic have been filled using images from the
database.
3.2.1.1 Displaying the Mosaic Test Tool
The Mosaic Test Tool has been designed to be displayed simultaneously with the colour-based image
retrieval system under evaluation. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the Mosaic Test Tool is displayed
on the left of the screen, using 40% of the available screen space. The colour-based image retrieval
system being tested is then displayed on the right in the remaining 60% of the screen. This removes
the need for users to constantly switch between application windows, and permits users to easily drag
images from the tested colour-based image retrieval system to their image mosaic in the Mosaic Test
Tool. It is important to note that the facility to export images through drag-and-drop operations is the
only requirement of a colour-based image retrieval system for it to be compatible with the Mosaic Test
Tool and thus the Mosaic Test.
3.2.1.2 Creating an Image Mosaic
As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the target image (i.e., the image users are trying to replicate as a
mosaic) is displayed in the top half of the Mosaic Test Tool. This is so the target image can act, much
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like the picture on a jigsaw-puzzle box, as a guide to completing the task. The image mosaic under
construction is in the lower half of the Mosaic Test Tool. It comprises a reduced opacity version of the
target image overlaid with a grid which partitions the image into cells to be filled with selected images
from the database. Inclusion of the reduced opacity target image beneath the grid is designed to act
as a guide to help users identify the layout and proportion of colours required in the image selected
to fill the corresponding cell of the mosaic.
Figure 3.2: Screenshot of a Mosaic Test participant attempting to fill an image mosaic cell.
To inspect the colour content that is required of a database image, users can place the mouse
cursor over a cell in the mosaic. As shown by the green arrows in Figure 3.2, this highlights the
corresponding target image section in the full colour target image. Once users of the Mosaic Test
Tool have found an image in the database that they believe to be suitable to fill a mosaic cell, users
can drag the identified image from the colour-based image retrieval system to the desired mosaic cell
in the Mosaic Test Tool (as shown by the blue arrow in Figure 3.2).
3.2.1.3 Enabling Reflection-in-action
If, upon reflection, users decide subsequently that an image dragged to a mosaic cell is not suitable,
they can simply drag the image out of the mosaic cell, or revert to an earlier image for that cell using
the Undo button located on the toolbar. There is no imposed limit regarding the number of times users
can add or remove images to or from a mosaic cell. It is in this way that we believe the Mosaic Test
overcomes a major drawback of existing evaluation methods - that is, it enables users to perform the
creative practise of reflection-in-action [84].
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(a) Zoomed out (b) Zoomed in
Figure 3.3: Screenshots of the initial Mosaic Test Tool with which users could zoom and pan around
the entire target and mosaic images.
To aid users in assessing the accuracy of images used within their mosaics, the Mosaic Test Tool
includes a facility for altering the size of the mosaic and target images. In the original Mosaic Test Tool
(shown in Figure 3.3), an entire image mosaic (i.e., not just a small subsection) and corresponding
target image were displayed. Users could zoom and pan around the target and mosaic images to
reflect on and assess their image selections by artificially viewing the image mosaic from afar (i.e.,
zooming out). Users could zoom and pan using either the buttons located on the toolbar between the
target image and image mosaic, or scrolling the mouse wheel for zooming and clicking (and dragging)
the right mouse button to pan.
We decided to pilot our initial Mosaic Test Tool by asking five participants (3 female and 2 male,
aged between 23 and 51) to complete three image mosaics each. We observed that users experi-
enced difficulty when navigating to the subsection of the image mosaic (highlighted with a red square
in Figure 3.3) that they were required to complete. Consequently, we simplified the Mosaic Test Tool
to show only the mosaic cells to be completed and support just two zoom levels; half-size and full-
size. Mosaics can be viewed at these zoom levels using the buttons located on the toolbar between
the target and mosaic images (shown in Figure 3.4).
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(a) Zoomed out (b) Zoomed in
Figure 3.4: Screenshots of the revised Mosaic Test Tool showing only the mosaic cell to be completed
and supporting just two zoom levels; half-size (Figure 3.4a) and full-size (Figure 3.4b).
3.2.1.4 Completing a Mosaic Test
Located at the bottom of the Mosaic Test Tool interface are the Pause Test and Finish Test but-
tons. Since the time taken to complete mosaics is an important measure of the effectiveness of the
colour-based image retrieval system under evaluation, the Mosaic Test can easily be paused should
participants require a break for any reason - thus preventing inappropriately extended task comple-
tion times. To prevent users submitting an incomplete mosaic, the Finish Test button is only enabled
once all mosaic cells have been filled. When participants submit their mosaic, the Mosaic Test Tool
automatically records the total time taken (in seconds), as well as a bitmap of the user-generated
mosaic for subsequent analysis. In the following Section, we describe how this data can be used to
compare colour-based image retrieval systems.
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3.2.2 Evaluating Colour-based Image Retrieval Systems
Our definition of an effective colour-based image retrieval system is one with which users can quickly
and easily retrieve images from a database most relevant to their colour requirements. According
to this definition, an effective colour-based image retrieval system will enable users to quickly and
easily generate accurate image mosaics (when compared with the corresponding target images).
Supported by the Mosaic Test Tool, the Mosaic Test measures each component of our effectiveness
definition.
The Mosaic Test uses the number of seconds taken by participants to complete a mosaic as its
measure of time. An effective colour-based image retrieval system will enable users to create image
mosaics in fewer seconds than a less effective system. To measure the ease of use of a system for
colour-based image retrieval, after completing their image mosaic participants are asked to subjec-
tively rate the workload they experienced whilst using a tested system via the NASA-TLX workload
assessment tool [31]. Users are asked to break their assessment of workload down according to
six dimensions - mental demand, temporal demand, physical demand, frustration, effort and perfor-
mance, and to rate each on a 20-point scale. These NASA-TLX scales are included in Appendix A.
We would expect users creating a mosaic with an effective colour-based image retrieval system to
experience less workload than when completing a mosaic with a less effective system.
We adopt image mosaic accuracy as a measure of relevance for the Mosaic Test. Recall from
Section 2.4 that, in consulting several professional graphic designers on the subject of this research,
many recalled occasions in which images comprising colours complementing a client's specification
or brand were required for a project. The most relevant images in the database for these users,
therefore, will be those which contain colours which match and/or compliment those used within the
project for which the image is intended. This concept of colour relevance also applies when creating
image mosaics. Mosaics require images comprising colours which match those contained within the
target image. Given that an accurate mosaic is one which appears visually similar to its target image,
the most relevant images in the database for each mosaic cell will be those which consist of colours
best matching the colours within corresponding sections of the target image.
To clarify our definition of image mosaic accuracy further, let us consider Figure 3.5. The images
used to create the mosaic in Figure 3.5a have colour content which closely match the colours in the
corresponding areas of the target image (Figure 3.5b); more so than the images contained within
the mosaic in Figure 3.5c. The images used within the mosaic depicted in Figure 3.5a are therefore
more relevant for the project than those used in the mosaic shown in Figure 3.5c. Since the images
included are more relevant, the mosaic in FIgure 3.5a appears more visually similar to the target
image than the mosaic in FIgure 3.5c. It is for this reason that we believe image mosaic accuracy
represents a suitable measure of relevance for the Mosaic Test. We would expect image mosaics
created using an effective colour-based image retrieval system to be more accurate (or relevant) than
mosaics generated using a less effective system.
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(a) More accurate image mosaic. (b) The original target image. (c) Less accurate image mosaic.
Figure 3.5: Two image mosaics of varying accuracy in comparison with the original target image.
3.2.2.1 Automatically Assessing Image Mosaic Accuracy
As we have discussed previously, since no standardised image database and associated ground-truth
currently exist for evaluating colour-based image retrieval, it is difficult to replicate studies and reliably
compare systems. To overcome this drawback in the Mosaic Test we adopted the MIRFLICKR-25000
collection [40], which consists of 25,000 images downloaded from the photo sharing community web-
site Flickr [45]. Furthermore, to remove the need for a ground-truth, we aimed to automate the as-
sessment of image relevance by comparing the accuracy of user-generated mosaics against their
corresponding target images.
Image mosaics are typically created automatically by a computer program that analyses and com-
pares the colour content of a cell in the target image and images in a database [88]. Currently, there is
no standardised approach to benchmarking the accuracy of image mosaics. In the following sections,
we describe several measures that have been proposed previously for benchmarking the accuracy
of image mosaics.
3.2.2.1.1 Tran placed the image mosaic and target image side-by-side and measured the closest
physical distance (in feet and inches) at which an adjudicator could stand so that the mosaic and
target images appeared identical [96]. According to this measure, the closer the distance at which
the images appeared identical, the more accurate the image mosaic.
3.2.2.1.2 Nakade and Karule proposed the Average Pixel-to-Pixel (APP) distance for automati-
cally measuring mosaic accuracy [65]. This measure computes the average L2 distance between the
colours of corresponding mosaic and target image pixels in an RGB colour space. The APP distance
is expressed formally in Equation (3.1), where i is one of a total n corresponding pixels in the mosaic
imageM and target image T , and r, g and b are the red, green and blue colour values of a pixel.
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APP =
Pn
i=0
p
(riM   riT )2 + (giM   giT )2 + (biM   biT )2
n
(3.1)
3.2.2.1.3 Zhang et al. defined an imagemosaic accuracy measure in [103] referred to as themulti-
level colour histogram distance. The multi-level colour histogram distance is designed to account
for the phenomenon occurring in image mosaics whereby up close, the individual images appear
clearly, whilst from a distance, the images collectively form the overall target image. The multi-level
colour histogram distance, expressed formally in Equation 3.4, can be summarised as the absolute
difference between a global and a local histogram distance calculated between an image mosaic (M )
and target image (T ).
The global histogram distance is calculated by measuring the L2 distance between 64-bin colour
histograms (with four values for each of the red, green and blue colour channels) extracted from the
target image and image mosaic. The global histogram distance is shown in Equation 3.2, where
HMi and HTi represent the ith of 64 bins in the global colour histograms of the image mosaic (M )
and target image (T ) respectively. The local histogram distance is computed by dividing the target
image and image mosaic in to 25 (5  5) blocks, computing a 64-bin colour histogram for all blocks,
then measuring the average L2 distance between the colour histograms of corresponding blocks in
the target image and image mosaic. The local histogram distance is shown in Equation 3.3, where
HMi (j) andHTi (j) represent the ith bin (of 64) in the jth local colour histogram (of 25) from the image
mosaic (M ) and target image (T ) respectively.
dGCH(M;T ) = dL2(M;T ) =
vuut 64X
i=1
(HMi  HTi )2 (3.2)
dLCH(M;T ) =
P25
j=1
qP64
i=1(H
M
i (j) HTi (j))2
25
(3.3)
dMLCH(M;T ) = jdLCH(M;T )  dGCH(M;T )j (3.4)
3.2.2.1.4 Drawbacks of Existing Mosaic Accuracy Measures We believed that each of the mo-
saic accuracy measures identified above incurs at least one drawback casting doubt on its suitability
for use with the Mosaic Test. Tran's [96] manual analysis of image mosaic accuracy is highly subjec-
tive and thus unreliable. Further to Tran's proposed accuracy measure being highly subjective, the
approach also relies heavily on the vision of the human assessor which can, of course, vary greatly
between people.
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Interestingly, Zhang et al. [103] dismiss the APP measure used by Nakade and Karule [65], stat-
ing that a pixel-by-pixel comparison is inappropriate as the accuracy of an image mosaic should be
derived from its overall `look-and-feel' rather than microscopic details. Another criticism of Nakade
and Karule's APP distance measure is that it measures pixel distances in an RGB colour space; a
colour space in which differences between colours do not reflect the differences perceived by hu-
mans [91]. Finally, the fundamental flaw with the multi-level colour histogram distance proposed by
Zhang et al. [103] is that, by making the global histogram measure worse, you can actually improve
the multi-level colour histogram distance achieved.
Given the drawbacks outlined above, we needed to find a reliable measure of image mosaic
accuracy for use with the Mosaic Test. In the following Section, we describe our first user study from
which we identified a mosaic accuracy measure suitable for use with the Mosaic Test.
3.3 User Study
In this Section, we describe the first user study conducted as part of our research in which 24 par-
ticipants were each asked to complete three Mosaic Tests using three different colour-based image
retrieval systems. There were two primary motivations for this user study; as well as comparing the
Mosaic Test measures achieved by the tested colour-based image retrieval systems (the focus of
Chapter 4 in this Thesis), we wanted to test whether the Mosaic Test was able to overcome the ma-
jor drawbacks which we believe render existing strategies unfit for evaluating colour-based image
retrieval systems and approaches - that is, the field of colour-based image retrieval lacking a stan-
dardised database with associated ground-truth, and their failure to support reflection-in-action [84].
Furthermore, as many image retrieval systems have been evaluated by recruiting either `expert` [75]
or `non-expert' [76] users, we also wanted to measure what effect user expertise had on the effec-
tiveness measures derived from a Mosaic Test. Participants were asked to complete a Mosaic Test
using three colour-based image retrieval systems. In the following Sections, we provide describe the
demographics of participants and our study procedure.
3.3.1 Participants
We recruited 24 users to participate in our study, 12 of which had previous experience working within
the graphic design industry and were therefore experienced in retrieving images on the basis of colour
for use in creative design projects. We recruited these expert users by contacting graphic design
agencies in the local area. In this expert group, 7 participants were male, 5 female, and all were
aged between 21 and 45. The remainder of our participants were classed as non-experts; these
participants were recruited as a consequence of an advert emailed to undergraduate students at
Aston University. Respondents were selected on the basis that they had little or no experience of
using colour-based image retrieval systems. In the non-expert group, 10 participants were male, 2
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female, and all were aged between 21 and 56. Every participant in the study was required to sign a
consent form, included in Appendix F, confirming they had no known colour-blindness or colour-vision
deficiency. Participants were also required to complete a questionnaire so that we could accurately
capture data regarding their age, gender and level of expertise. This is included in Appendix A.
3.3.2 Procedure
In this Section, we describe the underlying procedure of our first study. Since the focus of this Chapter
is the suitability of the Mosaic Test for meaningfully evaluating and comparing colour-based image
retrieval systems and approaches (as opposed to comparing the systems tested by users), we provide
only a summary of the design and implementation of colour-based image retrieval systems tested in
our first study.
3.3.2.1 Image Database
The colour-based image retrieval systems tested in our first user study indexed the same image
database, namely the 25,000 thumbnail images (64  64 pixels in resolution) of the MIRFLICKR-
25000 collection [40]. We extracted the 120 bin colour histograms using a similar approach to that of
Ibrahim et al. [41]. Specifically, image pixels were mapped to their closest corresponding colour in the
adopted colour space - namely the 120 colours contained within the graphical colour palette of the
MultiColr system [42] - by measuring the L2 distance between the red, green and blue components
of pixel and palette colours.
3.3.2.2 Colour-based Image Retrieval Systems
The first of the three systems tested adopted the query-by-colour query style. We based this system
on the popular colour-based image retrieval system MultiColr [42] to represent the state of the art of
query-by-colour systems in our study. The second system featured a mapping-based visualisation -
created by reducing colour histograms extracted from database images to 2-dimensional co-ordinates
for plotting thumbnails on screen - which could be interactively explored using zoom and pan tools.
The third system used by study participants was essentially the mapping-based visualisation sys-
tems with the zooming facility disabled (i.e., users could only pan the visualisation displayed at full
resolution). In the following Sections, we summarise the design and implementations of the three
colour-based image retrieval systems tested in the study. We describe the technical aspects of these
systems in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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3.3.2.2.1 Query-by-colour System We adopted the design of the MultiColr system [42] for our
query-by-colour system interface, mainly due to the many positive reviews it had received online (e.g.,
[26]). To formulate a query-by-colour, users could select multiple colours from the graphical colour
palette displayed at the top of the system interface (shown in Figure 3.6). The query-by-colour system
generated a 120-bin query colour histogram from the user's selected colours which was updated each
time the user's query was modified (i.e., when a colour was added or removed from a query). This
histogram was then compared to the colour histograms extracted from database images using the L2
distance metric, with the 1,000 database images with a histogram most similar to the query returned
by the system in the form of a scrollable list; the most relevant (i.e., closest in colour content) of which
were displayed at the head of the list. Users could scroll through this list, using a scroll bar or the
mouse scroll wheel, to find the image most relevant to their colour requirements. Upon finding a
suitable database image, users could click and hold the left mouse button to drag a copy of the image
to cells in their image mosaics.
Figure 3.6: Screenshot of the query-by-colour system tested as part of our first user study.
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3.3.2.2.2 Zoomable Mapping-based Visualisation System We adopted the approach of Rod-
den et al. [73] to produce the mapping-based visualisation for the two systems in our study. First,
we reduced the 120-bin colour histograms of database images to just 2-dimensions via Principal
Component Analysis (described previously in Section 2.5.1.1.1).
As can be seen in Figure 3.7a, users of the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system could
zoom and pan using the controls located within the ``Controls'' pane at the top of the system interface.
Users could also zoom and pan the visualisation with mouse operations, using the scroll wheel to
zoom and the right mouse button (by clicking and dragging the visualisation) to pan. Panning of
the visualisation was also supported via the ``Database Map'' component displayed at the top of the
system interface; users could drag the green rectangle (representing the area of the visualisation
currently being viewed in the ``Viewing Area'' panel) or click the left mouse button on a point of the
map to pan to an alternative area of the visualisation. Finally, as with the query-by-colour system,
users were required to click and hold the left mouse button whilst dragging to copy an image from the
system to cells in their image mosaics.
(a) Zoomable mapping-based visualisation system (b) Pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system
Figure 3.7: Screenshots of the zoomable and pannable-only mapping-based visualisation systems
tested in the first user study
3.3.2.2.3 Pannable-onlyMapping-basedVisualisation System For the pannable-onlymapping-
based visualisation system, the visualisation was the same as that used for its zoomable counterpart.
On account of the fact that the zooming facility was removed for this system, the visualisation was
displayed at full resolution (i.e., fully zoomed in, as can be seen in Figure 3.7b). All other user con-
trols, (e.g., those for panning and copying images), however, were implemented exactly as per the
zoomable mapping-based visualisation system.
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(a) Target image 1 (b) Target image 2 (c) Target image 3
Figure 3.8: Target images recreated as imagemosaics by participants of the study. Each target image
is predominantly comprised of three jelly beans of varying colour and orientation.
3.3.2.3 Target Images
We chose to use the images of jelly beans shown in Figure 3.8 as target images for our Mosaic Tests.
Not only do the images of jelly beans create a bright, interesting target image for participants to create
in image mosaic form, but in addition it is possible for users to generate an mosaic appearing visually
similar to the target image. During our pilot study of the Mosaic Test Tool (introduced previously in
Section 3.2.1.3), subsections of famous artworks and major world landmarks were trialled as potential
target images. We found, however, that participants had great difficulty in recreating such target
images as image mosaics. As well as containing areas of intricate detail, the target images also
had areas in which there are only subtle changes in colour (e.g. skin tones in paintings of faces).
These slight differences in colour were mostly disregarded by the participants of the trial, resulting in
the production of inaccurate and unconvincing image mosaics. Photographs of jelly beans, however,
provide large areas of distinct colours, thus overcoming the difficulties experienced by participants
in the pilot study. We opted to use three different target images to prevent users learning a set of
suitable database images to use. The three target images were selected to have the same number of
jelly beans (and thus colours), with only the colour and orientation of the jelly beans varying between
the target images.
3.3.2.4 Prior to the Mosaic Tests
Prior to completing their first Mosaic Test, participants were first given written instructions explaining
the concept of an image mosaic and the functionality of the Mosaic Test Tool. Each participant un-
dertook a practice session following these written instructions, in which the participant completed an
image mosaic using a small selection of relevant images. A screenshot taken from the beginning of
a Mosaic Test practice session is shown in Figure 3.9.
Once participants were familiar with the functionality of the Mosaic Test Tool, and the evaluator
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had observed each participant completing a set of training tasks listed on a check sheet (such as
dragging and removing images from the colour-based image retrieval system to the Mosaic Test Tool
image mosaic), participants proceeded to the Mosaic Test for the first colour-based image retrieval
system they were due to evaluate. The written instructions and `training tasks' check sheet used for
practise sessions in the study can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 3.9: Screenshot a Mosaic Test practice session. The Mosaic Test Tool (left) is displayed
simultaneously with a selection of small selection of suitable images (right) so that participants can
practise creating an image mosaic.
3.3.2.5 The Mosaic Tests
Before participants created an image mosaic using each colour-based image retrieval system (i.e.,
they completed three image mosaics, one per a system), they were first trained, and given an oppor-
tunity to practise with, the functionality of the system they were about to use. The training material
for each of the tested systems is included in Appendix B. When participants had indicated to the
evaluator that they were satisfied with the controls of the system, they proceeded to the assessed
Mosaic Test. After completing an image mosaic with a colour-based image retrieval system, partici-
pants were asked to complete a NASA-TLX [31] subjective workload assessment for the system they
had just used. Before completing their first NASA-TLX assessment, participants were provided with
instructions on how the assessment should be completed. This background information, along with
the NASA-TLX assessment used, is included in Appendix A.
To ensure that results were not affected by any one of the image mosaics being more difficult
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to complete than the others, the order in which the target images were presented remained con-
stant whilst the colour-based image retrieval system order was counterbalanced across participants.
This also guarded against learning effects and user fatigue. Furthermore, the Mosaic Test Tool and
colour-based image retrieval systems used were, for each participant, run on a Sony VAIO laptop,
running Windows Vista, with a 17-inch (1600 x 900 resolution) display. This was to ensure that the
colours displayed to users remained constant (as rendered colours can vary between graphic card
and monitor manufacturers [58]).
3.3.2.6 After the Mosaic Tests
Once test-users had completed an image mosaic with all three colour-based image retrieval systems,
participants were asked to rank their mosaics in order of perceived closeness to the corresponding
target images. We could then compare the rankings made by the 24 participants to the rankings
automatically generated using a variety of measures of image mosaic accuracy, to discover which of
the tested measures correlated most strongly with the image mosaic accuracy assessments formed
by participants - as an aim of the study was to select a measure for assessing image mosaic accuracy
automatically. Furthermore, so that we could accurately assess which of the systems within a group
was preferred by users, after creating their three image mosaics, participants were asked to rank their
preference for each of the tested systems on a single 20-point scale. The preference assessment
completed by participants is included in Appendix A.
3.4 Results
In this Section, we present our main findings related to the Mosaic Test overcoming the drawbacks of
existing approaches available for evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems.
3.4.1 Automatic Mosaic Accuracy Measures
Wemeasured the accuracy of user-generated imagemosaics (in comparison with their corresponding
target images) using the following feature vectors and distance metrics;
 Average Pixel-to-Pixel (APP) [65]
 Multi-level colour histogram distance (MLCH) [103]
 The MPEG-7 Colour Structure (MPEG-7 CST), Scalable Colour (MPEG-7 SCD) and Colour
Layout (MPEG-7 CLD) Descriptors [59]
 Auto Colour Correlogram (ACC) [38]
For measuring the distance between the MPEG-7 CLDs of target images and image mosaics, we
used the default metric outlined in [59] (and described previously in Section 2.1). For the MPEG-7
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SCDs, MPEG-7 CSTs and ACCs, we generated rankings using both the L1 and L2 distance metrics
between target image and mosaic descriptors, and also generated rankings using several different
levels of quantisation (e.g., with 16, 32, 64, 128 or 256 colours). Finally, we also tested a local MPEG-
7 SCD (LOCAL MPEG-7 SCD). For this, we divided the target image and image mosaic in to 16 (44)
blocks, computed a MPEG-7 SCD for each block, then measured the average distance between the
MPEG-7 SCDs of corresponding blocks in the target image and mosaic. As with the MPEG-7 SCD,
we tested the LOCAL MPEG-7 SCD using the L1 and L2 distance metrics, and at several levels of
quantisation (16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 colours). To measure the correlation between the human-
assigned rankings and those generated automatically by the descriptors above, we calculated the
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rs) which measures the strength of correspondence between
two sets of data. We proposed to adopt the mosaic accuracy measure with the highest rs value (i.e.,
the image mosaic accuracy measure with rankings most strongly linked to the rankings assigned by
participants of the study) for measuring image relevance in the Mosaic Test.
Rank Descriptor Quantisation Metric rs
1 MPEG-7 CST 256 L1 0.528
2 MPEG-7 CST 128 L1 0.418
3 MPEG-7 SCD 256 L2 0.407
4 MPEG-7 CST 64 L2 0.363
5 MPEG-7 CST 64 L1 0.355
6 MPEG-7 CST 256 L2 0.341
7 MPEG-7 CST 128 L2 0.33
8 APP N/A L2 0.275
= 9 ACC 64 L2 0.253
= 9 MPEG-7 SCD 16 L2 0.253
Table 3.1: Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (rs) between the image mosaic distance rankings
made by humans and the 10 most strongly correlated rankings generated by the tested image mosaic
accuracy measures.
Table 3.1 shows the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (rs) calculated between the human-
assigned rankings and the top 10 most strongly correlated rankings generated by the tested image
mosaic accuracy measures. A table showing the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients of all the
tested mosaic accuracy measures is included in Appendix C. As shown in Table 3.1, rankings formed
by extracting the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptor (MPEG-7 CST) from image mosaics and cor-
responding target images (both quantised to 256 colours), and computing the L1 distance between
the descriptors, correlated the most strongly (rs = 0:528) with the participant's perceptions of image
mosaic accuracy in our study.
3.4.2 Reflection-in-action Observations
As part of our user study, we observed the actions performed by participants when creating an image
mosaic. It was clear that the majority of users, in both the expert and non-expert groups, did perform
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reflection-in-action [84] when assessing the relevance of images retrieved from the database. The
manner in which reflection-in-action physically manifested, however, varied between users. Some
users relied on the `undo' button: to assess the potentially greater suitability of an alternative image
from the database relative to the previously selected image in a mosaic cell, some users would over-
write the pre-existing image with the newly retrieved image; thereafter, if the newly retrieved image
was considered less suitable than the pre-existing image, users would click `undo' to revert back to
the pre-existing image. This observed behaviour corresponds with similar `undo'-based reflection-in-
action as witnessed amongst creative individuals by Terry andMynatt [95]. Another popular reflection-
in-action strategy across users in both groups was to drag and `hover' a retrieved image over the
intended image mosaic cell to inspect its suitability.
3.4.3 User Expertise Comparison
To compare the performance of the `expert' and `non-expert' participants of our study, we analysed
each of the effectiveness elements measured by the Mosaic Test, namely task completion time (mea-
sured in seconds), user workload (measured using the NASA-TLX workload assessment) and mosaic
accuracy (assessed by calculating the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors
of user-generated mosaics and corresponding target images) for both groups.
For the statistical comparisons reported in this Section, it is important to note that we adopt a
5% significance level. If our test data could be considered normally distributed, we adopted one-
way ANOVA tests for our statistical analysis. When normality could not be assured, we used the
Kruskal-Wallis test instead, which is a non-parametric alternative to ANOVA (i.e., unlike ANOVA, the
Kruskal-Wallis test does not require the data to be normally distributed). Shaprio-Wilk tests, which
test the null hypothesis that a sample x1; :::; xn came from a normally distributed population, were
used to verify the normality of test data.
The box-plots included throughout this Section should be interpreted as follows: the lower box line
represents the first quantile (i.e., the point at which 25% of the data occurs), the bold line within the
box represents the median (i.e., 50% of the data), and finally the upper box line is the third quantile
(i.e., 75% of the data). The region between the first and third quantiles (i.e., the height of the box)
is commonly referred to as the interquartile range. The maximum box-whisker length (shown as
dashed lines in our plots) is 1.5 times the interquartile range. We consider any data points beyond
these whiskers to be outliers (represented as circles in our box-plots).
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3.4.3.1 Time Comparison
We had hypothesised previously that `expert' users (i.e., those with graphic designer experience)
would require less time to complete their image mosaics than `non-experts' (i.e., participants without
graphic design experience). We were surprised to observe that, as can be seen in Figure 3.10, a `non-
expert' user completed an image mosaic in the quickest time (117 seconds) whilst an `expert' user
took the longest to complete the task (2,546 seconds). Themean time taken by `expert' participants (
= 959.97 seconds) was also slightly greater than the `non-expert' ( = 864.75 seconds) participants.
Kruskal-Wallis tests on the time data revealed no significant differences between the times taken by
participants across the groups, both when the outliers - displayed as circles in Figure 3.10 - were
included (2(1) = 0:4341; p = 0:51) and omitted (2(1) = 0:3255; p = 0:5683).
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Figure 3.10: Box-plots of the times required by study participants in the `expert' and `non-expert' user
groups to complete their image mosaics.
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3.4.3.2 Mosaic Accuracy Comparison
As described previously in Section 3.4.1, we adopted the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour
structure descriptors of user-generated image mosaics and its corresponding target image for auto-
matically assessing the relevance of images retrieved by users during a Mosaic Test. As illustrated
in Figure 3.11, the accuracy of image mosaics generated by participants in our `expert' group var-
ied greatly, with 'expert' participants creating mosaics closest (L1 = 1,898) and furthest away (L1 =
3,947) from the corresponding target images. Recall our hypothesis that `expert' participants of the
study would create more relevant image mosaics (i.e., image mosaics that were visually closer to
the initial target image) than `non-expert' participants. Results from the study actually show that the
mean L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors of target images and image mo-
saics generated by `non-expert' participants of the study ( = 2,652.3) was lower than the mean L1
distance between target images and image mosaics created by `expert' participants ( = 2,772.8).
A one-way ANOVA test to compare the accuracy measures for the two groups found no significant
difference between the two groups (F1;70 = 1:31; p = 0:26).
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Figure 3.11: Box-plots of the accuracy of image mosaics (i.e., the L1 distance between the MPEG-7
Colour Structure descriptors of generated mosaics and their corresponding target images) created by
participants in the `expert` and `non-expert` user groups using the three colour-based image retrieval
systems.
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3.4.3.3 Workload Comparison
The next aspect of colour-based image retrieval effectiveness measured by the Mosaic Test is user-
perceived workload. Figure 3.12 shows that study participants in our `expert' group experienced
more varied levels of workload than the study participants in our `non-expert' group, with `expert' users
registering both the lowest (1.83) and highest (16.17) NASA-TLX overall workload ratings. Contrary to
our initial hypothesis, the average workload experienced by the `expert' users in our study ( = 10:498)
was marginally higher than the overall workload experienced by our `non-expert' participants ( = 10).
A one-way ANOVA test did not find the difference in overall workload experienced by the `expert' and
`non-expert' user groups to be significant (F1;70 = 0:49; p = 0:486). It is also important to note that no
significant differences were found between the `expert' and `non-expert' user groups for any of the
individual workload elements (i.e., mental, physical, and temporal demands, frustration, effort, and
performance).
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Figure 3.12: Box-plots of the overall workload (mean ratings of the six NASA-TLX subjectiveWorkload
assessment scales) experienced by participants in the `expert` and `non-expert` user groups whilst
using the three colour-based image retrieval systems to create their image mosaics.
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3.5 Discussion
In this Section, we discuss the findings of our first user study that support our claims that the Mo-
saic Test overcomes the drawbacks of existing evaluation techniques for assessing colour-based im-
age retrieval systems - namely, their requirement of a standardised image database with associated
ground-truth and/or failure to support reflection-in-action.
3.5.1 Automatically Measuring Mosaic Accuracy
The results of our study presented in Section 3.4.1 show that by measuring the L1 distance between
the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors (MPEG-7 CSTs) of target images and user-generated image
mosaics (reduced to 256 possible colours), the Mosaic Test can automatically calculate the relevance
of retrieved images, according to the low-level feature of colour, in a manner that appears to correlate
with human perception. Thus, assuming MPEG-7 CST as a validated measure for the accuracy of
selected images, the Mosaic Test overcomes a drawback with the precision and recall and category
search tasks measures; their requirement of a standardised image database with associated ground-
truth.
3.5.2 Reflection-in-action
As reported in our results, we observed the actions performed by participants when creating their
image mosaics. It was clear that the majority of users, in both the expert and non-expert groups,
did perform reflection-in-action when assessing the relevance of images retrieved from the database.
Irrespective of their chosen approach, the fact that participants were observed iteratively refining their
image selections in this way demonstrates that the Mosaic Test, unlike precision and recall and the
category and target search evaluation strategies, does support the creative image selection process
of reflection-in-action.
3.5.3 User Expertise Comparison
The results of our study indicate that there is no significant differences between the time, workload and
mosaic accuracy measures achieved by `expert' and `non-expert' participants when creating image
mosaics with three colour-based image retrieval systems. As a result, when using the Mosaic Test to
evaluate the effectiveness colour-based image retrieval systems, it is not necessary to recruit `expert'
users for testing - often an expensive, difficult to plan, and most of all time-consuming task. Instead,
a sample population of computer-literate participants can be tested, thus overcoming the difficulties
of recruiting `expert' users. This is another clear advantage of the Mosaic Test.
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3.5.4 Limitations of the Mosaic Test
The findings of our study suggest that the Mosaic Test overcomes the drawbacks associated with
existing approaches for evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems. For balance, however, we
should also report the limitations of our findings and thus the Mosaic Test. As per many user-based
studies, the number of participants recruited to the study was relatively small and, to substantiate
our Mosaic Test reliability claims further, we would need to perform the study again with many more
users. Given that some participants of the study required approximately 40 minutes to complete their
image mosaics, however, increasing participation significantly will also dramatically increase the time
needed to undertake a study. A possible solution to this problem would be to reduce the number of
mosaic cells participants are asked to complete and increase the participation rate via crowd-sourcing
or distribution of a free mobile phone application - possibilities we discuss further in Section 6.2.1.
Another limitation of our Mosaic Test evaluation is the manner in which we selected the image
mosaic accuracy measure. Since completing three separate Mosaic Tests proved to be a prolonged
exercise, we felt it would be unfair on participants - as well as detrimental to the reliability of the human
rankings obtained - to also ask users to rank a large set of image mosaics in order of accuracy (that
is, in comparison with their corresponding target images) upon completing their three image mosaics.
We therefore only asked participants to rank their own image mosaics in order of accuracy (i.e., each
user ranked the three image mosaics he or she had just created), giving us just one set of human
rankings. Since we were only able to compare the rankings generated with each of the tested mosaic
accuracy measures against a single set of human rankings, we can not rule out that the correlations
achieved were, in fact, false positives or, indeed, false negatives (i.e., the rankings assigned by the
mosaic accuracy measures correlated, or did not correlate, with the human rankings by coincidence).
It could also be that the accuracy ratings assigned by users could have been subject to bias based on
which system he or she preferred most for completing the task. In order to prove beyond doubt that
the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors (MPEG-7 CSTs) of target images
and user-generated image mosaics (reduced to 256 possible colours) is the most accurate mosaic
accuracy measure available, a further study is needed. To overcome the limitations of our study, a
much greater number of participants should be recruited to rank more sets of pre-generated mosaics
(i.e., image mosaics not created by participants of the study).
Unfortunately, given the limited time and resources at our disposal, it was not feasible to conduct
a further study to fully vindicate our selected mosaic accuracy measure. As our comparison of image
mosaic accuracy measures reported in this Chapter is the only such evaluation to have been con-
ducted, however, we opted to select the accuracy measure which correlated most strongly with the
human assigned rankings in our study for the Mosaic Test.
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3.6 Conclusion
Prior to our research, the field of colour-based image retrieval did not have a standardised strategy
for evaluation. Since no standardised image database with associated ground-truth existed for use
in colour-based image retrieval evaluations, the precision and recall measures could not be adopted.
Furthermore, the interactive target and category search task, alongside precision and recall, do not
support reflection-in-action, the iterative image selection process often adopted by creative individuals
(e.g., graphic, fashion and interior designers). Consequently, very few studies have been conducted
previously assessing the effectiveness of systems and/or approaches for retrieving images from a
database by colour. In this Chapter, we have described our solution to the lack of a reliable method
for evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems - the Mosaic Test. The Mosaic Test is a user-
based evaluation approach in which evaluation study participants complete an image mosaic of a
predetermined target image using the colour-based image retrieval system(s) under evaluation. The
time and users' perception of the workload required to complete this creative task, as well as the visual
accuracy of their image mosaics (in comparison with the initial target images), are used to assess the
effectiveness of the system being tested.
The findings from our first user study, in which we evaluated the Mosaic Test using twelve `expert'
and twelve `non-expert' participants (users with and without graphic design experience respectively),
have confirmed that the Mosaic Test overcomes the two major drawbacks associated with previous
evaluation methods: in addition to providing valuable effectiveness data relating to efficiency and user
workload (by recording the task time and asking users to complete the NASA-TLX workload assess-
ment tool), the Mosaic Test enables participants to reflect on the relevance of retrieved images within
the context of their image mosaic (i.e., to perform reflection-in-action [84]), and automatically mea-
sures the relevance of retrieved images, by computing MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors (from the
user-generated image mosaics and target images, quantised to 256 possible colours) and calculat-
ing the L1 distance between them. The results of our study also show that participants in a Mosaic
Test need not be `expert' users (i.e., users who retrieve images based on colour content on a regular
basis) in order to use the test to reliably evaluate the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval
systems. This is important as it removes difficulties, such as time and finance, often associated with
recruiting `expert' users for software testing.
Based on the findings presented in this Chapter, we believe we have fulfilled an aim of this re-
search; to show that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully and
systematically evaluate and compare colour-based image retrieval systems. Furthermore, we believe
that our Mosaic Test is a significant contribution to the field of colour-based image retrieval, allowing
us and others in the future to meaningfully evaluate and compare the effectiveness of colour-based
image retrieval systems to further advance the field. In the following Chapter, we detail the system
comparison aspect of our first user study.
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Chapter 4
Comparing Query-by-colour and a
Mapping-based Visualisation for
Colour-based Image Retrieval
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we turn our attention to the system comparison aspect of our first user study - com-
paring the effectiveness of the query-by-colour query style and a mapping-based visualisation for
colour-based image retrieval, and assessing the importance of zooming for colour-based image re-
trieval from mapping-based visualisations of large image databases, using the Mosaic Test. Recall
from the previous Chapter how 24 participants were recruited for evaluating three colour-based im-
age retrieval systems using our Mosaic Test. The first of these systems was based on the MultiColr
system [42], adopting the query-by-colour query style to facilitate colour-based image retrieval. The
second system tested adopted a mapping-based visualisation for colour-based image retrieval (recall
thatmapping-based is a style of similarity-based visualisation) which users could interactively explore
using zooming and panning tools. These two systems were included in the study so that we could fulfil
part of our research aim to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and
similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval; by directly comparing the query-by-
colour query style with a mapping-based visualisation. The third colour-based image retrieval system
tested in our first user study featured the same mapping-based visualisation as the second system.
For this third system, however, we removed the zoom facility so that users could only pan the visu-
alisation to search for images. Removing this functionality from the third system enabled us to meet
another of our research aims; to assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval
from mapping-based visualisations of large image databases.
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4.1.1 Chapter Outline
As the design and procedure of our first user study has already been comprehensively described in
Section 3.3 of the previous Chapter, we include here only details of how the test image database
used was indexed (Section 4.2) and the manner in which the tested colour-based image retrieval
systems were implemented (Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). In Section 4.6, we outline our hypotheses for
our comparison of the tested colour-based image retrieval systems. In Section 4.7, we compare the
Mosaic Test measures and user preference ratings recorded for each of the tested systems, before
discussing our findings in Section 4.8. Finally, Section 4.9 concludes this Chapter.
4.2 Image Database
To ensure parity across our system comparison, each of the tested systems indexed the 25,000 6464
pixel thumbnails of the MIR-FLICKR 25000 image collection [40] in the same way - that is, using 120
bin colour histograms extracted from database images. We extracted the 120 bin colour histograms
using a similar approach to that of Ibrahim et al. [41]. Specifically, image pixels were mapped to their
closest corresponding colour in the adopted colour space - namely the 120 colours contained within
the graphical colour palette of the MultiColr system [42] (shown in Figure 4.1) - by measuring the
L2 distance between the red, green and blue components of pixel and palette colours. The 120 bin
colour histogram was formulated by counting the total number of image pixels mapped to each of
the 120 palette colours, so that the nth histogram bin contained a count of the pixels that had been
mapped to the nth palette colour. We chose to use the 120 colours of MultiColr for our colour space
because, as described in the following Section, our query-by-colour system interface was based on
that of MultiColr.
Figure 4.1: Graphical colour palette of the MultiColr system [42], comprising the 120 colours used to
index the MIR-FLICKR 25000 image collection [40] with 120 bin colour histograms.
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4.3 Query-by-colour System
We adopted the design of the MultiColr system [42] for our query-by-colour system interface, mainly
due to the many positive reviews it had received online (e.g., [26]). To formulate a query-by-colour,
users could select multiple colours from the graphical colour palette displayed at the top of the system
interface. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the colours comprising a user's current query were displayed
to the right of the graphical colour palette (under the label ``Selected Colours''). Colours could be
removed from the query by clicking the large white cross located adjacent to the required colour
swatch. As per MultiColr, users could select a maximum of five colours from the graphical colour
palette to query the database and could select the same colour multiple times to increase the relative
prominence of that colour.
Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the query-by-colour system. The system has returned the database images
which contain the most pixels with the user's selected cyan colour.
The query-by-colour system generated a 120-bin query colour histogram from the user's selected
colours which was updated each time the user's query was modified (i.e., when a colour was added
or removed from a query). This histogram was then compared to the colour histograms extracted
from database images. The weight of each query histogram bin was calculated using the formula
shown in Equation 4.1, where Hc is the histogram bin for colour c, t is the total number of colours
selected and n is the number of times colour c occurs within the selection (as users had the ability to
select the same colour more than once). It is important to note that the order in which users selected
colours was not considered by the system during the formulation of the query histogram (i.e., it was
not a ranked calculation).
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Hc =
1
t
 n (4.1)
For each query-by-colour, the system compared the extracted query colour histogram to the colour
histograms of the 25,000 database images using the L2 distance metric. The 1,000 database images
with a histogram most similar to the query were returned by the system in the form of a scrollable
list, with the most relevant (i.e., closest in colour content) images displayed at the head of the list.
Users could scroll through this list, using a scroll bar or the mouse scroll wheel, to find the image most
relevant to their colour requirements. Upon finding a suitable database image, users could click and
hold the left mouse button to drag a copy of the image to cells in their image mosaics.
4.4 Zoomable Mapping-based Visualisation System
We adopted the mapping-based visualisation style for our user study on account of its popularity (i.e.,
it is more often included for use in image retrieval systems) in comparison with the clustering-based
and graph-based visualisation styles, and so that we could assess the importance of zooming. Recall
that mapping-based visualisations use dimensionality-reduction techniques to map the often high-
dimensional image feature vectors to just 2-dimensions, used as co-ordinates for plotting database
images on screen. Users can then explore the resultant database visualisations via zooming and
panning tools.
We implemented the approach of Rodden et al. [73] to produce the mapping-based visualisation
for the two systems in our study. First, we reduced the 120 bin colour histograms of database images
to just 2-dimensions via Principal Component Analysis (described previously in Section 2.5.1.1.1).
We opted to use this dimensionality-reduction technique because it is much less computationally
expensive than iterative techniques such as multi-dimensional scaling. For convenience, we trans-
lated the derived co-ordinates so that all had positive x and y values. Since Rodden et al. [73] has
previously demonstrated that users dislike image overlap that can occur within mapping-based visu-
alisations, we fitted the databases images to a grid of 100 250 cells using a variation of Rodden et
al.'s bump strategy (described previously in Section 2.5.1.2.1). We first mapped images to cells on
the grid according to the 2-dimensional co-ordinates derived through Principal Component Analysis.
Our spreading algorithm then located the grid cell with the highest number of assigned images and
initiated a spiral search (emanating from this original cell) in order to locate the closest free cell. The
images in the line of cells between the original cell and the next closest cell are all moved outwards
(from the original cell at the centre) by one cell, with the image to be spread from the original cell
moved to the newly vacated adjacent cell. Images are spread from grid cells until just one remains.
The order in which images are spread from the grid cells is based on the distance between their de-
rived co-ordinates and the grid cell centre (i.e., the image with derived co-ordinated closest to the grid
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cell centre is the one that remains). The result of the spreading algorithm is each grid cell contains
exactly one image.
We used OpenZoom [27] so that our mapping-based visualisation could be interactively zoomed
and panned by study participants. OpenZoom is a software development kit for the Adobe® Flash®
platform which allows developers to create applications in which high resolution images can be in-
teractively explored via zoom and pan operations. As can be seen in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b, users
of the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system could zoom and pan using the controls located
within the ``Controls'' pane at the top of the system interface. Users could also zoom and pan the
visualisation with mouse operations, using the scroll wheel to zoom and the right mouse button (by
clicking and dragging the visualisation) to pan. Panning of the visualisation was also supported via
the ``Database Map'' component displayed at the top of the system interface; users could drag the
green rectangle (representing the area of the visualisation currently being viewed in the ``Viewing
Area'' panel) or click the left mouse button on a point of the map to pan to an alternative area of the
visualisation. Finally, as with the query-by-colour system, users were required to click and hold the
left mouse button whilst dragging to copy an image from the system to cells in their image mosaics.
(a) Before a ``zoom in'' operation (b) After a ``zoom in'' operation
Figure 4.3: Screenshots of the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system before and after a
``zoom in'' operation has been applied.
4.5 Pannable-only Mapping-based Visualisation System
For the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system, the visualisation was the same as that
used for its zoomable counterpart. On account of the fact that the zooming facility was removed for
this system, the visualisation was displayed at full resolution (i.e., fully zoomed in, as can be seen
in Figure 4.4). All other user controls, (e.g., those for panning and copying images), however, were
implemented exactly as per the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot of the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system.
4.6 Hypothesis
Prior to this research, there had been no reported comparison of systems adopting either the query-by-
colour query style or a mapping-based visualisation for colour-based image retrieval. Consequently,
we were unsure as to which would prove to be the most effective for retrieving images on the ba-
sis of colour. For our comparison of the zoomable and pannable-only mapping-based visualisation
systems, we hypothesised that the zoomable system would be more effective than its pannable-only
counterpart for colour-based image retrieval (i.e., users of the zoomable mapping-based visualisation
system would be able to generate more accurate image mosaics, more quickly, and with less self-
perceived workload). This was hypothesised because we believed that the zoomable system would
not only enable study participants to navigate to interesting areas of the visualisation more quickly
and with fewer interactions, but also because the zooming facility would enable users to review more
images more quickly - as the number of images that are displayed on screen at any one time could
be manually configured by users. In the following Section, we present the findings from our systems
comparison, and discuss the degree to which the hypothesis defined in this Section matched the
observed results.
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4.7 Results
In this Section we present the results from our first user study as they relate to the comparison of the
three tested colour-based image retrieval systems. We compare the Mosaic Test measures recorded
for the tested systems, namely the time required by users to complete their image mosaics, the accu-
racy of users' generated mosaics, and the subjective workload experienced by users whilst creating
them. Furthermore, we also compare the preference ratings that users assigned to each of the tested
systems upon completing their three image mosaics.
For the statistical comparisons reported in this Section, it is important to note that we adopt a
5% significance level. If our test data could be considered normally distributed, we adopted one-
way ANOVA tests for our statistical analysis. When normality could not be assured, we used the
Kruskal-Wallis test instead, which is a non-parametric alternative to ANOVA (i.e., unlike ANOVA, the
Kruskal-Wallis test does not require the data to be normally distributed). Shaprio-Wilk tests, which
test the null hypothesis that a sample x1; :::; xn came from a normally distributed population, were
used to verify the normality of test data.
The box-plots included throughout this Section should be interpreted as follows: the lower box line
represents the first quantile (i.e., the point at which 25% of the data occurs), the bold line within the
box represents the median (i.e., 50% of the data), and finally the upper box line is the third quantile
(i.e., 75% of the data). The region between the first and third quantiles (i.e., the height of the box)
is commonly referred to as the interquartile range. The maximum box-whisker length (shown as
dashed lines in our plots) is 1.5 times the interquartile range. We consider any data points beyond
these whiskers to be outliers (represented as circles in our box-plots).
4.7.1 Time
As can be seen in Figure 4.5a, the times taken by participants to generate their image mosaics
ranged from a mere 117 seconds using the query-by-colour system to 2,546 seconds (almost 43
minutes) using the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system. Upon statistically analysing
the time data, however, we identified these times as outliers (circles in our box-plots). With the outliers
removed, both the quickest and slowest times were both recorded by participants using the zoomable
mapping-based visualisation system (234 and 1,677 seconds respectively, shown in Figure 4.5b). A
Kruskal-Wallis test on the full time data revealed no significant difference between the times taken
by participants to create their image mosaics across the three systems (2(2) = 1:8717; p = 0:3922).
When we omitted the outliers from the data, however, a one-way ANOVA test revealed a significant
difference between the times recorded for the three systems (F(2;62) = 4:127; p = 0:021), with a
post-hoc Tukey's HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) test - used in conjunction with an ANOVA to
find which means are significantly different from one another - revealing the pannable-only mapping-
based visualisation system to be significantly faster than its zoomable counterpart (p = 0:043) and
the query-by-colour system (p = 0:034) for creating image mosaics.
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(a) Box-plots with outliers (shown as circles).
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(b) Box-plots without outliers.
Figure 4.5: Box-plots of the time required by participants to complete an image mosaic using each of
the three systems tested in our first user study with and without outliers.
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4.7.2 Image Mosaic Accuracy
With both the outlier (shown in Figure 4.6 as a circle) included (F(2;69) = 2:1; p = 0:131) and excluded
(F(2;68) = 2:87; p = 0:0636), one-way ANOVA tests revealed no significant difference between the
accuracy of mosaics across the three systems. Interestingly, as Figure 4.6 shows, the most accurate
(or relevant) image mosaic was generated using the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system
(L1 = 1; 898), whilst the least accurate image mosaic was created using the query-by-colour system
(L1 = 3; 947).
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Figure 4.6: Box-plots of the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors of image
mosaics, created by participants of our first user study with each of the tested systems, and their
corresponding target images.
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4.7.3 Workload
Upon removing the outlier (circled in Figure 4.7) from the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation
system's ratings, we did encounter a significant difference when comparing the overall workload (i.e.,
the mean of the six workload dimensions - mental, physical and temporal demand, performance, ef-
fort and frustration) experienced by participants whilst using the three systems (F(2;67) = 10:31; p =
0:0001). Post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests showed that the overall workload ratings reported by participants
when using the query-by-colour system were significantly lower than those reported when using ei-
ther of the systems featuring a mapping-based visualisation. Contrary to the finding above, however,
Figure 4.7 shows that the worst (highest) overall workload rating was actually assigned to the query-
by-colour system (16.17). It is important to note that the difference between the overall workload
ratings reported by participants using the zoomable and pannable-only mapping-based visualisation
systems were not found to be significant. In the following Sections, we report on the workload di-
mensions for which we observed a significant difference in the results recorded across the tested
systems.
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Figure 4.7: Box-plots of the overall workload (mean ratings of the six NASA-TLX subjective Workload
assessment scales) experienced by participants of our first study when using the three colour-based
image retrieval systems to create their image mosaics.
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4.7.3.1 Mental Demand
As can be seen in Figure 4.8, themental demand ratings assigned by participants to the pannable-only
mapping-based visualisation system contained one outlier (a rating of 0.5). Whilst a Kruskal-Wallis
test comparing the systems' mental demand ratings with the outlier identified as a circle in Figure 4.8
revealed no significant difference (2(2) = 5:83; p = 0:054), we did find a significant difference across
the systems when performing the same the test with the outlier excluded (2(2) = 6:69; p = 0:035).
A post-hoc test Wilcoxon Signed-rank test - used to assess whether the mean ranks of popula-
tions differ - showed there to be significant differences between the query-by-colour and zoomable
mapping-based visualisation systems (p = 0:028) and between the query-by-colour and pannable-
only mapping-based visualisation systems (p = 0:026).
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Figure 4.8: Box-plots of the mental demand ratings assigned by participants of our first study using
the three colour-based image retrieval systems to create their image mosaics.
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4.7.3.2 Effort
With the outlier identified in Figure 4.9 as a circle removed, we performed a one-way ANOVA test
to compare the effort ratings of participants across our three systems. This revealed a significant
difference between the times recorded for the three systems (F (2; 68) = 3:25; p = 0:045), with a post-
hoc Tukey's HSD test unveiling participants of our first study felt that they had expended significantly
more effort creating image mosaics using the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system
than when using the query-by-colour system (p = 0:354).
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Figure 4.9: Box-plots of the effort ratings assigned by participants of our first user study using the
three colour-based image retrieval systems to create their image mosaics.
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4.7.3.3 Frustration
As previously discussed in Section 4.7.1, a major source of participant frustration when using the
systems featuring a mapping-based visualisation was that the organisation of images appeared ran-
dom, making it difficult for users to recall which areas of the visualisation they had already reviewed.
It was therefore unsurprising to find that the frustration ratings of users significantly differed across
the three systems both with (F(2;69) = 6:06; p < 0:01) and without (F(2;68) = 7:38; p < 0:01) the inclu-
sion of the outlier in the data, shown in Figure 4.10 as a circle. Post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests showed
that there was a significant difference between the frustration ratings for the query-by-colour and the
zoomable mapping-based visualisation systems both with and without the outlier in the data included,
as well as a significant difference between the frustration ratings supplied for the query-by-colour and
pannable-only mapping-based visualisation systems (once again, both with and without the outlier
included).
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Figure 4.10: Box-plots of the frustration experienced by participants of our first study when using the
three colour-based image retrieval systems to create their image mosaics.
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4.7.4 User Preference Ratings
The workload results in the previous Section would suggest that the query-by-colour system was per-
ceived by users as being easier and, in part, more effective than the the mapping-based visualisation
systems for colour-based image retrieval. This finding is also further substantiated when we com-
pare the user preference ratings assigned to the three systems by study participants. Recall that,
upon completing their three image mosaics, participants were asked to rate their preferences for the
systems on a single 20-point scale.
As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the highest rating was awarded to the query-by-colour system
(20), whilst the system awarded the lowest rating was the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation
system (0). A one-way ANOVA test on the data with the outliers removed revealed that the user's
preference ratings were significantly different (F(2;67) = 33:53; p < 0:01). Post-hoc Tukey's HSD
tests showed that there was not only a significant difference between the preference ratings for the
query-by-colour system and each of the mapping-based visualisation systems, but also a significant
difference between the preference ratings assigned to the zoomable and pannable-only mapping-
based visualisation systems.
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Figure 4.11: Box-plots of the preference ratings assigned to each of the three colour-based image
retrieval systems by participants for creating their image mosaics.
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4.8 Discussion
In this Section we discuss the results presented above. In addition, we discuss observations of
test sessions and the aspects of our post-test discussions with study participants which we believe
contributed towards the results of our first user study.
4.8.1 Time
Contrary to our initial hypothesis, users created imagemosaics faster using the pannable-onlymapping-
based visualisation as opposed to the zoomable system. This could be due to the fact that fewer
interactions (i.e., mouse operations) were required in order to navigate to an area of interest within
the visualisation in the pannable-only system.
Many study participants stated that, because they had more confidence in retrieving the most
suitable images in the database using the query-by-colour system (as opposed to when using the
mapping-based visualisation systems), their image standards were higher (i.e., they wanted to find
more accurate images for use in their mosaics) and, as such, were willing to interact with the query-
by-colour system for longer than the other systems to find these more accurate images. This explains
participants creating image mosaics faster using the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation sys-
tem than when using the query-by-colour system.
4.8.2 Image Mosaic Accuracy
Post-test discussions revealed that several participants believed they had `got lucky' when finding
some of the more visually accurate images using the two systems featuring a mapping-based visual-
isation; whilst attempting to retrieve an image suitable for a mosaic cell, participants had accidentally
located another image in the visualisation suitable for use in another mosaic cell. Hilliges [36] claims
that such serendipitous discovery of images is an advantage of similarity-based visualisation systems
over query-based approaches.
4.8.3 Workload
As the results of the study show, participants experienced significantly higher levels of workload when
using the two mapping-based visualisation systems as opposed to he query-by-colour system. On
examining the individual workload dimensions, the results reveal that participants of the study marked
significantly higher ratings on the frustration, effort and mental demand scales for the mapping-based
visualisation systems as opposed to the query-by-colour system.
Post test discussions with study participants revealed an increased level of frustration was caused
by what appeared to many as a `seemingly random' organisation of images. A majority of users
reported unintentionally revisiting and reviewing the same areas of the visualisation multiple times
because, as they were unsure where in the visualisation the imageswith colours they required resided,
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they resorted to randomly exploring the database. Performing this retrieval tactic in the pannable-only
mapping-based visualisation required a great deal of interaction from users and this is reflected in the
participants' effort ratings for the said system. Many of the participants also outlined a source of
frustration applicable to all three of the systems tested; whilst they could find several images in the
database with colour content suitable for occupying a particular image mosaic cell, they could not
find images with the required colours in the correct positions. During post-test discussions, several
study participants alluded to a query-by-sketch type interface as a potential solution to the issue.
These users suggested that the query-by-colour system could be significantly improved if a facility for
specifying the desired location of query colours was added (e.g., a facility to specify that the colour
red was required in the bottom left-hand corner of the desired image).
As well as being left frustrated whilst using the mapping-based visualisation systems, many partic-
ipants felt that the visualisation required them to process an excessive amount of visual information,
leaving them `overwhelmed'. One participant likened the visualisation to `a sea of images'. These
users preferred instead the query-by-colour system, as they could `filter' the visual information by
selecting requisite colours. This will have undoubtedly contributed negatively towards the mental de-
mand ratings of the mapping-based visualisation systems. We should note for balance, however, that
there were several participants who, despite the extent of visual information, particularly enjoyed the
high degree of interaction afforded by the mapping-based visualisation systems.
4.8.4 Preferred Approach for Colour-based Image Retrieval
For the majority of study participants, the query-by-colour system was the preferred of the three sys-
tems tested. Many participants felt confident that they had retrieved the most suitable images in the
database for their mosaics when using the query-by-colour system, but were not so convinced that
they had selected the most suitable database images when using either of the mapping-based visu-
alisation systems. Whilst this participant sentiment is not reflected in the mosaic accuracy measures
recorded across the three systems, it does appear to have effected user's preference ratings. The
high level of workload experienced by participants when creating their mosaics using the mapping-
based visualisation systems also appears to have impacted the preference ratings of users.
4.8.5 Zooming Preference
As stated previously, participants assigned significantly higher preference ratings to the zoomable
mapping-based visualisation system than its pannable-only counterpart. Many participants revealed
during post-test discussions that they had felt restricted with the pannable-only mapping-based visu-
alisation system, as they did not have the ability to adjust the number of images displayed on screen at
one time. When using the zoomable mapping-based visualisation system, most participants opted to
display hundreds of images on screen at a time (as per Figure 4.3b). Several participants of the study
remarked that, because their image requirements were solely based on colour rather than semantic
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content, they could assess the suitability of images at such a low resolution (i.e., more zoomed out).
Another user behavioural observation made with respect to zooming during the study was that most
participants opted to use the mouse scroll wheel for zooming in and out of areas of interest within the
visualisation, as opposed to the available zooming buttons and slider.
We should note, however, that not all the participants of the study preferred the zoomablemapping-
based visualisation system to its pannable-only counterpart. A minority of users stated that they
preferred the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system because, due to the fact that fewer
interactions (i.e., mouse operations) were required in order to navigate to an area of interest within
the visualisation, they perceived the system as being easier to use.
4.9 Conclusion
Prior to our first user study, no research existed evaluating the effectiveness of any similarity-based
visualisation for colour-based image retrieval. So that we could compare a mapping-based visu-
alisation with the typically adopted query-by-colour style, we recruited 24 users to evaluate three
colour-based image retrieval systems using the Mosaic Test. Participants were asked to create im-
age mosaics using both a query-by-colour system and a system featuring a zoomable mapping-based
visualisation, fulfilling part of our research aim to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-
based approaches and similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval. The third
colour-based image retrieval system tested in our first user study featured the same mapping-based
visualisation as the second system. For this third system, however, we removed the zoom facility so
that users could only pan the visualisation to search for images. Removing this functionality from the
third system enabled us to meet another of our research aims; to assess the importance of zooming
for colour-based image retrieval from mapping-based visualisations of large image databases.
We hypothesised that the system featuring a zoomable mapping-based visualisation would be
more effective than its pannable-only counterpart for colour-based image retrieval, on account of
users being able to navigate to visualisation areas and thus images of interest more quickly (as we
expected zooming to require fewer interactions than panning). It was a surprise to find, therefore,
that participants created their image mosaics significantly faster using the pannable-only mapping-
based visualisation system than when using the zoomable system. We believe this could be due to
the fact that fewer interactions (i.e., mouse operations) were required in order to navigate to an area
of interest within the visualisation in the pannable-only system. We found there to be no significant
difference between the other Mosaic Test measures recorded across the two systems. We did, how-
ever, also observe a significant difference in the users' preference ratings, with participants assigning
higher ratings to the zoomable system. Many of the study participants suggested that they had felt
limited whilst using the pannable-only system, preferring instead the ability to customise the number
of visualisation images displayed on screen at one time via zooming. On the basis of this finding,
we conclude that systems facilitating colour-based image retrieval via a mapping-based visualisation
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should include a zoom facility to improve the overall user experience.
As a system featuring a mapping-based visualisation had not been compared to a query-by-colour
system prior to this research, it was difficult for us to hypothesise which of the two would be most
effective for colour-based image retrieval. Whilst we found there to be no significant difference be-
tween the Mosaic Test time and accuracy measures recorded across the two systems, we did observe
significant differences in the users' preference and subjective workload ratings. Participants of the
study assigned higher preference ratings to the query-by-colour system than for the systems featur-
ing a mapping-based visualisation, as well as registering higher overall workload ratings for the latter.
Analysis of the participant's subjective workload ratings revealed that users experienced significantly
more effort, mental demand and frustration when creating image mosaics using the mapping-based
visualisation systems than when using the query-by-colour system. Post-test discussions revealed
that the frustration experienced and extra effort required by many participants when creating image
mosaics using the mapping-based visualisation systems - due to the seemingly random organisation
of images causing users to accidentally revisit and review areas of the visualisation multiple times -
as well as the mental demand required to process the large amount of visual information, impacted
negatively on their preference ratings and workload ratings.
The findings of our first user study suggest that the query-by-colour query-style is more effective
than a similarity-based visualisation for colour-based image retrieval. Of course, we have tested just
one feature vector (the colour histogram), one dimensionality reduction technique (Principal Compo-
nent Analysis), and one visualisation style (the mapping-based visualisation style). It may be that
using a different combination of feature vectors, spreading strategies, dimension reduction tech-
niques (for mapping-based visualisations), and even visualisation style, could produce a more ef-
fective similarity-based visualisation for colour-based image retrieval which may have resulted in a
different outcome for our research. We have, at the very least, contributed a starting point for others
in the field to undertake further comparisons between similarity-based visualisations and the query-
by-colour query style for colour-based image retrieval. Given that this study is the only recorded in-
vestigation of its kind, we must conclude that mapping-based visualisations are less effective than the
query-by-colour query style for colour-based image retrieval. We therefore recommend that mapping-
based visualisations should not be adopted instead of the query-by-colour query style in colour-based
image retrieval systems.
In the following Chapter, we describe how we satisfied the final aim of our research; to compare
the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations - namely, mapping and
clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
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Chapter 5
Comparing Colour-based Image
Retrieval Query Result Visualisations
5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we describe our second user study which was undertaken to fulfil the final aim of this
research; to compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations -
namely, mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists. Recall from Section 2.5.4
that Liu et al. [55] conducted a user study comparing three image retrieval systems; presenting key-
word query results either in the form of a ranked list (where images ranked by the system as most
similar to the query appear at the head of the list), a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-
based visualisation. Test users were given a set of query terms and asked to search for images in
the test database which they believed best matched each of these pre-determined query terms. It
was observed that users could find images fastest using the systems presenting query results in the
form of mapping and clustering-based visualisations (as opposed to the ranked list presentation).
Whilst the search times recorded for the systems adopting mapping-based and cluster-based visu-
alisations were not found to be significantly different, users did assign higher preference ratings to
the mapping-based visualisation system - claiming it to be more intuitive, interesting, and convenient
than the ranked list and clustering-based visualisation systems for searching and comparing images.
In Liu et al.'s study, participants were asked to perform high-level image retrieval (i.e., search
for images based on the objects or subject matter depicted within them). We believed the outcome
of Liu et al.'s study could have been different if participants had instead been searching by colour
(i.e., performing much lower-level image retrieval); especially given that participants of our first user
study preferred a system presenting query results as a ranked list over a mapping-based visualisation
for colour-based image retrieval. Since Google Images [44] and Bing Images [17] currently adopt a
ranked list for presenting both keyword and colour query results, we wanted to evaluate what effect
changing the visualisation of results would have on the large number of users searching by colour.
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Another motivation for conducting our second user study was to fulfil one more aspect of the
research aim; to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-
based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval. As reported in Section 2.8, we found no evalu-
ation had been conducted previously comparing the effectiveness of the query-by-colour and query-
by-sketch query styles for colour-based image retrieval. We found this particularly intriguing given that
many colour-based image retrieval systems typically support either the query-by-colour or query-by-
sketch query styles [47, 42, 22, 44], but rarely both [92].
Let us consider the predicament a software designer would face if asked to create a new colour-
based image retrieval system with this gap in existing knowledge - should the new system implement
the query-by-colour query style, the query-by-sketch query style, or both? If the designer were to
opt for either one of the two query styles, it would be based on nothing more than intuition - leaving
him prone to selecting the least effective of the two approaches. This would lead to less users being
attracted to purchasing or using the system (as they would instead use an alternative system im-
plementing the more effective query style), resulting in lost revenue for the company developing the
system. On the other hand, the software designer could decide to `hedge their bets' and include both
the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch query styles to ensure the that most effective approach was
definitely implemented in the new system. Taking this design route would inevitably require more time
and manpower to create the system, thus increasing development costs. The development company
would deem this to be a waste of their resources, however, if end-users were to only value and hence
use the more effective query style in the newly developed system.
To better support designers of colour-based image retrieval systems making the critical decision
outlined above in the future, we wanted to compare the effectiveness of the query-by-sketch and
query-by-colour query styles for colour-based image retrieval as part of our second user study.
5.1.1 Chapter Outline
This Chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe our second user study. In Sec-
tion 5.2.1, we outline the hypotheses, based on the findings from both our first user study and Liu et
al.'s. Next, in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, we respectively describe the participants recruited to, and the
image database used for, the study. We also detail how the adopted image database was indexed
in Section 5.2.3 for use with the six tested colour-based image retrieval systems. These systems
are described in Section 5.2.4. We present the Mosaic Test procedure undertaken for evaluating the
tested colour-based image retrieval systems in Section 5.2.5, before presenting and discussing the
results of the study in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes this Chapter.
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5.2 User Study
Participants recruited to our second user study were divided into two equally sized groups, the first of
which created image mosaics using three systems adopting the query-by-colour query style, whilst
the second group generated their image mosaics using three systems with the query-by-sketch query
style. We grouped users in this way so that we could fulfil another part of our research aim; to evaluate
and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-based visualisations for
colour-based image retrieval, by directly comparing the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch query
styles. Within each user group, the colour-based image retrieval systems visualised query results as
either a ranked list (i.e., in descending order of closeness to the submitted query), a mapping-based
visualisation, or as a clustering-based visualisation. This allowed us to satisfy the final aim of our
research; to compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations -
namely, mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
5.2.1 Hypotheses
We formulated two hypotheses for our second user study. The first concerned the comparison of the
query-by-colour and query-by-sketch query styles for colour-based image retrieval. We hypothesised
that the query-by-sketch systems tested in the study would prove to bemore effective for colour-based
image retrieval than those adopting the query-by-colour query style, on account of the number of users
in our first user study bemoaning their inability to specify the location of colours in queries. In regards
to our query result visualisation comparison, we hypothesised that - contrary to the findings of Liu el
al. which were based on users performing higher-level image retrieval - the systems presenting query
results in the form of a ranked list would be the most effective for colour-based image retrieval. This
was based on the finding from our first user study that participants preferred (and experienced less
workload when) using the query-by-colour system (which presented query results as a ranked list),
as opposed to the mapping-based visualisation systems, for colour-based image retrieval.
5.2.2 Participants
We recruited 36 users to participate in our study and divided them into two equally sized groups.
The first group of users tested the three query-by-colour systems, whilst the second group tested
the three query-by-sketch systems. The query-by-colour user group were made up of 9 males and 9
females. The ages of the males in this group ranged between 18 and 35, whilst the females were aged
between 18 and 20 years old. In the query-by-sketch user group, there were 6 females and 12 males,
all aged between 18 and 35. As we have shown previously in Chapter 4 that it was not necessary to
recruit expert users (e.g., graphic designers) to evaluate colour-based image retrieval systems with
theMosaic Test, we chose to recruit participants via an email and poster campaign at Aston University.
The only prerequisites for participation were that test users had a formal qualification in Information
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Technology (or a similar discipline) and had no known colour-blindness or colour-vision deficiency.
As per our first user study, every participant was required to sign a consent form confirming they
had no known issues with colour-blindness or colour-vision deficiency. This consent form is included
in Appendix F. Furthermore, test-users recruited to our second user study were also required to
complete a short colour blindness test prior to participation. Contrary to our first study, test-users
recruited to our second user study were offered £10 as an incentive for participation.
5.2.3 Image Database
We chose to increase the size of the image database used in our second user study to make it more
comparable with the magnitude of commercial collections available these days [68]. Specifically, we
adopted the one million 64  64 pixel thumbnails of the MIR-FLICKR 1M image collection [40]. We
extracted three feature vectors from each database image. As per our first user study, we extracted
120 bin colour histograms from database images by mapping pixels to their closest corresponding
colour in the adopted colour space - namely the 120 colours contained within the graphical colour
palette of the MultiColr system [42]. The second feature vector extracted from database images
was the MPEG-7 colour layout descriptor [87], described previously in Section 2.1. The final feature
vector extracted from database images was the average pixel colour in an RGB colour space. In the
following Section, we describe how the tested colour-based image retrieval systems made use of the
extracted feature vectors.
5.2.4 Tested Colour-based Image Retrieval Systems
Each of the six colour-based image retrieval systems evaluated in our second user study adopted the
same fundamental interface design. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, at the top of the system interface
(highlighted in green) is a query panel for users to formulate a colour query (either a query-by-colour
or a query-by-sketch, depending on the user group). Below this is the query result visualisation area
(highlighted in blue) where users browse query results. In the following Section, we describe the
functionality of the query-by-colour panel, applied exclusively to the systems tested by our first user
group, and the alternative query-by-sketch panel, implemented only in the systems tested by our
second user group.
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Figure 5.1: Fundamental interface design of the colour-based image retrieval systems tested in the
second user study, comprising a query panel (highlighted in green) and a query result visualisation
area (highlighted in blue).
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5.2.4.1 Query-by-colour Panel
To formulate a query-by-colour, users could select multiple colours from the graphical colour palette
in the query panel. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the colours comprising a user's current query
were displayed to the right of the graphical colour palette (under the label ``Your Selected Colours'').
Colours could be removed from the query by clicking the large white cross located adjacent to the
required colour swatch. As per theMultiColr system [42], users could select a maximum of five colours
from the graphical colour palette to query the database and could select the same colour multiple
times to increase the relative prominence of that colour. Based on feedback from participants of our
first study, users of the query-by-colour systems in the second study could click a colour swatch to
add the same colour again to their selected colours (as opposed to having to re-find the colour in the
graphical palette).
Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the query panel of query-by-colour systems tested in the second user study.
For the query-by-colour system used in our first study, a search was initiated each time the user's
query was modified (i.e., when a colour was added or removed from a query). Since the query-by-
colour systems in this study indexed a larger database, and the computation of query result visualisa-
tions was much more computationally expensive (in the case of the systems presenting query results
as mapping and clustering-based visualisations), query results were only updated once users had
chosen the colours for their query and clicked the ``Search'' button (located below the swatches of
their selected colours).
As per the previous query-by-colour system, the query-by-colour systems tested in this study gen-
erated a 120 bin query colour histogram from the user's selected colours. The weight of each query
histogram bin was calculated using the formula shown in Equation 5.1, whereHc is the histogram bin
for colour c, t is the total number of colours selected and n is the number of times colour c occurs
within the selection (as users had the ability to select the same colour more than once). It is important
to note that the order in which users selected colours was not considered by the system during the
formulation of the query histogram (i.e., it was not a ranked calculation).
Hc =
1
t
 n (5.1)
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In addition to a colour histogram, the query-by-colour systems in our second user study also
computed an average RGB colour from the user's query. Inspired by the pre-filtering performed by
QBIC [23], this average RGB colour was compared to the average RGB colour of database images
using the L2 distance metric to find the 10,000 most similar database images. The system's query
histogram was then compared (using the L2 distance metric) to the colour histograms extracted from
the 10,000 database images returned through pre-filtering by average colour. The 1,000 database
images with colour histograms most similar to the user's query were then presented in one of the
three tested query result visualisations (dependent on the system being tested). We describe the
three query result presentations in Section 5.2.4.3.
Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the query panel of query-by-sketch systems. The user has filled the bottom
24 cells of their query sketch in green and the upper 40 cells using blue.
5.2.4.2 Query-by-sketch Panel
To formulate a query-by-sketch, users could select multiple colours from the graphical colour palette
(displayed under the label ``Available Colours''). As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the colours selected
by users were displayed to the right of the graphical colour palette (under the label ``Your Colour
Palette''). Users could select a maximum of five colours to use in their sketch. For the query-by-
sketch panel, however, only one instance of a colour could be added to the user's colour palette.
Users could select a colour from their colour palette by clicking the appropriate swatch. The currently
selected colour was highlighted with a bold white line (e.g., the blue swatch in Figure 5.3). A user's
query sketch (displayed under the label``Your Colour Layout'') comprised 64 cells. Users could fill
cells in their query sketch with the currently selected colour by left clicking the sketch cell they wanted
to fill. As shown in Figure 5.3, the user has filled the bottom 24 cells of their sketch with green and
the upper 40 cells in blue. To support more fluid sketching, users could left click and drag the mouse
cursor over the sketch cells they wished to colour (i.e., they did not need to click each individual cell).
The colour of sketch cells could be overwritten with other colours, or removed via a right click (on the
cell requiring clearing). As per colouring, users could remove the colour from multiple sketch cells in
a fluid motion by right click and dragging the mouse cursor over the cells they wished to clear. Sketch
cells with no colour were treated as black by the system. To remove all sketch cells of a given colour,
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users could click the large white cross located adjacent to the swatch (located in their colour palette)
of the colour to be removed. This also removed the colour from their colour palette. Users could clear
the colour from all sketch cells by clicking the ``Clear '' button, located directly below (and to the left
of) their query sketch.
To initiate a query-by-sketch, users were required to click the ``Search'' button, located directly
below (and to the right of) their query sketch. The query-by-sketch systems generated an MPEG-7
colour layout descriptor [87] from users' sketches. Furthermore, as was the case in the query-by-
colour systems, an average RGB colour was also calculated from users' queries. This average RGB
colour was compared to the average RGB colour of database images using the L2 distance metric to
find the 10,000 most similar database images. The system's query MPEG-7 colour layout descriptor
was then compared (using the metric defined in [87]) to the colour layout descriptors extracted from
the 10,000 database images returned through pre-filtering by average colour. The 1,000 database
images with MPEG-7 colour layout descriptors most similar to the user's query were then presented
in one of the three tested query result visualisations. These three query result presentations are
described in the following Section.
Figure 5.4: Screenshot of query results in a ranked list visualisation. Users browse query results
either by scrolling the scroll bar (highlighted in green) or via the mouse wheel.
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5.2.4.3 Query Result Visualisation Area
As per the study of Liu et al., all participants in our second user study tested three query result presen-
tations - namely, a ranked list, a mapping-based visualisation, and a clustering-based visualisation. It
is important to note that in all of the query result visualisations, users were required to click and hold
the left mouse button whilst dragging to copy an image from the test system to cells in their image
mosaics. The number of images displayed in the visualisation (i.e., the number of images returned
from a users' query), was displayed at the top of the query result visualisation area in each of the
tested systems. In the remainder of this Section, we describe how these presentations were pro-
duced in response to user queries. We also describe the manner in which test-users could browse
query results across the three visualisations.
5.2.4.3.1 Ranked List As per query-based colour-based image retrieval systems available today,
for our ranked list visualisation the database images ranked as most similar to a user query were
displayed at the head of the list. Users could browse query results either by scrolling via the scroll
bar (highlighted in green) or the mouse scroll wheel. This visualisation style is shown in Figure 5.4.
(a) Zoomed out (b) Zoomed in
Figure 5.5: Screenshots of query results in a mapping-based visualisation. The toolbar with zoom
and pan controls is highlighted in green.
5.2.4.3.2 Mapping-based Visualisation As per our previous study, we adopted the approach of
Rodden et al. [73] to produce the mapping-based visualisation of query results for the two systems
in our second study. First, the distance between the colour layout descriptors of all the images to be
presented (i.e., the 1,000 images returned either through query-by-sketch or query-by-colour) was
computed using the metric defined in [87] to formulate a distance matrix. This matrix was reduced
down to just 2-dimensions via Principal Component Analysis (described previously in Section 2.5.1.1).
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We opted to use this dimensionality-reduction technique because it is much less computationally ex-
pensive than iterative techniques such as multi-dimensional scaling. For convenience, we translated
the derived co-ordinates so that all had positive x and y values. Since Rodden et al. [73] has previously
demonstrated that users dislike image overlap that can occur within mapping-based visualisations,
we fitted the databases images to a grid of 2540 cells using a variation of Rodden et al.'s bump strat-
egy (described previously in Section 2.5.1.2.1). We first mapped images to cells on the grid according
to the 2-dimensional co-ordinates derived through Principal Component Analysis. Our spreading al-
gorithm then located the grid cell with the highest number of assigned images and initiated a spiral
search (emanating from this original cell) in order to locate the closest free cell. The images in the line
of cells between the original cell and the next closest cell are all moved outwards (from the original
cell at the centre) by one cell, with the image to be spread from the original cell moved to the newly
vacated adjacent cell. Images are spread from grid cells until just one remains. The order in which
images are spread from the grid cells is based on the distance between their derived co-ordinates
and the grid cell centre (i.e., the image with derived co-ordinated closest to the grid cell centre is the
one that remains). The result of the spreading algorithm is each grid cell contains exactly one image.
5.2.4.3.2.1 Controls As per the mapping-based visualisation systems in our first user study,
we used OpenZoom [27] so that the query results could be interactively zoomed and panned by
study participants. Users could zoom and pan using the controls located at the top of the query result
visualisation area (highlighted in green in Figure 5.5) or via mouse operations; using the scroll wheel
to zoom and the right mouse button (by clicking and dragging the visualisation) to pan.
5.2.4.3.3 Clustering-basedVisualisation Weadopted the approach of Schaefer andRuszala [80,
82], described previously in Section 2.5.2.1, to produce the clustering-based visualisation of query
results for the two systems in our study. The 2-dimensional co-ordinates were derived as per the
mapping-based visualisation approach described in the previous Section (i.e., a distance matrix of
colour layout distances between query result images was reduced to just 2-dimensions via Principal
Component Analysis). At the root layer (e.g., Figure 5.6a), all database images are assigned to cells
based their derived co-ordinates. The root layer of the visualisation contained 108 (9 12) cells, and
each of these contained the same number of sub-cells (which, in turn, could harbour further sub-cells
with the same dimensions). If a root layer cell contained only a single image, this was the image that
was displayed in the cell. If more than one image was mapped to a cell, however, the image whose
co-ordinates were closest to the cell centre was displayed as a representative image for that image
cluster. The number of images contained within that cluster overlaid the representative image (with
no number being displayed if it was the only image in the cell). Then, at the next level of the hierarchy,
this cluster was expanded by subdividing the cell into a set of smaller cells and performing the above
procedure again (that is, mapping each image in the cluster to a sub-cell, and, should multiple images
be assigned to the same sub-cell, descend into the next level of the hierarchy).
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(a) Root layer
(b) Group view
Figure 5.6: Screenshots of query results in a clustering-based visualisation. The toolbar with naviga-
tion controls and browsing history is highlighted in green.
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Two approaches were then employed to reduce the number of empty cells and layers within a
hierarchy. For the first, if an empty cell had three or more neighbouring cells that contained images, a
fraction of these images were moved to the empty cell. The images moved from each of the occupied
cells were those with derived co-ordinates closest to those of the centre of the empty cell (i.e., those
images closest to the borders between the two cells). The overall effect of this approach is that more
cells are filled, hence making better use of the visualisation space. The second approach combined
the basic, swap and bump spreading strategies proposed by Rodden et al. [73] (discussed previously
in Section 2.5.1.2.1) in order to prevent the creation of an undue number of layers. When a given
parent cell consisted of fewer than 25% occupied cells, cells containing more than a single image
would share their images with the nearest vacant cells. If an empty cell was located in the first ring of
neighbours, then the `basic' strategy was applied. If the closest vacant cell was in the second ring of
neighbours, however, then the `swap' strategy was applied. Finally, should the closest cell be located
within the third ring of neighbours, the `bump` strategy was applied. If no free cell was located within
the three rings, a new sub-cell would be generated.
5.2.4.3.3.1 Controls To navigate into a cell of images, users could double left-click the repre-
sentative image for the cell they wanted to view. The images contained within the selected cell would
then be displayed to users (as shown in Figure 5.6b). The representative image double clicked by the
user would then added to the ``History '' pane of the toolbar. Users could click images in their history
to return to previously visited cells of the hierarchy. Alternatively, users could click the ``Home'' or
``Back'' buttons to return to the root layer or previously viewed cell respectively. It is important to note
that, if desired, users could left click and drag representative images to mosaics (and the overlaid cell
image total would be removed).
5.2.5 Procedure
As we have already outlined in Section 5.2.2, participants of the study were divided into two equally
sized groups; using either three query-by-sketch or three query-by-colour systems. Recall that within
each user group, the colour-based image retrieval systems visualised query results as either a ranked
list (i.e., in descending order of closeness to the submitted query), a mapping-based visualisation, or
as a clustering-based visualisation. The variant feature of the systems tested between the two groups
was the query style, whilst the variant feature of the systems tested within groups was the manner in
which query results were visualised. The Mosaic Test procedure followed was almost identical to that
reported back in Section 3.3.2; the only difference being that participants in our second study were
not required to rank their three mosaics in order of perceived closeness to the corresponding target
images post test. In the following Sections, we recap the adopted procedure.
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5.2.5.1 Prior to the Mosaic Tests
Prior to completing their first Mosaic Test, participants were first given written instructions explaining
the concept of an image mosaic and the functionality of the Mosaic Test Tool. Each participant un-
dertook a practice session following these written instructions, in which the participant completed an
image mosaic using a small selection of relevant images. Once participants were familiar with the
functionality of the Mosaic Test Tool, and the evaluator had observed each participant completing a
set of training tasks listed on a check sheet (such as dragging and removing images from the colour-
based image retrieval system to the Mosaic Test Tool image mosaic), participants proceeded to the
Mosaic Test for the first colour-based image retrieval system they were due to evaluate. Recall that
the written instructions and `training tasks' check sheet used for practise sessions in the study can
be found in Appendix A.
(a) Target image 1 (b) Target image 2 (c) Target image 3
Figure 5.7: The three target images to be recreated as image mosaics by participants of the study.
Each target image is predominantly comprised of three jelly beans of varying colour and orientation.
5.2.5.2 The Mosaic Tests
Participants completed a Mosaic Test for each of the colour-based image retrieval systems under
evaluation (i.e., they completed three image mosaics, one per a system). Before participants created
an image mosaic using each colour-based image retrieval system, they were first trained, and given
an opportunity to practise with, the functionality of the colour-based image retrieval system they were
about to use. The training material for the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch systems of our sec-
ond user study are included in Appendices D and E respectively. When participants had indicated to
the evaluator that they were satisfied with the controls of the system, they proceeded to the assessed
Mosaic Test. After completing an image mosaic with a colour-based image retrieval system, partici-
pants were asked to complete a NASA-TLX [31] subjective workload assessment for the system they
had just used. Before completing their first NASA-TLX assessment, participants were provided with
instructions on how the assessment should be completed. This background information, along with
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the NASA-TLX assessment used, is included in Appendix A.
We adopted the same three jelly bean image mosaics used for our first user study (shown again
in Figure 5.7). To once again ensure that results were not affected by any one of the image mosaics
being more difficult to complete than the others, the order in which the target images were presented
remained constant whilst the colour-based image retrieval system order was counterbalanced across
participants. Furthermore, the Mosaic Test Tool and colour-based image retrieval systems used were,
for each participant, run on a Sony VAIO laptop, running Windows Vista, with a 17-inch (1600 x 900
resolution) display.
5.2.5.3 After the Mosaic Tests
So that we could accurately assess which of the systems within a group was preferred by users, after
creating their three image mosaics participants were asked to rank their preference for each of the
tested systems on a single 20-point scale.
5.3 Results
In this Section, we present the results from our second user study comparing the query-by-colour and
query-by-sketch query styles (tested between the user groups) and the varying query result presenta-
tions (tested within groups). We compare the Mosaic Test measures recorded for the tested systems,
namely the time required by users to complete their image mosaics, the accuracy of users' gener-
ated mosaics, and the subjective workload experienced by users whilst creating them. Furthermore,
for our comparison of query result presentations, we also compare the preference ratings that users
assigned to each of the tested systems upon completing their three image mosaics.
For the statistical comparisons reported in this Section, it is important to note that we adopt a
5% significance level. If our test data could be considered normally distributed, we adopted one-
way ANOVA tests for our statistical analysis. When normality could not be assured, we used the
Kruskal-Wallis test instead, which is a non-parametric alternative to ANOVA (i.e., unlike ANOVA, the
Kruskal-Wallis test does not require the data to be normally distributed). Shaprio-Wilk tests (which
test the null hypothesis that a sample x1; :::; xn came from a normally distributed population) were
used to verify the normality of tested data.
The box-plots included throughout this Section should be interpreted as follows: the lower box line
represents the first quantile (i.e., the point at which 25% of the data occurs), the bold line within the
box represents the median (i.e., 50% of the data), and finally the upper box line is the third quantile
(i.e., 75% of the data). The region between the first and third quantiles (i.e., the height of the box)
is commonly referred to as the interquartile range. The maximum box-whisker length (shown as
dashed lines in our plots) is 1.5 times the interquartile range. We consider any data points beyond
these whiskers to be outliers (represented as circles in our box-plots).
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5.3.1 Query-by-colour and Query-by-sketch Query Styles
In this Section, we report the results of the study related specifically to our comparison of the query-
by-colour and query-by-sketch query styles.
5.3.1.1 Time
As part of our hypothesis that the query-by-sketch systems would be more effective for colour-based
image retreival than their query-by-colour counterparts, we anticipated that users of the query-by-
sketch systems would be able to generate their image mosaics faster than query-by-colour users.
We were very surprised, therefore, to observe the opposite of this result. As shown in Figure 5.8, the
fastest image mosaic was created using a query-by-colour system (371 seconds) whilst the slowest
was created using a query-by-sketch system; both with (2,999) and without (2,572) the outliers (iden-
tified in Figure 5.8 as circles) included. Through Kruskal-Wallis tests, we found that query-by-colour
users created their image mosaics significantly faster than users of the query-by-sketch systems;
both when the outliers in the time data were included (2(1) = 7:5944; p = 0:005855) and excluded
(2(1) = 6:2158; p = 0:01266).
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Figure 5.8: Box-plots of the times required by study participants, using either query-by-colour or
query-by-sketch systems, to complete an image mosaic.
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5.3.1.2 Image Mosaic Accuracy
The box-plots of the image mosaic accuracy data for the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch user
groups are shown in Figure 5.9. The mean L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure de-
scriptors of image mosaics and corresponding target images was lower in the query-by-sketch group
(2,274) than the query-by-colour group (2,380). The most accurate image mosaic was generated by
a participant in the query-by-sketch user group (L1 = 1; 530), whilst the most inaccurate mosaic was
created by a user of a query-by-colour system (L1 = 3; 095). With the outlier identified in Figure 5.9
by a circle included, we found there to be no significant difference between the accuracy of image
mosaics across the two query styles (F(1;106) = 2:85; p = 0:0943). With the outlier excluded, we found
the difference in image mosaic accuracy measures across the two query styles to be just short of
significant (F(1;105) = 3:84; p = 0:0527), based on the 5% level adopted for this research.
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Figure 5.9: Box-plots of the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors of image
mosaics, created by participants using either query-by-colour or query-by-sketch systems, and their
corresponding target images.
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5.3.1.3 Workload
As can be seen in the box-plots in Figure 5.10, we observed no outliers in the overall workload ratings
for the two user groups. As can also be seen in Figure 5.10, the mean overall workload rating was
lower for users of the query-by-sketch systems (9.14) than for users of the query-by-colour systems
(10.14). This supports our hypothesis that the query-by-sketch query style is more effective than
query-by-colour for colour-based image retrieval. In further support of this, the lowest overall workload
rating was assigned by a participant using a query-by-sketch system (3.66), whilst the highest rating
was assigned by a participant using a query-by-colour system (16.5). A one-way ANOVA test on the
data shows the differences in overall workload ratings between the two groups to be just short of our
5% significance level (F(1;106) = 3:6; p = 0:0605). In the remainder of this Section, we report our
findings for the physical demand, performance, and frustration, workload dimensions.
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Figure 5.10: Box-plots of the overall workload (mean ratings of the six NASA-TLX subjectiveWorkload
assessment scales), experienced by participants using either the query-by-colour or query-by-sketch
systems, to create their image mosaics.
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5.3.1.3.1 Physical Demand We were surprised to observe that the lowest physical demand rating
in the study (0) was provided by three participants testing query-by-sketch systems. The highest
physical demand rating was attributed to a query-by-colour system (19). Whilst a Kruskal-Wallis test
showed the differences in physical demand to be just short of our 5% significance level when the
outlier (i.e., the circle in Figure 5.11) was included in the data (2(1) = 3:512; p = 0:06093), we did
observe a significant difference when performing a Kruskal-Wallis test without the outlier in the query-
by-sketch physical demand rating data (2(1) = 4:242; p = 0:03944) - that is, we found the physical
demand ratings of query-by-sketch users to be significantly lower than the physical demand ratings
of query-by-colour users.
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Figure 5.11: Box-plots of the physical demand ratings, assigned by participants using either the query-
by-colour or query-by-sketch systems, for creating their image mosaics.
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5.3.1.3.2 Performance As we reported previously in 5.3.1.2, although the differences in image
mosaic accuracy were found to be just short of our 5% significance level, we observed that the mean
L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors of image mosaics and corresponding
target images was lower in the query-by-sketch group. This finding appears to be reflected in the
perceived performance ratings of users; as well as a query-by-sketch user assigning themselves
the highest possible self-perceived performance rating (20), with the two outliers (both a rating of 3)
identified using circles in Figure 5.12 removed, a Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that the performance
ratings assigned by query-by-sketch users were significantly lower than those attributed by query-by-
colour users (2(1) = 3:8952; p = 0:04842).
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Figure 5.12: Box-plots of the performance ratings, assigned by participants using either the query-
by-colour or query-by-sketch systems, for creating their image mosaics.
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5.3.1.3.3 Frustration We formulated our hypothesis that the query-by-sketch query style would
prove to be the most effective of the two query styles on account of participants of our first study
bemoaning their inability to specify colour locations in queries. As such, we anticipated that the users
of the query-by-sketch systems in our second user study would experience less frustration when
creating their image mosaics than query-by-colour colours. As can be seen in Figure 5.13, the mean
frustration rating of query-by-sketch users (7.6) was lower than the mean frustration rating of query-
by-colour users (9.2). Furthermore, one participant in the query-by-sketch group even claimed to
experience a frustration rating of zero. A one-way ANOVA test, however, found the differences in
frustration ratings between the two groups to be just short of our 5% significance level (F(1;106) =
3:356; p = 0:0698). It is important to note that we did not find significant differences between the
ratings of the two user groups for any of the remaining workload dimensions.
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Figure 5.13: Box-plots of the frustration ratings, assigned by participants using either the query-by-
colour or query-by-sketch systems, for creating their image mosaics.
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5.3.2 Presentation of Query Results
In this Section, we report the results of our study related specifically to our comparison of the three
tested query result visualisations; namely a ranked list, a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-
based visualisation.
5.3.2.1 Time
As shown in Figure 5.14, the times taken by participants to generate their image mosaics ranged from
amere 371 seconds using a ranked list to 2,999 seconds (almost 50minutes) using a clustering-based
visualisation. As can also be seen in Figure 5.14, in complete contrast to the findings of Liu et al.,
with the outliers (displayed as circles) removed, we observed that the slowest time was recorded
by a participant using a mapping-based visualisation (2,572 seconds, or approximately 43 minutes).
Through Kruskal-Wallis tests, we found there to be no difference between the times recorded across
the query result presentations both with (2(2) = 1:1837; p = 0:5533) and without (2(2) = 1:8341; p =
0:3997) the identified outliers included.
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Figure 5.14: Box-plots of the times required by study participants to complete an imagemosaics using
each of the query result visualisations.
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5.3.2.2 Image Mosaic Accuracy
As shown in Figure 5.15, the most accurate (or relevant) image mosaic was generated using a system
presenting query results as a mapping-based visualisation (L1 = 1; 530). The least accurate image
mosaic, on the other hand, was created by a participant using a clustering-based visualisation of query
results (L1 = 3; 095). A one-way ANOVA test found there to be no significant difference between the
accuracy of image mosaics across the three query result presentations (F(2;105) = 0:368; p = 0:693).
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Figure 5.15: Box-plots of the L1 distance between the MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors of image
mosaics, created by participants using each of the query result visualisations, and their corresponding
target images.
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5.3.2.3 Workload
Box plots of the overall workload experienced by users across the query result presentations are
shown in Figure 5.16. Contrary to what would be expected based on Liu et al.'s findings, the joint
highest overall workload ratings of two participants were recorded after using a mapping-based vi-
sualisation ( = 14:33). The least overall workload experienced by a participant was recorded when
using a system presenting query results as a ranked list ( = 3:66). It is important to note, however,
that a one-way ANOVA test did not find the differences in overall workload across the query result
presentations to be significant (F(2;105) = 0:465; p = 0:63). We did not find any significant differ-
ences in the ratings of users across the query result visualisations for any of the individual workload
dimensions.
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Figure 5.16: Box-plots of the overall workload (mean ratings of the six NASA-TLX subjectiveWorkload
assessment scales) experienced by participants using each of the query result presentations to create
their image mosaics.
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5.3.2.4 Preference
Whilst we did not find any significant differences between any of the Mosaic Test effectiveness mea-
sures across the three query result presentations, upon performing a Kruskal-Wallis test we did ob-
serve a significant difference in the preference ratings assigned by participants (2(2) = 6:1956; p =
0:045). A post-hoc test Wilcoxon Signed-rank test - used to assess whether the mean ranks of popula-
tions differ - showed that the preference ratings assigned to the clustering-based visualisation of query
results received significantly lower preference ratings than the ranked list presentation (p = 0:021).
Interestingly, one participant of the study opted to assign a preference rating of zero to the mapping-
based visualisation system they had tested.
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Figure 5.17: Box-plots of the preference ratings assigned to each of the query result presentations
by participants for creating their image mosaics.
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5.4 Discussion
In this Section, we discuss the results of our second user study. In addition, we discuss observations
of test sessions and the aspects of our post-test discussions with study participants which we believe
contributed towards the results reported above.
5.4.1 Query-by-colour and Query-by-sketch Query Styles
Recall from Section 5.2.1 our hypothesis that the query-by-sketch systems tested in the study would
prove to be more effective for colour-based image retrieval than those adopting the query-by-colour
query style. We formulated this hypothesis on account of the number of users in our first user study
bemoaning their inability to specify the location of colours in queries. The statistical comparison of the
frustration ratings between the two user groups - just short of our 5% significance level (p = 0:0698) -
coupled with users of the query-by-colour systems expressing to us their frustration at not being able
to specify colour locations in queries, appear to support our hypothesis.
The only anomaly in the results with regards to our hypothesis is the comparison of the times
taken by users for creating their image mosaics - with users of the query-by-sketch systems taking
significantly longer to create their mosaics than the users of the query-by-colour systems. A possible
explanation for this result is related to a finding from our first study - that is, users spending more
time searching for images with a given system due to having more confidence in its ability to find
the most suitable images in a database. Given that users of the query-by-sketch systems assigned
themselves significantly higher performance ratings than those using the query-by-colour systems,
coupled with the image mosaics of query-by-sketch users being (almost significantly) more accurate
than query-by-colour users, we believe this to be a plausible explanation.
We did not expect to observe users of the query-by-colour systems experience significantly more
physical demand when creating their image mosaics than those using the query-by-sketch systems.
On the contrary, due to the added interactions involved in sketching image requirements, we would
have anticipated the opposite. One suggestion for this result occurring is that during test sessions, we
observed users of the query-by-colour systems perform less queries than users of the query-by-sketch
systems; if an image close to their requirements was not apparent immediately, query-by-sketch
users would almost immediately amend their queries. Users of the query-by-colour systems, on the
other hand, spent more time browsing through query results. The query-by-colour users may have
experienced more physical demand than query-by-sketch users on account of the highly interactive
nature of similarity-based visualisations - that is, the query-by-colour users would have performed
many more zoom and pan operations in the mapping-based visualisation system, and more layer
navigation operations in the clustering-based visualisation system, than query-by-sketch users.
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5.4.2 Presentation of Query Results
In the study of Liu et al. [55], it was observed that users could find images fastest using tested sys-
tems presenting query results in the form of mapping and clustering-based visualisations (as opposed
to the ranked list presentation). Whilst the search times recorded for the systems adopting mapping
and clustering-based visualisations were not found to be significantly different, users did assign higher
preference ratings to the mapping-based visualisation system - claiming it to be more intuitive, inter-
esting, and convenient than the ranked list and clustering-based visualisation systems for searching
and comparing images. The results of our study, however, appear to contradict these findings and
instead side with our hypothesis that the ranked list presentation would prove to be the most effective
of the three for colour-based image retrieval.
We found there to be no significant differences between the times required by users across the
three colour-based image retrieval systems used (i.e., across the tested query result visualisations).
Furthermore, we also found no significant differences in the accuracy of images mosaics created or
workload ratings assigned by participants. We did, however, observe a significant difference between
the recorded preference ratings. We observed that the systems presenting query results as a ranked
list received significantly higher preference ratings than the systems presenting query results via
a clustering-based visualisation. Post-test discussions with participants revealed that many found
the groupings in the clustering-based visualisation to be unintuitive; with test users stating that the
representative images of groups did not accurately reflect the images contained within them, and
that many groups contained very dissimilar images. This reflects our criticism of clustering-based
visualisations stated previously in Section 2.5.2.2 - that is, the visualisation style is heavily reliant upon
the underlying features and metric used in defining similarity. Should the definition of similarity not
match human perception well, an image can be placed within clusters that users would not intuitively
think to inspect in order to retrieve it.
Whilst we did not find the difference in preference ratings between the ranked list and mapping-
based visualisation query result visualisations to be significant, on average the ranked list approach
did receive higher ratings from users. Many participants complained that the magnitude of visual
information in the mapping-based visualisations of query results was `overwhelming' when searching
for images. This was optimised by a participant assigning a zero preference rating to the mapping-
based visualisation system they had tested.
5.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have described our second user study which was undertaken to fulfil the final aim of
this research; to compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations
- namely, mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists. Recall that Liu et al. [55]
conducted a user study comparing three systems; presenting keyword query results either as a ranked
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list (where images ranked by the system as most similar to the query appear at the head of the list),
a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-based visualisation. The results of Liu et al.'s study
revealed that, of the three systems tested, users not only preferred the mapping-based visualisation
system, but could also retrieve images significantly faster with the two similarity-based visualisation
systems as opposed to when using the system presenting query results as a ranked list. Since Google
Images [44] and Bing Images [17] currently adopt a ranked list for presenting both keyword and colour
query results, we wanted to evaluate what effect changing the visualisation of results would have on
the large number of users searching by colour (as opposed Liu et al.'s investigation into keywords).
Another motivation for conducting our second user study was to fulfil one more aspect of the
research aim; to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-
based visualisations for colour-based image retrieval. Given that many colour-based image retrieval
systems typically support either the query-by-colour query style or the query-by-sketch query style [47,
42, 22, 44], but rarely both, and that no previous research had been conducted directly comparing the
query styles, we wanted to provide designers creating future systems with guidance regarding which
of the query styles must be included to best support users undertaking colour-based image retrieval.
For our second user study, we recruited 36 participants to compare six colour-based image re-
trieval systems using the Mosaic Test. Participants in our second user study were divided into two
equally sized groups, the first of which created image mosaics using three systems adopting the
query-by-colour query style, whilst the second group generated their mosaics using three query-
by-sketch query systems. The results of our study suggest that query-by-sketch is more effective
for colour based image retrieval than query-by-colour. Users of the query-by-sketch systems in our
study experienced less frustration and physical demand than the users of the query-by-colour sys-
tems when creating their image mosaics. Whilst users of the query-by-colour systems were able to
generate their image mosaics more quickly than the query-by-sketch users, we believe that users of
the query-by-sketch systems spent more time searching for images using their systems due to having
more confidence in their system's ability to find the most suitable images in a database. Given that
users of the query-by-sketch systems assigned themselves significantly higher performance ratings
than those using the query-by-colour systems, coupled with the image mosaics of query-by-sketch
users being (almost significantly) more accurate than query-by-colour users, we believe this to be a
plausible explanation.
An important point we must raise regarding our results comparing the query-by-colour and query-
by-sketch query styles is that, for the Mosaic Test, users are searching for images with colours in
specific locations. This, however, may not always be the case in the real world. For example, an
interior designer may require images for a mood board that merely contain the colour(s) they require,
with the location of the requisite colour(s) being inconsequential. In such a scenario, we suspect the
query-by-colour query style could be more effective than query-by-sketch, on account of the easier
query formulation (i.e., fewer interactions required). Nevertheless, the results of our user study have
shown that when colour location is of importance to users, the query-by-sketch query style is the more
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effective of the two approaches. Consequently, we recommend that colour-based image retrieval
systems should include both a query-by-sketch and a query-by-colour facility, to support those users
for whom colour location is important, as well as those for whom it is not.
Within the two user groups of our second study, users tested three colour-based image retrieval
systems visualising query results as either a ranked list, a mapping-based visualisation, or as a
clustering-based visualisation. In contrast to those produced via Liu et al.'s study, we observed no
significant difference in the times required by users across the tested query result visualisations (i.e.,
across the three colour-based image retrieval systems tested). Further to this, we also found no
significant difference in the accuracy of images mosaics produced or workload ratings assigned by
participants across the visualisations. We did, however, observe a significant difference between
preference ratings. We observed that the systems presenting query results via a ranked list received
significantly higher preference ratings than the systems presenting query results as a clustering-based
visualisation. Whilst participants of Liu et al.'s study heralded mapping-based visualisations for pre-
senting query results, participants of our second user study - as per participants of our first user study
- complained that the magnitude of visual information in the mapping-based visualisation was over-
whelming when searching for images. This was optimised by a participant assigning a zero preference
rating to the mapping-based visualisation system they had tested. Consequently, these findings lead
us to conclude that colour-based image retrieval query results should continue to be presented as
ranked lists.
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Conclusions
Prior to our research, very few evaluations of colour-based image retrieval systems had ever been
conducted. This, in our opinion, is a contributory factor as to why colour-based image retrieval sys-
tems today adopt the same query-based approaches first devised nearly two decades ago - originally
designed to index image databases much smaller in magnitude than those available today. This,
coupled with our discovery of a large demographic of users searching images databases by colour,
provided the fundamental motivation for this research - to discover more effective approaches for
colour-based image retrieval. By fulfilling our research aims, we believe we have made a significant
contribution to the existing knowledge of colour-based image retrieval.
The main focus of this research was to explore the potential of similarity-based visualisations for
colour-based image retrieval, due in main to them not having been evaluated previously specifically
for searching image databases by colour. Whilst the findings of our research (summarised in the
next section) cast doubt on the value of similarity-based visualisations for colour-based image re-
trieval (i.e., they appear to be no more effective than the currently adopted query-based approaches
of query-by-colour and query-by-sketch), we must stress that, due to time and resource limitations,
we have only been able to test a limited number of visualisations. It may be that using a different com-
bination of feature vectors, spreading strategies, dimension reduction techniques (for mapping-based
visualisations), or visualisation styles, could produce amore effective similarity-based visualisation for
colour-based image retrieval which may have resulted in a different outcome to our research. Never-
theless, we have contributed to the field the first reported evaluations of similarity-based visualisations
specifically for colour-based image retrieval.
Another contribution of this research is our comparison of the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch
query styles for colour-based image retrieval undertaken as part of our second user study. Given that
many colour-based image retrieval systems typically support either the query-by-colour query style
or the query-by-sketch query style [47, 42, 22, 44], but rarely both, and that no previous research
had been conducted directly comparing the query styles, we wanted to provide designers creating
future systems with guidance as to which of the query styles must be included to best support users
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undertaking colour-based image retrieval. Our research has shown that, when colour location is of
importance to users, query-by-sketch is the more effective of the two query styles. Consequently, we
have contributed evidence to the field that colour-based image retrieval systems supporting only one
of the colour-based image retrieval query styles are not suited to all users searching image databases
by colour. We therefore recommend that colour-based image retrieval systems should now include
both a query-by-sketch and a query-by-colour facility, to support those users for whom colour location
is important as well as those for whom it is not.
The most significant contribution of this research, however, is the Mosaic Test; providing a starting
point for ourselves and others in the field to undertake evaluations of systems and approaches for
colour-based image retrieval. Prior to the research documented in this thesis, the field lacked a
reliable method for systematically and meaningfully evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems.
It is for this reason that we believe very few evaluations of systems and approaches for colour-based
image retrieval have ever been conducted, which, as stated earlier, we believe to be a contributory
factor as to why systems in use today adopt query-based approaches first devised nearly two decades
ago. In this thesis, as well as proving that the Mosaic Test overcomes the two fundamental drawbacks
of existing strategies for evaluating colour-based image retrieval systems and approaches, we have
clearly documented how the Mosaic Test can be used to conduct future user-based evaluations to
further advance the field towards more effective colour-based image retrieval.
In the following Section, we summarise the main findings of our research and show how we ac-
complished our research aims.
6.1 Summary of Main Findings
In this thesis, we have described our two user studies exploring the effectiveness of similarity-based
visualisations for colour-based Image retrieval. In order for us to evaluate and compare the effective-
ness of similarity-based visualisations and query-based approaches for colour-based Image retrieval,
our first task was to overcome the lack of a reliable method for systematically and meaningfully evalu-
ating colour-based image retrieval systems. Since no standardised image database with associated
ground-truth existed for use in colour-based image retrieval evaluations, the precision and recall mea-
sures could not be adopted. Furthermore, the interactive target and category search task, alongside
precision and recall, do not support reflection-in-action, the iterative image selection process often
adopted by creative individuals. As a solution, we devised the Mosaic Test - a user-based evalua-
tion approach in which evaluation study participants complete an image mosaic of a predetermined
target image using the colour-based image retrieval system under evaluation. The time and users'
perception of the workload required to complete this creative task, as well as the visual accuracy of
their image mosaics (in comparison with the initial target images), are used to assess the effective-
ness of the system being tested. To substantiate our claim that the Mosaic Test overcomes the major
drawbacks associated with existing evaluation methods, we aimed to:
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 Show that that the Mosaic Test provides a reliable mechanism by which to meaningfully evaluate
and compare colour-based image retrieval systems.
We fulfilled this research aim in Chapter 3. From the findings of our first user study, in which we
evaluated the Mosaic Test using twelve `expert' (i.e., users with experience working in the graphic
design industry) and twelve `non-expert' participants (i.e., users with no prior graphic design experi-
ence), we concluded that the Mosaic Test overcomes the major drawbacks associated with previous
evaluation methods: in addition to providing valuable effectiveness data relating to efficiency and user
workload (by recording the task time and asking users to complete the NASA-TLX workload assess-
ment tool), the Mosaic Test enables participants to reflect on the relevance of retrieved images within
the context of their image mosaic (i.e., to perform reflection-in-action [84]), and automatically mea-
sures the relevance of retrieved images by computing MPEG-7 colour structure descriptors (from the
user-generated image mosaics and target images quantised to 256 possible colours) and calculating
the L1 distance between them.
In Chapter 4, we detailed how the 24 participants of our first user study tested three colour-based
image retrieval systems indexing 25,000 images. The first of these systems adopted the query-by-
colour query style to facilitate colour-based image retrieval. The second system adopted a mapping-
based visualisation which users could interactively explore using zooming and panning tools. These
two systems were included in the study so that we could compare a mapping-based visualisation with
the query-by-colour query style, contributing to the following research aim:
 Evaluate and compare the effectiveness of query-based approaches and similarity-based visu-
alisations for colour-based image retrieval.
Participants of our first user study assigned higher preference ratings to the query-by-colour sys-
tem than for the system featuring a mapping-based visualisation, as well as registering higher overall
workload ratings for the latter. Analysis of the participant's subjective workload ratings revealed that
users experienced significantly more effort, mental demand and frustration when creating image mo-
saics using the mapping-based visualisation systems than when using the query-by-colour system.
Post-test discussions revealed that the frustration experienced and extra effort required by many par-
ticipants when creating image mosaics using the mapping-based visualisation system - due to the
seemingly random organisation of images causing users to accidentally revisit and review areas of
the visualisation multiple times - as well as the mental demand required to process the large amount
of visual information, impacted negatively on their preference ratings and workload ratings.
As well as the query-by-colour and mapping-based visualisation systems, participants of our first
user study also tested a third colour-based image retrieval system. The third system tested featured
the same mapping-based visualisation as the second system. For this third system, however, we re-
moved the zoom facility so that users could only pan the visualisation to search for images. Removing
this functionality from the third system enabled us to meet another of our research aims:
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 Assess the importance of zooming for colour-based image retrieval from mapping-based visu-
alisations of large image databases.
Our results show that participants of the study created their image mosaics significantly faster
using the pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system than when using the zoomable system.
We believe this could be due to the fact that fewer interactions (i.e., mouse operations) were required
in order to navigate to an area of interest within the visualisation in the pannable-only system. We
found there to be no significant difference between the other Mosaic Test measures recorded across
the two systems. We did, however, also observe a significant difference in the users' preference
ratings, with participants assigning higher ratings to the zoomable system. Many of the study partic-
ipants suggested that they had felt limited whilst using the pannable-only system, preferring instead
the ability to customise the number of visualisation images displayed on screen at one time via zoom-
ing. On the basis of this finding, we conclude that systems facilitating colour-based image retrieval via
a mapping-based visualisation should include a zoom facility to improve the overall user experience.
Liu et al. [55] undertook a user study comparing three image retrieval systems which presented
keyword query results either in the form of a ranked list (where images ranked by the system as most
similar to the query appear at the head of the list), a mapping-based visualisation, or a clustering-
based visualisation. It was observed that users could find images fastest using the systems presenting
query results in the form of mapping-based and clustering-based visualisations (as opposed to a
ranked list presentation). Furthermore, users assigned higher preference ratings to the mapping-
based visualisation system. Since Google Images [44] and Bing Images [17] currently adopt a ranked
list for presenting both keyword and colour query results, we wanted to evaluate what effect changing
the visualisation of results would have on the large number of users searching by colour. It was for
this reason that we added the research aim:
 Compare the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval query result visualisations - namely,
mapping and clustering-based visualisations against ranked lists.
For our second user study, we recruited 36 participants to compare six colour-based image re-
trieval systems using the Mosaic Test. Participants in our second user study were divided into two
equally sized groups, the first of which created image mosaics using three systems adopting the
query-by-colour query style, whilst the second group generated their mosaics using three query-by-
sketch systems. Within the two user groups of our second study, users tested three colour-based
image retrieval systems visualising query results as either a ranked list, a mapping-based visualisa-
tion, or as a clustering-based visualisation, enabling to satisfy the above research aim. In contrast to
those produced via Liu et al.'s study, we observed no significant difference in the times required by
users across the tested query result visualisations (i.e., across the three colour-based image retrieval
systems tested). Further to this, we also found no significant difference in the accuracy of images
mosaics produced or workload ratings assigned by participants across the visualisations. We did,
however, observe a significant difference between preference ratings. We observed that the systems
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presenting query results via a ranked list received significantly higher preference ratings than the sys-
tems presenting query results as a clustering-based visualisation. Whilst participants of Liu et al.'s
study heralded mapping-based visualisations for presenting query results, participants of our second
user study - as per participants of our first user study - complained that the magnitude of visual in-
formation in the mapping-based visualisation was overwhelming when searching for images. This
was optimised by a participant assigning a zero preference rating to the mapping-based visualisation
system they had tested. Consequently, these findings lead us to conclude that colour-based image
retrieval query results should continue to be presented as ranked lists.
The results of our second study suggest that query-by-sketch is more effective for colour based
image retrieval than query-by-colour. Users of the query-by-sketch systems in our study experienced
less frustration and physical demand than the users of the query-by-colour systems when creating
their image mosaics. Whilst users of the query-by-colour systems were able to generate their image
mosaics more quickly than the query-by-sketch users, we believe that users of the query-by-sketch
systems spent more time searching for images using their systems due to having more confidence in
their system's ability to find the most suitable images in a database. Given that users of the query-by-
sketch systems assigned themselves significantly higher performance ratings than those using the
query-by-colour systems, coupled with the image mosaics of query-by-sketch users being (almost
significantly) more accurate than query-by-colour users, we believe this to be a plausible explanation.
It is based on the above findings that we recommend colour-based image retrieval systems should
include both a query-by-sketch and a query-by-colour facility.
6.2 Future Work
As a further contribution to knowledge, in this Section we outline several avenues for future work into
colour-based image retrieval derived from this research. If conducted, we believe these channels of
future work have the potential to further advance the field towards more effective colour-based image
retrieval.
6.2.1 Increasing the Number of Mosaic Test Participants
First and foremost, we aim to make the Mosaic Test documentation and Mosaic Test Tool software
available on-line so that others may systematically and meaningfully evaluate the effectiveness of
colour-based image retrieval systems and approaches. To obtain accurate and reliable Mosaic Test
effectiveness measures, it is imperative that any future studies evaluating colour-based image re-
trieval systems or approaches using the Mosaic Test recruit as many participants as is possible.
Recruiting a large number of volunteers to participate in any user study, however, can prove to be a
difficult, time-consuming and financially expensive operation. In the following Sections, we describe
two approaches for overcoming these difficulties.
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6.2.1.1 Crowd Sourcing
One way in which a much larger scale Mosaic Test could be conducted in the future would be to adapt
the Mosaic Test Tool, as well as other Mosaic Test elements such as the size of the image mosaic
participants are asked to generate, in order to make use of crowd-sourcing - whereby large-scale
tasks are divided into much smaller sub-tasks which are then distributed to, and completed by, a
large group of people for a small financial reward. For testing colour-based image retrieval systems
or approaches using the Mosaic Test via crowd-sourcing, members of a crowd-sourcing community
(such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk [2]) could be asked to complete a single cell (as opposed to the 16
cells as per our user studies) of a very large image mosaic using the system under evaluation. Upon
retrieving an image from the database, the participant could then complete the NASA-TLX scales
required for evaluating subjective workload for a Mosaic Test. The time taken by all participants to
locate their image, the accuracy of the selected images (in comparison with the corresponding target
image section) and the NASA-TLX ratings could then be used to reliably evaluate the effectiveness
of the tested colour-based image retrieval system.
6.2.1.2 Mobile Application
Using the approach above will enable much larger Mosaic Tests to be conducted than those under-
taken for this research. The number of users that can participate in any study, however, is inevitably
capped by the financial budget allocated for participant remuneration. A solution to this limitation is
to create a mobile application (or `app'), converting the Mosaic Test into a freely downloadable mini
game for mobile platforms. In order to analyse the touch behaviour of smartphone users, Henze et
al. [35] published a game entitled ``Hit It!'' on October 31st, 2010. In the game, users were required
to touch target(s) on the screen within a set timeframe. If users touched the target(s) within the set
time, they were advanced to the next level. Levels were made increasingly difficult by adding extra
targets and/or reducing the time permitted to complete the task. If users failed to touch the target(s)
in the allotted time they received a penalty point. Should users receive three penalty points, they
were forced to start back at the first level. From their free `app', Henze et al. [35] collected more than
120 million touch events from 91,731 installations and used the data to determine the error rate for
different target sizes and screen positions.
A similar approach could be undertaken to perform amuchmore comprehensive analysis of image
mosaic accuracy measures than that implemented in our research. An `app' could be developed with
which users can create their own image mosaics and have the accuracy of them rated by other users.
These user-generated mosaics, coupled with the accuracy ratings assigned by users, could then be
analysed in order to uncover which feature vector and associated distancemeasure is truly best suited
for measuring the accuracy of image mosaics produced during a Mosaic Test.
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6.2.2 Incorporating Keyword Search into the Mosaic Test
As reported previously in Section 2.4, Markkula and Sormunen [60] observed that colour is an impor-
tant aesthetic criteria for journalists during the final selection phase of a typical retrieval session. In
its current state, the Mosaic Test measures the effectiveness of colour-based image retrieval systems
for users at this final stage of retrieval (or users not interested in the semantic concept of images). In
most cases, however, users will have performed a keyword search (or multiple keyword searches)
prior to this in order to find images with a particular semantic concept, before making his or her final
selections on the basis of colour. Google Images [44] and Bing Images [17] are two examples of sys-
tems supporting this type of search. Whilst the Mosaic Test in its current form does not incorporate
the keyword search stage of retrieval, as well as asking users to find suitably coloured images for their
image mosaics, an added caveat could be that users are only permitted to use images semantically
relevant to the target image. Users would then be required to undertake keyword searches to filter
database images semantically before making their final selections on the basis of colour. To prevent
users from submitting mosaics with semantically irrelevant images, an annotated database could be
used (e.g., the MIR-FLICKR image collections [40] used in this research) and the Mosaic Test Tool
modified to check that database images dragged to cells during a Mosaic Test share at least one
keyword with those assigned to the target image (i.e., the Mosaic Test Tool would reject a database
image during the test if it did not share at least one keyword with the target image).
6.2.3 Similarity-based Visualisation Variations
As discussed previously, the findings of this research cast doubt on the value of similarity-based visu-
alisations for colour-based image retrieval (i.e., they appear to be no more effective than the currently
adopted query-based approaches of query-by-colour and query-by-sketch). In our experiments, how-
ever, we adopted just one dimensional reduction technique (Principal Component Analysis) and only
two feature vectors (namely the colour histogram [93] and the MPEG-7 colour layout descriptor [59]
for our first and second user studies resepctively). As we have described previously in Chapter 2,
there are countless combinations of feature vectors (and associated distancemeasures), dimensional
reduction techniques (e.g., multi-dimensional scaling [52], Fastmap [24], etc.), spreading strategies,
and visualisation styles, that could yield more effective similarity-based visualisations for colour-based
image retrieval than those produced for this study. Of course, the effectiveness of these alternative
similarity-based visualisations could be assessed using our Mosaic Test.
6.2.4 The Query-by-colour and Query-by-sketch Query Styles
The findings from our second user study suggest that whilst query-by-colour is fastest for search-
ing image databases by colour, the query-by-sketch query style enables users to find the database
images most suited to their colour requirements (i.e., users could produce more accurate image mo-
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saics). As per the similarity-based visualisations used for this research, however, there are several
modifications that could be made to both the query-by-colour and query-by-sketch systems evaluated
as part of our research which may make them more effective for colour-based image retrieval. For
instance, adding a colour proportion selection tool (with which users can specify the quantities of se-
lected colours) to the query-by-colour system may enable users to find database images more suited
to their colour requirements (i.e., users could produce more accurate image mosaics in a Mosaic
Test). For the query-by-sketch system, improving the drawing tool in the query panel could poten-
tially reduce the amount of time it takes users to retrieve images from a database. Changing the
feature vectors and distance metrics used for our colour-based image retrieval systems could also
enhance their effectiveness.
The design of the colour palette used in all of our query-based systems was identical to that of
the MultiColr [42] system, mainly due to the positive reviews it had received online (e.g., [26]). As
reported previously in Section 2.6.2, it would appear that Broek et al. [98] is the only example of re-
search into the design of colour palettes for colour-based image retrieval, but is only a theoretical
examination (based on a heuristic incorporating Fitt's Law - a mathematical model of human move-
ment) of graphical colour palettes taken from a variety of different systems. As such, future work
could be undertaken to empirically compare various colour palette designs using the Mosaic Test; to
discover which truly is most effective for colour-based image retrieval.
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Aspects of the work described in this thesis feature in the following publications:
 Plant, W., Lumsden, J., and Nabney, I.T., "The Mosaic Test: Measuring the Effectiveness of
Colour-based Image Retrieval" in Multimedia Tools and Applications, p.1-22, 2012.
 Plant, W., Lumsden, J., and Nabney, I.T., (2011), TheMosaic Test: Benchmarking Colour-based
Image Retrieval Systems Using ImageMosaics, in Proceedings of the First EuropeanWorkshop
on Human-Computer Interaction and Information Retrieval, p. 23-26, Newcastle, U.K., 4 July.
 Plant, W., and Schaefer, G., (2011), Visualisation and Browsing of Image Databases, in Multi-
media Analysis, Processing and Communications, Ed. W. Lin et al., Springer Berlin / Heidel-
berg, Vol. 346, p. 3-57.
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Appendix A
Mosaic Test Documents
This appendix contains the background questionnaire, Mosaic Test instructions, and NASA-TLXwork-
load assessment, used for the two studies described in this thesis.
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Participant #: ________ 
 
Some Background Information                  
 
To let us assess how relevant elements of people’s life experience and/or physical makeup 
impact on the way they search for images based on colour, we would ask you to answer the 
following series of questions.   Please note, this information will remain anonymous; you are 
not required to complete any question that you do not wish to answer.   If you have any 
queries, please do not hesitate to ask the researcher. 
 
1. Please indicate your age by ticking the box next to the age-range that applies to you: 
 
 15 – 20 years  
 21 – 25 years  
 26 – 30 years  
 31 – 35 years  
 36 – 40 years 
 41 – 45 years 
 46 – 50 years 
 51 – 55 years 
 56 – 60 years 
 61 – 65 years 
 66 + years 
 
2. Please indicate your gender by ticking the appropriate box: 
 
 Male   Female 
 
3. Please indicate how often you search or browse a collection of images, e.g. looking 
for a particular picture or theme: 
 
 Never (Go to Question 5) 
 
 Daily 
 At least once a week 
 2-3 times a month 
 Less than once a month 
 
4. Please specify the name of any systems or websites you may use to search or browse a 
collection of images: 
 __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________  
 
5. Please specify the highest formal qualification you possess in Art or a related discipline 
(leave blank if you have no such qualifications):   
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
}  (Go to Question 4) 
Figure A.1: Pre-study questionnaire.
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Introduction 
 
You are being asked to help evaluate 3 computer systems that allow users to search a large 
collection of images (or photographs) to find a specific or desired image. A collection of 
images is often referred to as an image database. Traditionally, the most common way of 
searching for an image in an image database is by entering a set of descriptive words 
(known as keywords) into a search system. The computer systems you will be testing today do 
not need a set of keywords to search for images; instead they allow you to search for images 
based on colours. We refer to such systems as Search By Colour Systems. 
 
The search by colour systems you will be testing today enable graphic designers or others in 
creative industries to search a large collection of images using colours.  Please remember 
that it is the technology that is being evaluated, not you! 
 
 
 
 
In this study, you will be required to complete 3 Photomosaics. A Photomosaic (or 
photograph mosaic – see Figure 1 for an example) is an image that is made up of a 
collection of lots of smaller, identically sized images.  The images making up the mosaic are 
chosen on the basis of their colours. When a Photomosaic is viewed from a distance, the 
smaller images collectively appear to form the target image.  
 
IMPORTANTLY, the closer the match between the colours in the small mosaic images and the 
section of the larger image they are used to fill, the more accurate and visually effective the 
Photomosaic will be! 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 - An example of a Photomosaic. 
Figure A.2: Mosaic Test Tool instructions (page one).
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Figure 2 – Target image (left) and photomosaic (right). 
 
Today, you will be asked to complete a series of photomosaics of jelly beans using different 
image search systems to find the images you need.  In each case, you will be shown the 
target image (see Figure 2 – left). You will also see an empty photomosaic (see Figure 2 – 
right) of the target image.  Each of the photomosaics you will be completing today consist of 
16 cells that need to be filled in with images from the image database.  Your task is to search 
the image database using a search by colour system to find 16 images with the right colours 
to complete the 16 cells in the mosaic and insert those images into the photomosaic. 
Remember that the closer the match between the colours of the selected images and the 
corresponding colours in the target image, the more accurate and visually effective the 
Photomosaic will appear.  
 
The researcher will determine the order in which you use the different search by colour 
systems. You will be given some training on how to use each search by colour system, and 
allowed to practise using the system before completing each photomosaic. Once you have 
completed and submitted your photomosaic, you will be asked to complete a series of 
ratings concerning how difficult you felt the task was to complete.  After you have 
completed the three photomosaics using the three different search by colour systems, you 
will be asked to rate your order of preference for the three search by colour systems you 
have used. 
 
Figure A.3: Mosaic Test Tool instructions (page two).
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Mosaic Test Tool :: Training Session 
 
Before you begin to test the three search by colour systems, we first need to explain how to 
complete a mosaic using our Mosaic Test Tool (see Figure 3). This Mosaic Test Tool (which will 
always appear on the left of the screen) has been developed specifically to support the 
creation of photomosaics.  To let you get comfortable with creating photomosaics, we have 
set up a sample search by colour system (see Figure 3 - right) that will allow you to try out the 
Mosaic Test Tool without worrying about what your actions might do.   
 
Please feel free to ask questions at any point during the training session – it is important that 
you are comfortable with the Mosaic Test Tool before you proceed! 
 
  
 
 
Figure 3 – The Mosaic Test Tool (left – circled in green) and the sample search by colour system (right). 
 
You should have in front of you a laptop (with mouse attached) displaying the Mosaic Test 
Tool and the sample search by colour system as shown in Figure 3. The screen will currently be 
blacked out with a message box in the centre. The Mosaic Test Tool consists of 2 main parts. 
First is the target image, located in the top portion of the tool. This is the image you are aiming 
to replicate using smaller images in the photomosaic. Below the target image, and a small 
control panel (which we will describe later), is the initially empty photomosaic. You are 
required to fill in the photomosaic by dragging images from a search by colour system.  
 
The 16 incomplete cells of the photomosaic have as a background a faded version of the 
corresponding area in the target image (see Figure 4). You should use this as a guide for 
searching for images within the database. Hovering the mouse cursor over a photomosaic 
cell will outline the corresponding area within the target image in BLUE (see Figure 4). Feel 
free to try this now.  So, for example, the cell with a BLUE outline in the photomosaic in Figure 4 
would require you to search for and insert an ORANGE image to match the corresponding 
area in the target image.   
Figure A.4: Mosaic Test Tool instructions (page three).
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Figure 4 – The incomplete cells of the photomosaic. 
  
So now you know what you are required to do, you need to know how to add images you 
find in the database to your photomosaic, as well as moving, copying or deleting images in 
the photomosaic. You will also need to know the various ways in which you can manually 
assess the quality of you current photomomosaic. These actions are all explained on the 
following page. 
 
Finally, it is important that you understand how to submit a completed photomosaic or take a 
break from the experiment. The next page also explains these actions too. 
 
You may use the following page as a guide throughout this study.  
Figure A.5: Mosaic Test Tool instructions (page four).
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Figure A.6: Mosaic Test Tool instructions (page five).
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Participant #: ________ 
Mosaic Test Tool :: Training Task 
 
So that you are comfortable with everything you will be asked to do during 
the study, please click START and complete the photomosaic of jelly beans 
using images found using the sample search by colour system. Use the scroll 
bar or mouse wheel to scroll through all the images in the system.  
 
Remember: 
 
• The closer the match between the colours of the selected images and 
the corresponding target image sections, the more accurate and 
visually effective the photomosaic will appear. 
 
To familiarise yourself fully with the Mosaic Test Tool, please check off and 
complete the following tasks: 
 
 Drag an image from the search by colour system to a 
photomosaic cell (Left Click, Hold and Drag image and Drop in 
desired photomosaic cell). 
 
 Move an image from one photomosaic section to another (Left 
Click, Hold and Drag image and Drop in desired photomosaic 
cell). 
 
 Copy an image within a photomosaic cell and place the 
duplicate in another photomosaic cell (Shift Key + Left Click, 
Hold and Drag image to be copied and Drop in another 
photomosaic cell). 
 
 Remove an image from the photomosaic (Left Click, Hold and 
Drag image and Drop somewhere outside of the red border 
area). 
 
 Pause the Mosaic Test Tool (Left Click “Pause Test” button). 
 
 Make the photomosaic half size and full size. 
 
 Submit a completed photomosaic (Left Click “Finish Test” button 
when all cells of the photomosaic contain an image and you 
are happy with your end product). 
 
Feel free to ask the researcher for assistance at any point.  You may repeat 
the whole photomosaic if you would like further practice, or progress to the 
actual experiment whenever you feel are ready – just ask the researcher! 
 
Figure A.7: Mosaic Test Tool `training tasks' check sheet.
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Workload Assessment - Introduction 
We would like you to complete some rating scales designed to find out about your 
experiences regarding the image search by colour system you have just used to create your 
photomosaic.  In particular, we would like to know about the "workload" you experienced.   
The factors that influence your perception of workload associated with interacting with the 
system to complete the photomosaic may come from the system itself, your feelings about 
your own performance, how much effort you put in, or the stress and frustration you felt.   The 
workload contributed by these factors may be different for the different search by colour 
systems.  The physical parts of workload are easy to measure but the mental ones are harder. 
 
Since workload is something that is experienced individually by each person, we need to 
measure it by asking each person to describe the feelings they experienced.   Because 
workload may be caused by many different factors, we would like you to evaluate several of 
them individually.   This set of 6 scales was developed for you to use in evaluating your 
experiences in different tasks.    
 
Please read the definitions of the scales carefully.    If you have a question about any of the 
scales please ask the researcher.   It is extremely important that they be clear to you. 
 
Thinking carefully about the image search by colour system, we would like you to fill in the 6 
scales.   You should evaluate the session by marking each scale at the point that matches 
your experience.   Each line has a description at each end: please consider each scale 
individually.   Please consider your responses carefully.  Your ratings will play an important 
role in the evaluation being conducted so your active participation is essential to the success 
of this experiment and is greatly appreciated.   Please remember that you are free to 
terminate your contribution to this study at any time and you do not have to complete any of 
the scales if you do not wish to.    If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask the 
researcher. 
Figure A.8: NASA-TLX workload assessment [31] background information.
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Participant #: ________ 
 
NASA-TLX Subjective Workload Assessment 
 
 
Figure A.9: NASA-TLX workload assessment [31].
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Participant #: ________ 
 
Preference Assessment 
  
You have now tested all the search by colour systems.   We would like you to tell us which 
system (A, B and C) you preferred.   Below is a scale identical to those that you have been 
using to indicate your workload.   We would like you to complete it as before but this time put 
an ‘A’ on the scale to indicate your preference for system A, a ‘B’ on the scale to indicate 
your preference for system B, and ‘C’ to indicate your preference for system C. So, for 
example, if you preferred system A to the system B, you would put the ‘A’ nearer the High 
end of the scale than the ‘B’. 
Please now indicate your preferences on the following scale: 
 
OVERALL 
PREFERENCE 
Please rate your preference for the systems using the following 
identifiers: 
(A) for System A 
(B) for System B 
(C) for System C 
 
 
 
We would like to know which of the photomosaics you created you feel was your most 
accurate (or the one you think was best). In the list below, rank your photomosaics according 
to how good you think each was:  put 1 in the box next to the photomosaic you were 
happiest with, and so on.  If necessary, you may score 2 or indeed all 3 photomosaics with 
the same rank.   
 
Please now indicate your photomosaic preferences: 
 
 First Photomosaic 
 Second Photomosaic 
 Third Photomosaic 
 
We would also like to know in what situations or for which tasks, if any, you think it might be 
beneficial to use a search by colour system such as those you have tested today. Please list 
any suggestions below: 
 
 
 
 
Finally, if you have any other comments regarding this experiment, please take a moment to 
note  them here: 
 
 
 
 
You have now completed this experiment.  Thank you for your participation. 
Figure A.10: System preference assessment.
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First Study System Instructions
This appendix contains the system instructions provided to participants of the first user study.
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System A :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool. 
We will now introduce you to the System A for searching for images according to their 
colour(s). Before you begin to complete the photomosaic using system A, we need to explain 
how you should use the system to search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps 
and actions required to search for images in the database using System A: 
 
 
Figure B.1: Zoomable mapping-based visualisation system training instructions.
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System B :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool. 
We will now introduce you to the System B for searching for images according to their 
colour(s). Before you begin to complete the photomosaic using system A, we need to explain 
how you should use the system to search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps 
and actions required to search for images in the database using System B: 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.2: Pannable-only mapping-based visualisation system training instructions.
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System C :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool. 
We will now introduce you to System C for searching for images according to their colour(s). 
Before you begin to complete the photomosaic using the system C, we need to explain how 
you should use the system to search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and 
actions required to search for images in the database using system C: 
 
 
 
 
You now have the opportunity to have a practise with system C without worrying about what 
your actions might do!  Please feel free to ask questions at any point whilst practising – it is 
important that you are comfortable with searching for images using the system C before you 
proceed to completing the test photomosaic. 
 
When you are ready to begin your practise session with System C, please click “START” on the 
message box on the computer screen. When you are happy to proceed to the experimental 
session, please inform the researcher. 
Figure B.3: Query-by-colour system training instructions.
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Appendix C
Image Mosaic Measure Accuracy
Rankings
This appendix contains a full list of the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (rs) between the
imagemosaic distance rankingsmade by participants and the rankings generated by the tested image
mosaic accuracy measures.
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Rank Descriptor Quantisation Metric rs
8 APP N/A L2 0.275
16 MLCH 64 L2 0.165
23 MPEG-7 CLD N/A DEFAULT 0.132
15 MPEG-7 CST 32 L1 0.167
5 MPEG-7 CST 64 L1 0.355
2 MPEG-7 CST 128 L1 0.418
1 MPEG-7 CST 256 L1 0.528
11 MPEG-7 CST 32 L2 0.22
4 MPEG-7 CST 64 L2 0.363
7 MPEG-7 CST 128 L2 0.33
6 MPEG-7 CST 256 L2 0.341
12 MPEG-7 SCD 16 L1 0.209
31 MPEG-7 SCD 32 L1 0.078
22 MPEG-7 SCD 64 L1 0.133
41 MPEG-7 SCD 128 L1 -0.11
18 MPEG-7 SCD 256 L1 0.154
9 MPEG-7 SCD 16 L2 0.253
40 MPEG-7 SCD 32 L2 0.011
14 MPEG-7 SCD 64 L2 0.176
30 MPEG-7 SCD 128 L2 0.088
3 MPEG-7 SCD 256 L2 0.407
27 LOCAL SCD 16 L1 0.11
32 LOCAL SCD 32 L1 0.077
37 LOCAL SCD 64 L1 0.022
27 LOCAL SCD 128 L1 0.11
27 LOCAL SCD 256 L1 0.11
23 LOCAL SCD 16 L2 0.132
36 LOCAL SCD 32 L2 0.055
37 LOCAL SCD 64 L2 0.022
23 LOCAL SCD 128 L2 0.132
18 LOCAL SCD 256 L2 0.154
37 ACC 16 L1 0.022
12 ACC 32 L1 0.209
18 ACC 64 L1 0.154
16 ACC 128 L1 0.165
18 ACC 256 L1 0.154
34 ACC 16 L2 0.066
23 ACC 32 L2 0.132
9 ACC 64 L2 0.253
34 ACC 128 L2 0.066
32 ACC 256 L2 0.077
Table C.1: Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (rs) between the image mosaic distance rankings
made by participants and the rankings generated by the tested image mosaic accuracy measures.
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Appendix D
Second Study Query-by-colour
Systems Instructions
This appendix contains the instructions provided to participants testing the query-by-colour systems
in the second user study.
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Colour-Picker Toolbar :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool. 
We will now introduce you to the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR, which is included on each of the 
systems you will be using today and will always appear at the top of the system. Before you 
begin to complete photomosaics using each of the 3 image search by colour systems, we 
first need to explain how you should use the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR to search for images 
by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search for images in the 
database using the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You should now be familiar with searching for images using the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR. 
Don’t worry, you will get a chance to practise with the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR when you 
begin training with the first of the 3 image search by colour systems. If you do have any 
questions, do not hesitate to ask your researcher now. 
Figure D.1: Query-by-colour query panel instructions.
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System D :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System D for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system D, we need to explain how you should use the system to 
search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search 
for images in the database using system D: 
 
 
Figure D.2: Ranked list query-by-colour system instructions.
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System E :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System E for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system E, we need to explain how you should use the system to 
search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search 
for images in the database using system E: 
 
Figure D.3: Mapping-based visualisation query-by-colour system instructions.
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System F :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-PICKER TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System F for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system F, we need to explain how you should use the system to 
search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search 
for images in the database using system F: 
Figure D.4: Clustering-based visualisation query-by-colour system instructions.
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Appendix E
Second Study Query-by-sketch
Systems Instructions
This appendix contains the instructions provided to participants testing the query-by-sketch systems
in the second user study.
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Colour-Layout Toolbar :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool. 
We will now introduce you to the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR, which is included on each of 
the systems you will be using today and will always appear at the top of the system. Before 
you begin to complete your photomosaics using each of the 3 image search by colour 
systems, we first need to explain how you should use the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR to search 
for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search for 
images in the database using the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You should now be familiar with searching for images using the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR. 
Don’t worry, you will get a chance to practise with the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR when you 
begin training with the first of the 3 image search by colour systems. If you do have any 
questions, do not hesitate to ask your researcher now. 
Figure E.1: Query-by-sketch query panel instructions.
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System G :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System G for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system G, we need to explain how you should use the system to 
search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search 
for images in the database using system G: 
 
 
 
Figure E.2: Ranked list query-by-sketch system instructions.
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System H :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System H for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system H, we need to explain how you should use the system to 
search for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search 
for images in the database using system H: 
 
 
Figure E.3: Mapping-based visualisation query-by-sketch system instructions.
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System I :: Training Session 
 
You should now be familiar with how to complete a photomosaic using the Mosaic Test Tool, 
and how to use the COLOUR-LAYOUT TOOLBAR. We will now introduce you to System I for 
searching for images according to their colour(s). Before you begin to complete the 
photomosaic using the system I, we need to explain how you should use the system to search 
for images by colour. Below is an outline of the steps and actions required to search for 
images in the database using system I: 
 
 
Figure E.4: Clustering-based visualisation query-by-sketch system instructions.
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Appendix F
User Study Consent Forms
This appendix contains the consent forms that participants were required to sign prior to taking part
in our user studies.
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CONSENT FORM 
for 
participation in the research study entitled:  
 
EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF IMAGE SEARCH BY COLOUR 
SYSTEMS USING PHOTOMOSAICS 
 
Please read this consent form carefully and ask all the questions you might have 
before deciding to participate or not in this research study.  You are free to ask 
questions before, during, or after your participation in this research. 
 
 
Dear participant, 
The purpose of this consent form is to seek your free and informed consent to participate in a research 
study entitled “Evaluating the Performance of Image Search by Colour Systems Using Photomosaics”. 
This research is a study into the comparative effectiveness of different image search methods for 
finding or retrieving images in an image database based on their colour(s). This study is designed to 
(a) determine and compare the effectiveness of the different search methods, and (b) determine which 
of the search methods is preferred by users. The results of this study will influence the creation of a 
future system for searching images in an image database according to their colour(s). The study is 
being conducted by William Plant as part of his PhD research with the Aston University, School of 
Engineering and Applied Science. 
 
If you agree to take part in this study, you will be asked to provide some background information 
regarding your experience of searching for images in an image database and your artistic background. 
Due to the nature of the study – i.e., the focus on colour use – we also ask you to self disclose if 
you are colour blind. Unfortunately you will not be able to participate in this study if you do 
have any form of colour blindness. 
 
You will be asked to complete 3 photomosaics using 3 different search by colour systems to find 
images to complete each of the photomosaics. A photomosaic (or photograph mosaic) is an image 
that has been created out of a series of lots of other small, identically sized images (or photos). The 
images making up the mosaic are chosen on the basis of their colours. When a photomosaic is viewed 
from a distance, the smaller images collectively appear to form the intended larger image. To create 
photomosaics we need to search for images of specific colours in an image database. Search by 
colour systems enable you to search a database of images on the basis of their colours. In this 
experiment, you will have access to a database of 25,000 images. This image database is a freely 
downloadable collection containing images uploaded by users of the photo-sharing community 
website Flickr. The images in the database are uncensored: as a result, we cannot make any 
assurances as to the content of the images contained within the database.  In the unlikely 
event that you do encounter an image that is, to you, offensive, we would like to assure you 
that no offence was intended.  
 
After completing each photomosaic, you will be asked some questions about your opinion of the 
workload associated with the search by colour system you have used. After you have used all 3 
systems, you will be asked to rate your preferences for them.  We will record the images you select 
from the database, the time it takes you to complete each photomosaic, and also your interactions 
with each search by colour system. The computer screen will also be video recorded, with the sole 
Figure F.1: First study consent form (page one).
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intention of monitoring your on-screen actions so we can review your search actions at a later date, 
and potentially identify any recurring search patterns across participants in the study.  
 
The whole study session will take about 1 hour 30 minutes to complete.  Your participation in this 
study is entirely voluntary and you may end your participation at any time or for any reason without 
penalty. 
 
If you have any questions about this study, please contact William Plant or his supervisors Dr. Joanna 
Lumsden or Prof. Ian Nabney as follows: 
 
William Plant 
PhD Student  
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: plantwr1@aston.ac.uk 
 
Dr. Joanna Lumsden 
Lecturer and Aston Interactive Media (AIM) Lab Manager 
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: j.lumsden@aston.ac.uk 
 
Prof Ian Nabney 
Head of Computer Science 
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: i.t.nabney@aston.ac.uk 
 
Risks 
The risks associated with participating in this study are minimal. 
 
Confidentiality and Data Storage 
All data collected during this study will be kept confidential.  Your responses to the study questions will 
remain anonymous.  No one other than members of the research team will have access to the data 
collected.  Individuals will not be identifiable from the data and will not be identified in any publications 
related to this research.  The data will be stored in a secure fashion and will be destroyed 5 years from 
the date of this study. 
 
Figure F.2: First study consent form (page two).
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Consent 
 
I, the undersigned, acknowledge that I have been given sufficient time to 
consider my participation in this study.  I confirm that I have received, read, and 
understood all the information above and give my full and informed consent to 
participate in the study. 
 
I confirm I have understood the information provided regarding the image 
database – specifically, that the content of images within the database is 
uncensored and that the research team take no responsibility for the content of 
images (and any potential offense caused by images). 
 
I give my permission for my interactions with the computer during the study to 
be video recorded for future analysis. 
 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I am 
free to end my participation in the study at any time or for any reason without 
penalty. I also understand that any member of the research team can end my 
participation in the study for financial, scientific, or ethical reasons at any time. 
 
I understand that by signing this form, I give my full and informed consent to the 
research team to use the data collected for the purpose of this research and any 
related research that follows. 
 
 
 
Print Name: _______________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature: _______________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:  __________________ 
 
 
  
If you would like to receive information about the outcome of this study, please enter details of the 
most appropriate means by which this information can be communicated to you: 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure F.3: First study consent form (page three).
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CONSENT FORM 
for 
participation in the research study entitled:  
 
COMPARING METHODS FOR PRESENTING SEARCH RESULTS  
IN IMAGE SEARCH BY COLOUR SYSTEMS 
 
Please read this consent form carefully and ask all the questions you might have 
before deciding to participate or not in this research study.  You are free to ask 
questions before, during, or after your participation in this research. 
 
 
Dear participant, 
The purpose of this consent form is to seek your free and informed consent to participate in a research 
study entitled “Comparing Methods for Presenting Search Results in Image Search By Colour 
Systems”. This research is a study into the comparative effectiveness of different methods for 
displaying and presenting images retrieved from an image database based on their colour(s). This 
study is designed to (a) determine and compare the effectiveness of different search result 
presentations, and (b) determine which of the search result presentations is preferred by users. The 
results of this study will influence the creation of future systems for searching images in an image 
database according to their colour(s). The study is being conducted by William Plant as part of his 
PhD research with the Aston University, School of Engineering and Applied Science. 
 
If you agree to take part in this study, you will be asked to provide some background information 
regarding your experience of searching for images in an image database and your artistic background. 
Due to the nature of the study – i.e., the focus on colour use – we also ask you to undertake a short 
colour blindness test. Unfortunately you will not be able to participate in this study if you do 
have any form of colour blindness. 
 
You will be asked to complete 3 photomosaics using 3 different search by colour systems to find 
images to complete each of the photomosaics. A photomosaic (or photograph mosaic) is an image 
that has been created out of a series of lots of other small, identically sized images (or photos). The 
images making up the mosaic are chosen on the basis of their colours. When a photomosaic is viewed 
from a distance, the smaller images collectively appear to form the intended larger image. To create 
photomosaics we need to search for images of specific colours in an image database. Search by 
colour systems enable you to search a database of images on the basis of their colours. In this 
experiment, you will have access to a database of 1,000,000 images. This image database is a freely 
downloadable collection containing images uploaded by users of the photo-sharing community 
website Flickr. The images in the database are uncensored: as a result, we cannot make any 
assurances as to the content of the images contained within the database.  In the unlikely 
event that you do encounter an image that is, to you, offensive, we would like to assure you 
that no offence was intended.  
 
After completing each photomosaic, you will be asked some questions about your opinion of the 
workload associated with the search by colour system you have used. After you have used all 3 
systems, you will be asked to rate your preferences for them.  We will record the images you select 
from the database and the time it takes you to complete each photomosaic. The computer screen 
will also be video recorded, with the sole intention of monitoring your on-screen actions so we can 
Figure F.4: Second study consent form (page one).
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review your search actions at a later date, and potentially identify any recurring search patterns across 
participants in the study.  
 
The whole study session will take about 1 hour 30 minutes to complete.  Your participation in this 
study is entirely voluntary and you may end your participation at any time or for any reason without 
penalty. 
 
If you have any questions about this study, please contact William Plant or his supervisors Dr. Joanna 
Lumsden or Prof. Ian Nabney as follows: 
 
William Plant 
PhD Student  
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: plantwr1@aston.ac.uk 
 
Dr. Joanna Lumsden 
Lecturer and Aston Interactive Media (AIM) Lab Manager 
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: j.lumsden@aston.ac.uk 
 
Prof Ian Nabney 
Head of Computer Science 
School of Engineering & Applied Science 
Aston University 
e-Mail: i.t.nabney@aston.ac.uk 
 
Risks 
The risks associated with participating in this study are minimal. 
 
Confidentiality and Data Storage 
All data collected during this study will be kept confidential.  Your responses to the study questions will 
remain anonymous.  No one other than members of the research team will have access to the data 
collected.  Individuals will not be identifiable from the data and will not be identified in any publications 
related to this research.  The data will be stored in a secure fashion and will be destroyed 5 years from 
the date of this study. 
 
Figure F.5: Second study consent form (page two).
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Consent 
 
I, the undersigned, acknowledge that I have been given sufficient time to 
consider my participation in this study.  I confirm that I have received, read, and 
understood all the information above and give my full and informed consent to 
participate in the study. 
 
I confirm I have understood the information provided regarding the image 
database – specifically, that the content of images within the database is 
uncensored and that the research team take no responsibility for the content of 
images (and any potential offense caused by images). 
 
I confirm I have understood that I am required to complete a short colour 
blindness test as part of this study, the results of which will be kept completely 
confidential. I also understand that the results of the colour blindness test do not 
act as a clinical diagnosis for colour blindness. 
 
I give my permission for my interactions with the computer during the study to 
be video recorded for future analysis. 
 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I am 
free to end my participation in the study at any time or for any reason without 
penalty. I also understand that any member of the research team can end my 
participation in the study for financial, scientific, or ethical reasons at any time. 
 
I understand that by signing this form, I give my full and informed consent to the 
research team to use the data collected for the purpose of this research and any 
related research that follows. 
 
 
 
Print Name: _______________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature: _______________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:  __________________ 
 
 
  
If you would like to receive information about the outcome of this study, please enter details of the 
most appropriate means by which this information can be communicated to you: 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure F.6: Second study consent form (page three).
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